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ABSTRACT 
The primary purpose of this work was to identify the 
process by which the ~ o n t r o l l of variables' strategy develops. 
i 
Investigations are described which indicate that the 
strategies used on 'control of variables' tasks are task specific. 
The quasi/empirical nature of science tasks is shown to affect 
the use of the control strategy. 
Further investigations are described that indicate the 
existence of a concrete operational control strategy which 
has as its basis negation by elimination and cancellation, 
and not Piaget's formal level operation of negation by 
neutralisation. 
Two major studies, one at the Secondary School and one at 
the Junior School level, are described in which four parallel 
substages in the development of the control strategy were 
noted. At the concrete operational level these substages 
represented an increasing ability to produce a consistency 
between judgments and experimental results through the 
formation of increasingly sophisticated strategies, i.e. through 
attendance to first order relations. At the formal operational 
level the substages represented an increasing ability to 
compare criteria for the use of strategies, i.e. attendance 
to second order relations. 
Neo-Piagetian procedures are applied and the calculation 
of the M demand for the s u b s ~ a g e s s ten4s to confirm a static 
model for the size of M space. 
CHAPTER 1 
A PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATION OF THE TOPIC -
THE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
This study is presented in two sections. The first 
1. 
describes the initial work undertaken in Secondary Schools. 
The overall aim of this section is twofold. First it sets 
out to explain the reasons for use of alternative strategies 
to the 'control of variables' strategy. Second it attempts 
to explain the development of a formal operational 'control 
of variables v strategy. The second section describes the 
later work undertaken in Junior Schools. The overall aims 
of this section are to identify a concrete operational 
'control of variables' strategy and to describe a process 
by which such a strategy may develop. 
The clarification of the intellectual level at which, 
and situations in which, children may be expected to understand 
'controlled' comparisons and to produce accurate conclusions 
from their own 'controlled' experimentation, is of prime 
importance. The Piagetian pronouncement that ~ o n t r o l l e d ' '
experimentation is a formal operational strategy (Inhelder g P l o ~ e t J I 9 5 8 ) )
may be considered to predict that not until 14 or 15 years 
of age is 8cientific proof adequately understood.* This has 
led 'informed' educators to avoid its use with low ability 
or young Secondary School pupils and with Junior School pupils. 
This has meant that these children have had a limited experience 
* Ages quoted for Piagetian stages and operations are meant 
to give an approximate orientation to the reader and are 
not considered to be definitive. 
....... 
2. 
of investigative science. Yet it has been the writer's 
experience that 11 year olds have a sound notion of 
Qfairness' in scientific investigations and can make 'fair' 
comparisons in the following; when testing the bounciness 
of tennis balls, when testing the effect of the number of 
turns of elastic on the distance travelled by toy tanks, 
or when testing the effect of the stream-lining of a boat 
on its speed through the water. 
Several of the enquiries described in Inhe1der and 
Piaget's 1958 volume, the Growth of Logical Thinking ( G . L . T o ) ~ ~
involve investigations into the development of the 
experimental control of variables. These well known 
investigations involve the separation of variables, i.e. 
the demonstration of the role of each variable, one at a 
time for successful solution, ihey are; the pendulum, the 
bending rods, the inclined plane, the combination of liquids 
and the invisible magnet tasks. For example, consider the 
pendulum task. The apparatus provided consists of a set of 
weights that may be attached to a length of string that may 
be lengthened or shortened. The subjects are shown how to make 
and oscillate the pendulum and are asked to discover what 
governs the frequency ofascillation. The successful 
subject discovers by experimenting with the material provided 
that, within wide limits, the frequency of oscillation of 
the pendulum is independent of the mass or the weight of the 
I 
bob and the amplitude of swing, but is dependent upon the 
3. 
length of the string. In order to prove this the subject 
must control all the variables in the situation, except the one 
whose effect he/she wishes to demonstrate. This methodology 
or strategy 1s that of "holding all other things equal" 
and is termed the H or control strategy in the following. 
In addition the term 'control of variables' is used.* 
The behaviours noted by Inhelder were classified 
under Piaget's preoperational, concrete and formal stages 
of development. These findings were geneTally corroborated 
in the replication studies of Lovell (1961) arid Jackson (1965) •. 
At Stage I (the preoperational stage, age 5 to 6) the subjects 
understood their own physical actions to be the cause of an 
event. The independent variables within the pendulum 
tended not to be considered, rather subjects showed a tendency 
to push the apparatus to make it go faster. Thus the only 
causality within the situation that was understood was an 
externally imposed one, i.e. the causal relations independent 
of their actions were not fully understood. 
At Stage IIA (the early concrete operational stage, age 
7 to 8 ) ~ ~ serial ordering of the independent variables 
began and the role of impetus was seen as a separate independent 
effect and could be shown. The independent variables within 
the pendulum task were noted as the causes of change in the 
*Thus in this thesis the use of the term 'control' does 
not refer to the setting up of 'controls' as used frequently 
in investigations in the Biological Sciences,although the 
strategy is equivalent to the H strategy in terms of the 
reasoning involved. Such 'controls' tasks do not involve 
tmmediate feedback as to the effects of the manipulation 
of the independent variables, thus they have proved less 
suitable for study by Piaget's clinical method (Piaget, 1929). 
dependent variables but the roles were confounded in 
experimentation. The subjects tended to vary all the 
independent variables. The subjects thus attributed 
causal roles to all of the independent variab1es.* 
Nevertheless, they could establish that the shorter the 
string the faster the frequency of oscillation. 
At Stage IIB (the late concrete operational stage, 
age 9 to 10), the subjects accurately serially ordered the 
independent variables and classified and compared experiments 
using logical multiplication eog., heavy weight x short 
length of string produces a greater frequency of oscillation 
than light weight x long length of string. Thus a series 
of experiments could be classified accurately in terms of 
their effects, but often the confounding effects produced 
inaccurate conclusions concerning the roles of the independent 
variables. F o ~ ~ example, if a light weight x long length 
produced a smaller frequency of oscillation than a heavy 
weight x medium length, then a subject might conclude a 
direct relation for the role of weight. 
At Stage IIIA (the early formal operational stage, 
age 11 to 14), the ambiguity due to conclusions made from 
experiments that confounded independent variables was realised 
by the subjects. They were thus able to distinguish 
between 'fair' and 'unfair w experiments but would often use 
i(. It should be noted that this may not just be due to 
conclusions from poor experimentation, but due to intuitions 
about these roles o The writer has noted that the majority 
of 14 year olds prior to experimentation consider that all 
the independent variables affect the frequency of oscillation 
of a pendulum. 
........ 
'unfair e experiments that verified their judgments 
concerning the roles of the independent variables. Certain 
subjects controlled the weight to discover the role of 
length ( l'lhelder and P"Qget-) p73:ROS(12;8)). This 
subject controlled for the role of impetus but when 
controlling the length to show the effect of weight did 
not believe his result, that it had no effect, and returned 
5. 
to a judgment verification experiment by logical multiplication. 
The examples at this Stage in G.L.T. show two important 
features: 
(i) The subjects lacked objectivity. Even when the 
subjects used controlled experimentation on 
several occasions and achieved the same result, 
they would not accept the result and this influenced 
their further experimentation. 
(ii) The use of controlled experimentation was poorly 
applied in relation to the hypothesis made, although 
correct conclusions were made for the experiment. 
For example, ( I()helde I and P,"ac;c r ) p 73: JOT (l2; 7») 
in order to show the role of weight, performed a 
controlled experiment to show the role of length, 
yet concluded correctly that when the string was 
shorter the frequency of oscillation increased. 
At Stage IIIB (the late formal operational stage, 
age 14 to 16), the subjects were capable of the 
spontaneous use of the H strategy, controlling all other 
independent variables but the one whose role was under 
investigation. 
Piaget (1958) argues that an algebraic group, the 
INRC group, together with its 16 binary operations, is 
the underlying structure which plays a crucial role in 
all formal thinking, i.e. control of variables, explaining 
compensating systems, etc. Recent workers however, have 
not found evidence to support Piaget's proposals. Lunzer 
(1978) has presented evidence of 'formal' problems that, 
it is proposed, do not have this underlying structure, 
together with logical problems that do and yet cannot be 
solved by the majority of adults. Other investigators 
using Piaget's formal stage criteria, have found that 
formal thought is lacking in about 50% of adolescent and 
even adult populations (Friot, 1970; Higgens-Trenk & 
Gaite, 1971; Koh1berg & Gilligan, 1971; Lawson & Renner, 
1974; McKinnon & Renner, 1971; Wollman & Karp1us, 1974). 
In addition a study by Karp1us et a1 (1975) of control 
of variables and proportional reasoning in several thousand 
High School subjects in BritaIn, Austria and the United 
States, found differences in their acquisition within and 
6. 
7. 
between countries. It appears from the above that 
difficult problems that do not involve the INRC group do 
not require formal operations as defined by Piaget. Or as 
appears most likely the INRC group and the 16 binary operations 
are not sufficient to explain all formal reasoning. Neimark 
(1975) concludes from the evidence that there is a more 
advanced intellectual functioning than concrete operational 
thought, but that such reasoning is not used as reliably 
and as universally as Piaget's writings imply. In the 
light of the above, it is proposed to consider the 
descriptions of behaviour relevant to the control of 
variables at each stage, where possible avoiding logical 
models for formal thought. 
At this point it is useful to distinguish between 
the possible early use of controlled experimentation and 
the formal H strategy. The formal (Stage IIIB) H strategy 
is one of controlling all other independent variables but 
the one whose effect is to be demonstrated. This is done 
in turn for all the independent variables. This method 
differs from Stage IlIA in the fact that +/'ere, oit-houJ h -!he 
strategy may be used for some variables it may not be used 
for others, especially where the results of controlled 
experimentation are counter-intuitive. Thus the H strategy 
, 
is not seen as a necessity at this Stage. That the 
8. 
subject is able to control in some instances is 
e vid ence that the inability to use the strategy is not 
due to the fact that it is not a v a i l a b l ~ ~ but that other 
strategies are seen as being applicable to the situation, 
e.g., verification of a judgment when it is not confirmed 
by an H strategy. Thus it appears that a subject using 
a formal H strategy must reject all other strategies and 
thus his/her criteria for its use may d i f f e r ~ o m m early formal 
reasoners. 
used is i nsUrriclenl--IJ cleve:; loped. In order to avoid any 
ambiguity the H or control strategy will now refer to 
any strategy that controls the effect of the independent 
variables but the one whose effect is to be demonstrated 
in the situation. Thus the early formal reasoner may be 
considered to use an H strategy in certain situations and 
not in others. A late formal reasoner may be considered 
to use the H strategy consistently for all independent 
variables. 
There is evidence to suggest that the H strategy 
may develop at a concrete level in that a notion of fairness 
or justice develops at this Stage (Piaget, 1932), and in 
this light it is useful to consider a task devised by 
Pock1ington (1976). Lunzer (1978) has suggested that a 
feature of the control strategy is that the subject anticipates 
possible ambiguities and controls for them. Pock1ington's 
9. 
experiment provides evidence of the age at which subjects 
are aware of the ambiguity of variables. The apparatus 
consisted of a box with a single light with up to four 
buttons to press. A range of problems were used with-
increasing numbers of buttons, the more complex usin3 all 
four buttons. The subject was told the following information 
about the buttons: 
One was a switch that causes the light to go 2ll 
if it was off and vice-veras • 
...... 
One was an 2n button that would cause the light to 
go 2n if it was 2!1 but have no effect if it was 
already 'on. 
One was an 2!! button that would cause the light to 
go ~ ~ if it was 2ll, but have not effect if it was 
already off. 
One was a neutral button that had no effect. 
The task was to find out whtch switch was which. In order 
to help the subjects keep track of events, eight labels 
were offered. These were 22, 2!!, change, neutral, on or change, 
on or neutral, off or change and off or neutral. HOst of 
the subjects (5 to 18 years of age) were successful at 
all but the most difficult problem, but interestingly 
a difference was found in the use of the labels. The last 
four represent labels for ambiguous situations and their 
use would indicate the ability of the subjects to anticipate 
ambiguous . i t u a t i o n . ~ c o n s i d e r e d d by Lunzer to be a prerequisite 
for the use of the control strategy. At seven, no 
children were found to use these 'ambiguous' labels, 
at nine half the subjects used the labels and by eleven 
they were used whenever they were appropriate. It may be 
inferred from this that if these nine year olds had an 
H strategy available they might use it to control 
for anticipated ambiguities in the control of variables 
task. Certainly from this evidence it might be expected 
that the majority of eleven year olds should be capable 
of the H strategy unless,of course, something within the 
task misleads them from its use. 
10. 
A task may be defined as misleading if alternative 
strategies to the correct strategy are used in its solution 
when the subjects are capable of the correct strategy. 
Subjects at Stage IlIA have the H strategy available 
(evidenced by Piaget's protocols in G.L.T.), thus Piaget's 
control of variables task may be considered to be misleading 
in that alternative strategies are used in its solution. 
This may be the case in the pendulum task in that the 
intuitive judgment that all the independent variables have 
an effect may mislead the subject to reject the results 
of successful H strategies. In this case the subject's 
objective methodology precedes his/her ability to make 
objective judgments. It is doubtful whether rhe l:xf-ter ability 
is well developed in many adults. The pendulum task is 
in fact similar in nature to many tasks used in Secondary 
11. 
School science courses and it is doubtful that there can 
be many Vcontrol of variables' situations that are not 
misleading, in that all subjects bring to the situation 
some intuitive notion of the effects involvedo The accuracy 
of these intuitions is not of importance. That they are 
likely to affect the strategy used is. As argued previously 
the Stage IIIB H strategy is one that is used consistently 
and it is proposed that it is only through the rejection 
of the alternative strategies ~ n ~ t t a set of formal criteria 
for the use of the H strategy emerges. It is therefore of 
importance to identify the alternative strategies J-hC\r o,re 
available at the concrete and formal stages Q s descr", bed in the 
available literature. 
A study of the behaviours in the control of variables 
tasks in G.L.T. leads to the identification of several 
strategies that, may be used upon the independent variables 
within the task (see Table 1.0). In addition other strategies 
have ·been described, notably by Ervin (1960) and Wollman (1976). 
Where possible,reference will be made to the 'strategies 
in relation to the pendulum task described in GQL.T. 
The D or Difference strategy is an attempt on ,the s u b j e c t s ~ ~
part to show a difference in the dependent variable due 
to the independent variable. As noted in the discussion 
of the pendulum task at Stage IIA the subjects could vary 
the effects of the variables to show a difference in the 
frequency of oscillation. Ihe fact that the independent 
variables were confounded led to incorrect conclusions. 
12. 
The H impetus, strategy may in effect be a D strategy but 
it has been included in that Piaget notes that the subjects 
at Stage IIA/B could show the role of impetus. Thus they 
would push the pendulum hard and then not push it to show 
the effect of this independent variable on the frequency 
of oscillation. That the length of string and weight 
remained unchanged in the situation are clear, 
subjects consciously attended to this is unclear. 
The G.D. or Greatest Difference strategy. This strategy 
utilises logical multiplication. The subject varies two 
or more independent variables at a time in an attempt to 
increase the effect on the dependent variable. He concludes 
that one independent variable shows this large effect, e.g., 
large weight x short length of string;> small weight x long 
length of string leo.cls co I:::he conclusion that the weight 
increases the frequency of oscillation. In this case the strategy 
is a G.D. strategy due to the fact that the subject assumes 
a direct relation for both the weight and I en3 I::h. 
The T or Test of Strength strategy. This was noted by 
Susan Ervin (1960) in a study of seven and eight year olds 
using Piaget's bending rods task. She concluded that, 
"children who stated they were testing hypotheses sometimes 
controlled known variables (rarely), sometimes varied them 
favourably (i.e. G.D. or D) and sometimes varied them in 
a direction opposed to the prediction. They described 
the last technique as if it were a test of strength of the 
variable". (Ervin, 1960; pl78). 
For example-, in a test for ,the role of thickness, a subject 
who knew that steel rods bent less than brass rods and 
that heavy weights bent the rod more than light ones, 
13. 
initially discovered that thick rods bent less than thin 
o ~ e s . . He then chose a thin steel rod with a light weight 
and predicted that it would &0 down'. He also chose a 
thick brass rod with heavy weights and predicted that it 
would 'stay up'. It should be noted that Ervin also descr7bed 
the occasional use of the H strategy and thus this is 
tentatively included at Stage lIB. It should qiso be nof-eA 
that Case (1974b) has produced evidence that seven and eight 
year olds may in fact have available an H strategy. 
The C or Compensation strategy. This was also evident in 
Ervin's study but was not identified as such. The strategy 
was used to show the multiplicative effects of two independent 
variables. In this instance the method was to make up 
for some inadequacy in effect of one independent variable 
by increasing the effect of another e.g., light weights go 
on thin rods and heavy weights or thick rods. Ervin felt 
that the response was due to a natural inference from a 
pair of display rods used in the study. She notes that 
several subjects persisted with this strategy. Wollman (1976) 
also noted the C strategy and noted that some subjects 
combined or compensated independent variables in an attempt 
to produce equality between compared results. 
As can be seen from Table 1.0 the number of alternative 
strategies at Stages lIB and IlIA which may be applied to 
control of variables tasks, appears to be high. The study 
14. 
TABLE 1,0 
CONCRETE OPERATIONS FORMAL OPERATIONS 
!STAGES IIA lIB IlIA IIIB 
!APPROXIMATE AGES 7-8 9-10 11-13 14-16 
ISTRATEGIES D D D 
AVAILABLE GD GD 
C C 
T the test 
of strength. 
H impetns. 
H impetus.. . H H H 
by Wollman (1976) has provided evidence of the use of 
several of these strategies and of the frequency 'of use of 
a consistent control of variables strategy. 
Wollman's tasks (1976) involved the use of the familiar 
variables of weight and height in a situation where a 
sphere rolls down an incline and strikes a target sphere, 
sending it up a second incline. Wollman's target sphere 
task, question W.I, is presented below:-
a) 
High 
Wollman's TargetSphere Task 
b) 
W.l. You have a heavy and a light sphere. Suppose you 
want to find out whether it makes a difference to 
release a sphere from the high or low position. 
Look at drawings (a) and (b) and decide which spheres 
you would release from the high and low positions in 
order to find out whether the position makes a difference. 
(i) Which sphere would you release from the high position? 
(ii) Which sphere would you release from the low position? 
___________ e Please explain your answer. (Space waids d) prov e e 
15. 
Subjects were asked to prove (to someone who did not 
already know) that starting position "makes a difference in 
how far the target goes". The task was presented in an 
introduction to ensure as far as possible that subjects 
understood every aspect of the situation e.g., the effects 
of the independent variables and the different combination 
of spheres it was possible to use. The sample tested 
was aged from nine to seventeen years and consisted of 
1,555 urban and suburban High School children. 90% of 
the suburban and 75t of the urban fifteen year old subjects 
showed some understanding of a controlled experiment, a 
large increase over the 5 0 ~ , , found by Kohlberg and Gilligan 
(1971) using Piaget's tasks and criteria. 
In the study three questions were given. question 'w',:<, see 
p. 19, gave the subjects only one choice of position as one 
position was already chosen for the light sphere. A furthe.r 9-ufsf.;on 
asked the subjects to judge the ambiguity of a conclusion 
from an uncontrolled experiment, which attended to only. one 
variable. As would be expected from the discussion of 
Piaget's findings in G.L.T. l-h,'s I ~ ~ t - e r r ( y ) e 5 ~ ~ o n n Wc.tS Found ~ o o be 
easiest. The results of 44% and 5 . 6 ~ ~ of the suburban and 
urban nine year old samples whO on5u..Jered r+l'S cyueshon co"edlj 
confirm that the realisation of the ambiguity in making 
unfair comparisons occurs between the ages of nine and 
eleven (the percentages for ~ h e e eleven year old samples 
were 54t and ~ ~ respectively). 
---- --------
Wollman classified the responses in t.erms of 4 levels 
of explanation, to represenL a developmental trend and 
these levels have been summarised below: 
LEVEL 1 No display of the concept of a comparison; 
focus on "far" in an absolute sense. 
LEVEL 2 An intuitive, inarticulate, and concrete use 
of the concept with focus on the mechanisms 
and/or the result of the comparison. 
LEVEL 3 A transitional stage with recognition of the 
desirability of equal weights but without a 
"logical imperative". 
LEVEL 4 Definite rejection of unequal weights as a source 
of logical ambiguity with focus on the logical 
consequences of antecedent conditions. 
Wollman provides examples of the behaviours, iA. explanations 
categorised at each level, Instances of the H, C, G,D. 
and D strategies be:n3 evident amongst these. Of particular 
interest were the C or compensation responses noted by 
Wollman. He distinguished between two types. The f i r s t ~ ~
a low level C r e s p o n s e ~ w a s s similar to that noted by 
Ervin (1960). The second,a high level C r e s p o n s e ~ r e p r e s e n t e d d
an attempt to make the target spheres travel the same 
distance up the other side of the ramp, i.e. the light 
sphere would be compensated by a high position, the heavy 
sphere would be compensated by a low position as in the 
low level C response but, at- the hi5h level, subjects ar3ued that f the 
target spheres were to go the same distance, because the 
role of weight is known, then the role of position can be 
inferred. G.L.T. contains examples of the compensation 
17 " 
strategy in the bending of rods task. In addition 
it has been noted by Piaget to be an important elemen...t 
in the development of proportionality and to be a strategy 
used in the solution of conservation tasks. The number 
of subjects using this alternative inference strategy was 
not clear due to Wollman's categorisation of behaviour. 
It WCs tho' hCjpotheSis that the formal H concept developed 
through the rejection of alternative strategies, it was thus 
necessary to utilise tasks similar to Wollman's in order 
to provide information as to the development of the H 
strategy in relation to the strategies that were considered 
inappropriate. To this end it was necessary initially to 
replicate Wollman's studies in the form of a pilot study 
and then to analyse the information in terms of the strategies 
utilised. These pilot and large scale replication studies 
are described in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER 2 
A LARGE SCALE STUDY TO DETERMINE THE STRATEGIES 
USED ON TASKS SIMILAR TO THE TARGET SPHERE TASK 
AT THE SECONDARY SCHOOL LEVEL 
Introduction 
In chapter 1, the target sphere task devised by Wollman 
(1976) was discussed. The work presented in this chapter 
is a large scale study of Secondary School children which, 
unlike Wollman's study, analyses the childrens' solutions 
to tasks similar to the target sphere task in terms of 
0\\ The strategies used; compensation, greatest difference, 
difference and control strategies. 
Wollman's tasks involved the proof that the height of 
release affects the distance travelled by the sphere. 
Question Wl and W2 are included below for ease of reference. 
WOLLMAN'S TARGET SPHERE TASK 
Wl. You have a heavy and a light sphere. Suppose you want 
to find out whether it makes a difference to release a 
sphere from a high or low position. Look at drawings 
(a) and (b) and decide which spheres you would release 
from the high and low positions in order to find out 
whether the position makes a difference. 
Which sphere would you release from the high position? 
Which sphere would you release from the low position? 
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W2. Suppose in drawing (b) someone releases a light sphere 
from the low position.. Then which sphere would you 
release from the high position in order to see whether 
the position makes a difference. 
Light __________________ Heavy ____________________ _ 
It might be argued that Wollman's questions were misleading, 
in that they might have been seen by a subject to tmply that 
both spheres needed to be used, whereas the control strategy 
required the same sphere to be used twice. The subject was 
forced to release the spheres from different positions and 
he/she might then have considered because he/she had used one 
sphere, that the remaining sphere had to be used. This argument 
I 
needed to be tested and to this end the format of the 
target sphere task was altered and is referred to as Joyes' 
target sphere task, questions Jl and J 2 are shown below. 
JOYES' TARGET SPHERE TASK 
Jl. Suppose you want to find the difference the weight of 
the sphere makes in how far the target goes. You are 
going to use two spheres a heavy and a light one. Where 
would you start the ligh.1: sphere? 
''',Jher-e LUOU Id SOL.! start: the. h t'CIV..sI spher-e? 
Please explain your answer carefully (space was provided). 
J2. Suppose you want to find the difference the weight of 
the sphere makes in how far the target goes. You are 
going to use two spheres a heavy and a light one. The 
light sphere is started from the low position. Where 
would you start the heavy sphere? 
Please explain your answer carefully (space was provided). 
Joyes' target sphere task involves the proof that the weight 
of the spheres affects the distance moved by the target sphere. 
The subject is forced to use both spheres, but he may use any 
height. The choice of one height is \P55 likely to be considered 
by the subject to preclude the re-use of that height. A total 
sample of 60 third and fourth year comprehensive school subjects 
was given the target sphere tasks in a pilot study. These 
subjects were two science classes selected by the school as 
being of 'average ability' for their age. The third year 
were streamed, the selected class being the fourth band selected 
from eight. The selected fourth year class were a 'good' e.S.E. 
physics class whose predicted examination grades were grades 1 . 
to 4. It is possible that the sample were of above average 
ability for their age. Thus conclusions that assume that the 
samples used are representative of their age group are tentative. 
Half the third and fourth year subjects were given the Wollman 
task followed by the Joyes' target sphere task •. This order 
of presentation was reversed for the other subjects in order 
to control this factor. The results are shown in Table 2.0. 
TABLE 2.0 The number of sub1ects using control methodology 
on the target sphere tasks. 
(Percentages Wollman's target Joyes' target 
in sphere task sphere tasks 
Parenthesis) 
YEAR Mean N Question 1 Question 2 Question 1 Question 
Age itl WI W2 JI J2 
years 
THIRD 13.6 ~ ~ IO( 33) l6( 53) IO( 33) 15( SO) 
FOUR'llI 14.7 ~ ~ l5( SO) 22( 73) 17(57) 22(73) 
2 
-
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The McNemar test for the significance of changes was applied 
to test for differences between the questions. This test 
was chosen because of the cl.tsificatory measurement used 
and because the questions were answered by the same subjects, 
i.e. related samples were used. The fourfold t a b l e ~ ~ are 
presented in Appendix A and the significant differences 
between questions are summarised in Table 2.1. 
TABLE 2.1 A summary of the significant differences found 
between the use of the H strategy on the target 
sphere questions. 
Questions Significant Differences 
compared Year 3 Year 4 
Wl x W2 * ** Wl x Jl ns ns 
Wl x J2 * ** 
W2 x Jl * * 
W2 x J2 ns ns 
Jl x J2 * * 
ns 
-
not significant 
* -
significant at the 0.0 5 level 
** -
significant at the 0.01 level 
Performance on the questions appeared to improve with 
age and a comparison of WI and Jl for each year tested shows 
an almost identical number of correct solutions, the slight 
differences were not found to be significant. Thus it appears 
that W1 and Jl were found to be of equal difficulty by the 
subjects. Similarly W2 and J2 appear to be of equal difficulty. 
For the sample tested the difficulty did not therefore appear 
to be within the question itself, but in the subjects' inability 
to realise that a variable within the situation needed to be 
controlled. 
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For both target sphere tasks, performance was apparently 
better on W2 and J2 than WI and Jl. Notably for the Wollman's 
target sphere task 2 5 ~ ~ more fourth. year pupils were correct 
on W2 than Wl, the difference being 20% at the third year 
level. This difference was significant at the 0.01 level. 
The greater facility of W2 was noted by Wollman who felt 
that this was due to the lower number of alternatives offered 
to the subject. Wl required the subject to make a choice from 
four alternatives. In W2 a choice was made for the subject, 
i.e. the light sphere was released from the low release 
position, thus only two alternatives were available, heavy 
sphere from high or light sphere from high. The results of 
the pilot study tend to refute this hypothesis and this was 
tested formally in the main study described in this chapter. 
J2 offered the subjects a choice of three heights of release 
not two as in W2. The responses for J2 and W2 for each year 
were nevertheless almost identical. Further evidence against 
Wollman's hypothesis is given by a comparison of Jl and Wl 
responses for each year, as these were almost identical. 
Yet Wl involved four alternatives and Jl involved six 
alternatives. 
It may be argued that the difficulty of Wl and Jl compared 
to W2 and J2 was due to the fact that Wl and Jl required the 
subjects to make two decisions in relation to the outcome 
of releasing the spheres, and these anticipated outcomes had 
to be compared. For example, for Jl the question was as follows:-
You are going to use two spheres, a heavy and a 
light one. Where would you start the light sphere? 
Where would you start the heavy sphere? 
A two comparative decisions response would be firstly to decide 
to release the heavy sphere from a high position anticipating 
that it would knock the target far, then secondly to decide 
to release the light sphere from a low position anticipating 
that it would not knock the target very far. The anticipated 
outcomes of these two decisions would then be compared, 
i.e. that this would result in the greatest difference being 
shown. W2 and J2 required only one comparative decision 
to be made, in that one had already been made for the subject. 
Nevertheless, it seems more reasonable to propose that the 
difficulty of WI and Jl compared to W2 and J2 was due to 
the strategies that each allowed. As has been mentioned in 
chapter 1, the compensation strategy was found to be a common 
strategy at the Secondary School level. Thus a common strategy 
was to release the light sphere from a high position and the 
heavy sphere from a low position. This compensation strategy 
could not be used for W2 and J2 in that the position of release 
for the li,ht sphere was already chosen al being the low 
pOlition. This strategy could be used for Wl and J1 because 
both decisions concerning the release of the spheres were made 
by the subject. Thus a child capable of both the compensation 
and control strategies may have chosen either strategy on 
Wl and Jl, but not the compensation strategy on W2 and J2. 
Such a child .might have been more likely to use the control 
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strategy on W2 and J2 because the use of the compensation 
strategy was excluded by the question. This exclusion of 
strategies is a feature of questions that only require one 
comparative decision. It was the intention of the main 
study described in this chapter to test this exclusion of 
strategies hypothesis and to this end, a further question 
J3, shown below, was devised. 
U ~ H H . 
JOYES' TARGET SPHERE TASK (excludes the use of 
the greatest difference 
strategy). 
T A R ~ ~ T T
J3. You are going to use two spheres a heavy and a light 
one. Someone starts the light sphere from the high 
position. Where would you start the heavy sphere 
to find out exactly how-much difference the weight 
makes to how far the target goes? 
Question J3 involves the subject in making one comparative 
decision as in W2 and J2, but in this case the light sphere 
is started, not from the low position but the high position. 
This allows the use of the compensation strategy and it 
excludes the possibility of using the greatest d i f f e ~ e n c e e
strategy, because the light sphere must be released from 
a low position in the latter strategy. 
Wollman's method of classification of the behaviours 
into four levels of response referred to in chapter'l 
paid little attention to the major strategy used by the subject 
and this method was therefore not used in this study. 
Examples of the compensation strategy have been included 
by Wollman at levels I and 2. 
LEVEL 1. 
LEVEL 2. 
High-Light 
Low-Heavy 
High-Light 
Low-Heavy 
"A light sphere would need space to 
move the target so you would place 
it at the high position. 
A heavy sphere would not need as 
much speed because of its weight so 
you would place it at the low position." 
"At the high position the sphere 
would get more speed and would be 
able to hit the target about as 
far as the heavy sphere at the low 
posit ion. Where the ball wouldn' t 
get as much speed but since it is 
bigger it would have more power." 
Early forms of the difference strategy have been included 
with the compensation strategy at these levels. In addition 
early attempts at the control strategy have been included 
at level 2, as well as at levels 3 and 4. 
LEVEL 2. 
LEVEL 2. 
High-Heavy 
Low-Heavy 
High-Heavy 
Low-Heavy 
"To see if the starting point makes 
a difference let a heavy ball go from 
a high point and see how far it goes 
up the other side and then a heavy one 
from a low position and compare your 
results." 
"Heavy high because I want to see how 
far it will go. Heavy low because 
you'll find out how much higher!! goes 
from the high position". 
Thus distinctly differen t strategies have been classified 
at the same level in terms of the explanation given for their 
use. For the purposes of this study it seemed more important 
to classify the responses in terms of the strategy used as 
the difficulties the subjects encountered with the questions 
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appeared to be one of choice of strategy, with the· one comparative 
decision questions reducing this choice. A further classification 
in terms of level of explanation within each strategy to 
outline an increasing sophistication in the reasons for 
its use was undertaken,to provide evidence of the confusion 
between the use of the strategies. 
The aims of this initial study were thus:-
1. To analyse the data in terms of the strategy utilised, 
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i.e. the difference, the greatest difference, compensation, 
control strategy or other. 
2. To discover whether the greater use of the control 
strategy on the one comparative decision question, 
W2, when compared to question WI, the two comparative 
decisions question,was due to the exclusion of the 
compensation strategy on W2. 
Experimental Method 
The Tasks 
The three tasks used are shown on the following pages. 
The Joyes' target sphere task is a modification of Wollman's 
task already referred to. The toy lorry task is similar to 
the target sphere task, it involves the proof that the 
weight of the lorries affects the depth of hole left by 
the pencil in the plasticine. Thus the indicator of the 
weight difference was static and a set of results could 
be shown as proof of the difference at the end of the 
experiment. The plasticine task presented the subject 
once again with the task of determining the effect of 
different weights, but in this instance on the depth of hole 
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THE TASKS 
JOYES' TARGET SPHERE TASK 
High 
Medium 
Low 
target sphere 
1. Suppose you want to find out how much difference 
the weight of the sphere m a k e ~ ~ in how far the target 
goes. You are going to use two spheres a heavy 
and a light one. Where would you start the heavy 
sphere? 
----------------. 
Where would you start the 
light sphere? 
--------------. 
2. Someone starts the light sphere from the high 
position. Where would you start the heavy sphere 
to find out exactly how much difference the weight 
makes to how far the target goes? 
Please explain your answer carefully (space was 
provided). 
3. Someone starts the light sphere from the low position. 
Where would you start the heavy sphere to find out how 
much difference the weight makes to how far the target 
_________________ • Please explain your answer goes? 
carefully. (space was provided). 
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THE TASKS 
THE TOY LORRY TASK 
Low 
r o " " - " - - ~ ~pene 11 
toy lorry 
Medium 
Plasticine 
1. Suppose you want to find out how much difference the 
weight of the lorry makes to the depth of hole left 
in the plasticine. You are going to use two lorries 
a heavy and a light one. 
Where would you start the heavy lorry? 
Where would you start the light lorry? 
Please explain your answer carefully. (space was 
provided). 
2. Someone starts the light lorry from the high position. 
Where would you start the heavy lorry to find out 
how much difference the weight makes to the depth 
of hole? 
Please explain your answer carefully. (space was 
provided). 
3. Someone starts the light lorrY'from the low position. 
Where would you start the heavy lorry to find out how 
much difference the weight makes to the d . p t ~ ~ t t hole? 
----------------_. 
Please explain your answer carefully. 
(space was provided). 
. , 
THE TASKS 
THE PLASTICINE TASK 
The following blocks of wood are identica1:-
[!] 
[I] 
(1 and 4) 
(2 and 5) 
(3 and 6) 
GJ 
Plash"ne 
0 
~ ~
8 
light [] 
weight 
heavy A 
weight U 
1. Suppose you want to find out how much difference the 
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'weight makes to the depth of hole left in the plastici.ne. 
You are going to use two weights a heavy and a light one. 
Where would you place the heavy weight? 
Where would you place the light weight? 
Please explain your answer carefully. 
(space was provided). 
2. Someone places the light weight on Block No 1. 
Where would you place the heavy weight to find out how 
much difference the weight makes to the depth of hole? 
----_. 
Please explain your answer carefully. 
(space was provided). 
3. Someone places the light weight on Block No.6. 
Where would you place the heavy weight to find out how 
much difference the weight makes to the depth of the 
hole? ______ • Please explain you answer carefully. 
(space was provided). 
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left in plasticine by blocks of wood. Small scale trials 
showed that due to the static nature of the task, the subject 
sometimes considered that, once a choice of a weight had 
been made on one particular block, the same block could not 
be chosen again because it was already occupied. The form 
of the task u s ~ d d in the study overcame this difficulty by 
means of three pairs of identical blocks. This still gave 
the subject three different alternatives as in the other 
tasks. 
Each task contained three questions and the corresponding 
questions on each task were parallel in terms of the strategies 
they excluded. Question 1 was a two comparative decisions 
question where the subject had to make both decisions for 
the choice of start position in the target sphere and toy 
lorry tasks, or as to the choice of block of wood for the 
weights in the plasticine task. Questions 2 and 3 were 
one comparative decision questions. Question 2 excluded 
the possibility of using the greatest difference strategy and 
question 3 excluded the possibility of using the compensation 
strategy. 
TABLE 2.2 The three question types. 
Question No. Type(number of decisions Strategy excluded 
to be made by subject) 
1 2 comparative decisions None 
2 1 comparative decision greatest difference(G.D.) 
3 1 comparative decision compensation (C) 
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The question order was chosen carefully after considering 
the responses to a pilot study. The chosen order was intended 
to exclude the effect of any learning sequence on the use of 
the compensation or control strategies. Question 1 allowed 
the subject to utilise any strategy. At the age range of 
interest the most common error strategy had been found to be 
one of compensation. A subject using the compensation strategy 
on question 1 would have had to use another strategy if question 
3 had immediately followed question 1, because the compensation 
strategy would now have been excluded. He might then have 
continued to use this non-compensation strategy on question 2 
if it had followed question 3, even though he could have 
once again used the compensation strategy. The sequence used 
was the numerical one in that the compensation strategy was 
not excluded from use until question 3. Thus the level of 
the compensation responses should not have been affected by 
the question order. The sequence presented to the subjects 
might have affected the use of the greatest difference strategy 
in a similar manner in that its use was excluded on question 2 
and this might have affected its use on question 3. This 
possible effect was not controlled for in that evidence from 
Wollman's study and from Piagetian theory suggested that the 
frequency of use of the greatest difference strategy would 
be small if used at all. In addition any subject who was 
likely to choose to use the greatest difference strategy on 
question 3 would have been most likely to be able to comprehend 
JL. 
the compensation rather than the control strate(v in that 
the greatest difference and compensation strategies have as 
their basis concrete operations. Such a subject would be 
unlikely to have the control strategy within his/her repertoire 
of strategies. It was considered that for a subject using 
the greatest difference strategy on question 1, the exclusion 
of the use of this strategy on question 2 would be most 
likely to lead to the use of the compensation strategy on this 
question, with a reversion to the use of the greatest difference 
strategy on question 3, because compensations were now excluded. 
Thus the chosen question order was considered unlikely to 
affect the use of the greatest difference strategy. 
The Subjects 
A total of 510 subjects w'a s tested at the Secondary 
School level. The details of the sample are given in 
Table 2.3. The sample was selected at random from two 
Secondary Schools in Nottinghamshire. 
TABLE 2.3 
YEAR MEAN AGE TOTAL 
YEARS, K:>NTHS 
1st 11.7 90 
2nd 12.7 90 
3rd 13.8 90 
4th 14.6 90 
5th 15.8 90 
L6th 16.9 30 
U6th 17.8 30 
£. 510 
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Hypotheses 
Question 1 offered the subjects 6 alternatives from 
which to make their choices whereas questions 2 and 3 offered 
the subjects only 3 alternatives. Thus it was possible 
to test Wollman's hypothesis concerning the effect of the 
number· of alternatives as well as the exclusion of strategies 
hypothesis. Thus the following hypotheses were set up:-
1. That any Significant difference found in the frequency 
of use of the major strategies on the three question 
types may be explained by the number of alternatives 
of start positions available from which the subject 
may choose (Wollman's hypothesis). 
2. That any significant difference found in the frequency 
of use of the major strategies on the three question 
types may be explained in terms of the strategies 
excluded by the question. 
Experimental Design 
Each year tested was randomly selected into 3 groups of 
30 subjects in years 1 to 5 and 3 groups of 10 subjects in 
the sixth year. Each group in a year was given a different 
I tasK to complete. 
Experimental Procedure 
1. The e f f e c ~ o f f the variables involved in the experiment 
under consideration by the particular group were fully 
discussed with the subjects. For example, in the target 
sphere task the subjects were shown the apparatus, one 
sphere was released from a position and the subjects 
saw the target sphere roll up the other side. Then 
the effect of the h e i g ~ ~ of release of a sphere on the 
distance moved by the target sphere was discussed and 
a qualitative conclusion was reached that the higher the 
release position the further the target sphere would 
travel. A similar conclusion was reached concerning 
the affect of the weight of the sphere on the distance 
travelled by the target sphere. 
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2. The subjects were then given the questionnaire to complete. 
3. Each question was read through with all the subjects 
in years 1 and 2 and they were given adequate time to 
complete a response. 
4. The answers were briefly checked and any ambiguity in 
a response was checked with the subject concerned. 
Results 
Five main categories of response were identified from 
the subjects responses to the tasks. These were:-
H using a form of control methodology or n!!olding all other 
things equal". 
C using a form of £ompensation strategy 
G.D. - using a form of Qreatest ~ i f f e r e n c e e strategy 
D using a form of Qifference strategy 
U using an gnclear method or offering no response. 
The three tasks, the target sphere, toy lorry and the plasticine 
tasks were found to be of similar difficulty by the subjects. 
The full set of results is presented in Appendix B. 
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The McNemar tests for significant changes between the 
tasks revealed no s i g n i f i c a ~ t , , differences. This test was 
chosen because nominal measurements and related s a m p l e ~ ~
were used. The fourfold tables are presented in Appendix C. 
For further analysis and the sake of clarity, it was 
decided to pool the results for the tasks as they apparently 
presented identical difficulties to the subjects. Table 
2.4 shows the pooled results as a percentage response for 
all three question types. In order to test for any significant 
changes between the questions on the use of the major strategies 
the McNemar test for significance was chosen. The fourfold 
tables for each strategy are presented on the following 
page. The differences between performance on the three 
questions were found to be s i g n ~ f i c a n t t for all the strategies 
except between Ql and Q2 on the use of the H strategy and Q2 
and Q3 on the use of the D strategy, the least significant 
beil18 at the 0.05 level. 
A comparison of the frequency of use of the strategies 
for question 1 and question 3 shows a marked increase in the 
use of the D., G.D. and H strategies on question 3. 
(For H; X2 • 64.64; p<O.OOl, for G.D.; x2 - 34.22; p< 0.001, 
for D; x2. 4.92; p<0.05). This is coupled with a decrease 
in the use of the C strategy, significant at the 0.001 level 
2 (X - 146.01). Thus the exclusion of the C strategy on question 
3 appeared to make a significant difference to the u.e of the 
other strategies, in particular the H strategy. Q u e ~ t i o n n 2 
offered the same number of alternatives to the 9ubjects as 
TABLE 2.4 PERCENTAGE. or SUBJECTS RESPONDING WITH THE DIFFERENT S'tRAXEGIES 
TO THE THREE. QUESTION TYPES ~ ~one decimal -'Place) 
O t i ~ S T ! O ~ ~ 1 . Q t : E S T r C ~ ~ 2 G ' ~ ; ; - ~ " " i O ~ ~ 3 HE AN v-v 1 •. YEAR 
--
N ~ ~ 'J: R It. '1' E G 'l STRA·fEG'! S ' ~ ~ ~ I. '1' E -C Y A G ~ ~ H C GD . D U H C cr D U H 
-
C GD D U 
,--
-- -
1 11.7 90 7.8 25.6 i8.9 42.2 5.6 15.6 32.2 0 46.? 5.6 14.4 G 17.8 52.2 15.6 
. 
. 
-- _. 
112•7 
I 
2 90 32.2 36.7 14.4 13.3 3.3 32.2 34.4 0 32.2 1.1 46.1 0 38.9 13.3 1.1 
3 13.8 90 45.6 46.7 '6.7 0 ,. , 45.6 54.4 0 0 0 55.6 0 44.4 o· 0 
-
4 14.6 90 52.2 33.3 4.4 0 0 63.3 36.7 
. 
0 0 0 95.6 0 4.4 0 0 
. 
-
. 
.. 
5 15.8 90 84.4 14.4 1.1 0 0 84.4 15.6 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 
. 
-
-
L6TH 16.9 30 83.3 10.0 6.7 0 0 90.0 10.0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 
. 
- -
Lv 
0"1 
• 
U6TtI 17.8 30 86.7 13.3 0 0 o . 86.7 13.3 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 , 
--
-- --------
F O l ~ F O L D D TABLES SHOWING McNEMAR TESTS FOk 
SIGNIFICANCE BEMENQUESTION-r:-2AND3 
H STRATEGY 
QUESTION 3 a 
o a o 
• .-1 Not H H • .-1 ~ ~ ~ ~Ul ~ ~ H 9 251 CI.I H 
6- Not H 160 90 & Not H 
'--_ ....... -.-1 
(X2 _ 64.64***) (X2 _ 
C STRATEGY 
QUESTION 3 
a 
t c ~ : : : : C
1 
C1 g Not C 362 0 
(X2 _ 146.01 ***) 
G .. Dw STRATEGY 
~ ~
C 
QUESTION 2 a 
o Not H H . .-1 
"-' Ul 9 251 CI.I H 
231 19 & Not H . __ ....... _--
2.89 n.s.} (X2 -
QUESTION 2 N 
a 
Not C 
2 
345 
10.32 **) 
C 
146 
17 
o 
.... 
.., 
: C 
6- Not C 
(X2 _ 
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QUESTION 3 
Not H H 
10·· 260 
159 81 
53.85 ***) 
QUESTION 3 
Not C C 
r ~ ~~ ~
161.01***) 
QUESTION 3 ~ ~ QUESTION 2 N QUESTION 3 
a ~ ~§ Not GD GD ~ ~ Not GD GO . ~ ~ Not GO GO 
~ ~ G . D . . ~ ~ : G.D. t4'JlO1: G.D. fOTOl 8. N o t G D ~ 6 - N o t G D D ~ 6 - N o t G D ~ ~
(X2 -34.22*** (X2 - 35.03 *** (X2 - 93.01***) 
D STRATEGY 
QUESTION 3 ~ ~ QUESTION 2 N 
a 
o 
.... 
~ ~ 0 
CI.I 
6- Not D 
(X2 ._ 
n.s. - not significant 
Not D D 
IJT4iI 
~ ~
14.82 ***) 
* - significant at the .05 level 
** - significant at the .01 level 
*** significant at.the .001 level 
(McNemar two tailed test· df - 1). 
~ ~
o 
.... 
~ ~ D 
CI.I 
& Not D 
(X2 _ 
QUESTION 3 
Not 0 D 
131f4O' ~ ~
2.42 n.s.) 
.. 
question 3, yet there was a difference significant at the 
0.001 level in the use of the H strategy on thes.e questions 
2 (X = 53.85; p <' .001). In addition question 2 offered 
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less alternatives than question 1, yet there was no significant 
difference in the use of H strategy (X2 = 2.89 nos.). It 
appears then that the difference infrequency of use of the 
strategies on ~ h e e three questions may be explained by the 
exclusion'of strategies as proposed and not by the number 
of alternatives of position of start etc., available. Thus 
hypothesis 2 was confirmed and hypothesis 1 was refuted. 
To help illustrate the differences between question 1, 
2 and 3 and the use of the three major strategies, H, C and 
G.D. this data is presented graphically in Figures 2..1., 2.2 &2.3. A 
comparison of figures 2.1 and 2.2 indicates that the response 
pattern for question 1 is very similar to that for question 2. 
The exclusion of use of the G.D. strategy on question 2 resulted 
in an increased use of the C strategy. This increased use 
of the C strategy was not large, due to the low use of the 
G.D. strategy by the subjects on question 1, but the difference 
was found to be significant (X2 = 10.32; p<O.Ol). Note that 
there was no significant increase in the use of the H strategy 
2 
when G.D. was excluded, (Ql. X Q3; X = 2.89). It appears 
therefore that there is less confusion between the G.D. and H 
strategies than the C and H strategies. This argument appears 
to be confirmed by a c o m p a r i s ~ n n of figures 2.1 and 2.3. 
Question 3 excluded the use of the C strategy, and this resulted 
in a marked preference for the H strategy, H was found to be 
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the most frequent strategy by year two. It must be 
pointed out that the exclusion of the G.D. strategy in the 
question 2 may have affected these latter results, but 
this has been discounted earlier in this chapter. (It 
should be pointed out that the predicted tendency for those 
subjects who used G.D. on question 1 to use the C strategy 
on question 2, and to revert to the G.D. strategy on question 
3, was confirmed). Thus it may be concluded that for the 
subjects capable of using the H strategy, the C strategy was 
the greatest distraction, i.e. the confusion in use was the 
greatest between the C and H strategies. 
The analysis of the questions purely in terms of the 
strategy used has given a detailed view of the difference 
between behaviours due to the constraints of the question. 
This method of analysis also provided information concerning 
the different levels of explanation provided by the subjects 
for the use of the strategy. 
The difference strategy, D, was the simplest strategy 
used by the subjects. As the examples below show the subject 
was purely concerned with the experimental outcome of showing 
a difference in the depth of hole left in the plasticine. 
Level of explanation 
Examples:- D strategy 
The Plasticine Problem 
Method 
sao (12.2 years). Places the 
heavy weight on the middle sized 
surface area block. The light 
weight on the small sized surface 
area block. 
Explanation 
This will show the difference 
the weight makes by the depth 
of hole left. 
Subject refers to EXPERIMENTAL 
OUTCOME. 
'. 
Method 
CLA (13.4 years). Places the 
light weight on the large block. 
The heavy'weight on the middle block. 
Explanation 
You would expect to see a 
difference in the depths. 
Subject refers to EXPERIMENTAL 
OUTCOME. 
The G.D. strategy, was once again concerned primarily 
with the experimental outcome, as the example below shows. 
The subject combines the effects of both independent variables 
to produce the greatest difference possible. 
Level of explanation 
Examp1e:- G.D. strategy 
The Plasticine Problem 
Method 
SHEP (13.7 years). Light weight 
on the large block, heavy weight 
on the small block. 
Explanation 
The light weight will hardly 
make a hole but the heavy 
weight will really go in 
deep. To make the biggest 
difference you can. 
Subject refers to EXPERIMENTAL 
OUTCOME. 
The older subjects who used the G.D. strategy used it 
for a similar reason, that of concern with the experimental 
outcome, but as the following example ~ h o w s s they considered 
that prior knowledge as to the precise effect of the surface 
area might enable a ca1cu1aCion of the effect of weight. 
Leve 1 of exp1anati on. 
Example:- G.D. strategy 
The Plasticine Problem 
Method 
OLD (16.9 years). 
the large block. 
the small block. 
Light weight on 
Heavy weight on 
Explanation 
If the effect of surface 
area were known, the effect 
of weight may be calculated, 
but it may be clearly seen. 
Subject refers to EXPERIMENTAL 
OUTCOME AND CALCULATION. 
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For the compensation strategy, C, five categories of 
explanation of use were identified as follows:-
Category - Examples for the plasticine problem 
The subject refers to:- (All placed heavy-large, light-small.) 
1. Initial conditions - GUTH (14.1 years). "put the heavy 
2. Method 
3. Experimental 
Outcome 
4. Experimental 
and Reason 
weight on the large block ••• to make 
up for the largeness." 
- BRI (14.3 years). "to even out the 
extra weight, this makes it fair." 
- DOW (13.3 years). "make the blocks 
sink to the same level." 
outcome 
- SMI (14 years). "if they are the 
same depth then it means that the 
large weight goes in further." 
5. Outcome and Reasoned 
Calculation - SIM (17.4 years). "if the right ratio 
of weights and surface areas were used 
then the exact effect could be 
calculated." 
The five categories may represent an increasing 
sophistication in explanation for the use of the compensation 
strategy. Table 2.5 shows the frequency of response for the 
categories of explanation for the use of the compensation 
strategy for questions 1 and 2. 
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The most frequent response for each category is 
encircled. There is an apparent age dependency with category 
of explanation for the use of compensations. It should be 
noted that all the subjects utilising the compensation strategy 
were doing so to overcome the same problem. In each case it 
represented an attempt to deal with the confounding variable, 
i.e. the surface area in the plasticine problem, and yet still 
enable the difference due to the weight to be shown or implied. 
All the subjects classified as utilising the H strategy 
did so because they were concerned with the method that they 
w e r ~ ~ utilising. Some explicitly mentioned fair experimentation, 
others mentioned the need to show the true differenc& due 
to the weight as the examples below show. There were differences 
in the sophistication of response but further classification 
of this data was not possible as most subjects' explanations 
mentioned both their concern with the outcome and with 
performing a fair experiment. 
Level of explanation 
Examples:- H strategy 
The Plasticine Problem 
Method 
GRI (13.9 years). Heavy weight on 
the small block, light weight on the 
other small block. 
BOO (14.4 years). Heavy weight on 
the small block , light weight on 
t he other small block. 
Explanation 
If you do not use the same 
size block it would not go 
down to its true depth. 
Subject refers to METHOD 
and EXPER !MENTAL OUTCOME. 
You must do a fair experiment 
using the same sized block 
for the different weight. 
Subject refers to METHOD 
Method 
MIS (15.4 years). Heavy weight on 
the medium block, light w e i ~ t t on 
the other medium block. . 
Discussion 
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Explanation 
A fair experiment must let 
the weight reach its proper 
depth. Subject refers to 
METHOD and EXPERIMENT AI. 
OUTCOME. 
The results confirmed hypothesis 2. It seems fairly 
clear that the use of a particular strategy on any of the 
three questions is dependent upon the strategies excluded 
by the question. It also appears that the frequency of use 
of the H strategy is dependent upon which strategy, if any. 
is excluded by the question. As was noted, question 2 excluded 
. the use of the greatest difference strategy and there was no 
significant increase in the use of the H strategy compared 
to its use on question 1. Question 3 excluded the use of 
the compensation strategy and there was a sijrl,f,i:o.nt i.ncrease in 
the use of the H strategy. 
The analysis of the reasons for the use of the strategies 
provided information as to why the subjects used a particular 
strategy. The use of the H strategy is obviously dependent 
upon whether the subject has the strategy available and how 
well it is differentiated from the other. strategies available. 
For e x a m p l ~ ~ if a subject is concerned with the experimental 
outcome he/she may use the D, G.D., C or H strategy and 
consider that he/she has produced the difference in the dependent 
variable. The D, G.D. and H strategies all show a difference 
even though only the H strategy shows the difference in the 
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dependent variable due to one chosen independent variable. 
For the C strategy the subject may deduce that the effect of 
weight has been shown if there is no observed difference in 
the dependent variable in that the expected difference due 
to weight occurs. For example, in the plasticine problem, 
the subjects stated that the heavy weight on a large surface 
area may produce the same depth of hole in the plasticine 
as the light weight on the small surface area and that this 
provides proof that the heavy weight produces a larger depth 
of hole. This is because the subjects consider that the 
larger surface area stops the difference actually being 
observed. If the subject is concerned with the experimental 
method he/she may use C or H as both are 'fair'. In this way 
his/her choice narrows to just two strategies. It is only 
when the H strategy is clearly differentiated from the other 
strategies ~ i l a b l e e in terms of the reasons for use that 
the subject is likely to be capable of consistent usc of this 
strategy, i.e. he/she must have rejected all other strategies as 
being inadequate methods of proof. 
The following factors have so far been considered to 
affect the use of a strategy upon the questions:-
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
the strategies the subject has available, 
the strategies excluded from use by the question, 
the reasons for acceptance/rejection of the strategy 
as a method of proof. 
Factor (iii) is concerned with how well the strategies are 
differentiated from each o t ~ e r . .
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The development of a fully integrated concept of H 
experimentation, one which when faced with the choice of 
alternative strategies will enable the rejection of the alter-
natives may be studied by means of testing factors (i) and 
(iii) and will be returned to in chapter 5. 
What is of continuing interest are the reasons for the 
use of the compensation strategy. The physical situation 
to which the question is referring determines whether a 
strategy that assumes the effects of the independent v a r i a b l e ~ ~
may be used. For example if the independent variables are 
weight and surface area of block and the subjects know that 
a large weight may be compensated for by a large surface area 
then they are able to use the compensation strategy. However, 
if the effects of the independent variables are unfamiliar 
or unknown to the subjects, i.e e, X and Y, then the subjects 
are not likely to compensate. This use of a physical situation 
that uses unfamiliar independent variables is dealt with 
in chapter 4. 
The compensation strategy is used because it is considered 
a fair experiment, yet it is fair in a different way to the 
control strategy. The former allows an 'inadequacy' in one 
independent variable to be compensated for by another independent 
variable, confounding both effects in the effect on the 
dependent variable. The latter is fair because it controls 
one independent variable so that a 'fair' comparison can be 
made of the effect of the other independent variable 
on the dependent variable. Thus (air experimentation 
may be either compensation or control experirnentation. 
The notion of fairness by compensation is to be found in 
general use ;n the handicap race or competition and one such 
'fair' situation is studied in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER 3 
AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE NOTION OF FAIRNESS AT THE 
SECONDARY SCHOOL LEVEL US INC THE RAC ING CAR AND 
PLASTICINE TASKS 
Introduction 
It is the aim of the present chapter to illustrate the 
different notions of fairness found at the Secondary School 
level. Chapter 2 confirmed that on problems that required 
the use of H methodology for their solution a major error 
strategy at the Secondary School level was the compensation 
strategy. It was also shown that the reasons for use of 
the compensation strategy C and the control strategy H were 
given in terms of producing fair experiments. The subjects 
who used the compensation and control strategies recognised 
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the need for a fair experiment but were confused as to which 
type of fair experiment was required. 
Consider the plasticine task for which a typical compens-
ation strategy response is as shown in Figure 3.0. 
, 
FIGURE 3.0 A compensation strate"gy used on the Plasticine Task 
The light weight 
is placed here 
o 
o o 
The heavy weight is 
placed here 
Plasticine 
Block of wood 
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The subject is aware that the effect of the independent 
variable, weight, on the depth of hole left in the plasticine 
has to be shown. He/she is aware of the effect of the surface 
area, and knows that his/her experiment must cope with this 
effect. The compensation approach is to make up for the 
inadequacy in one independent variable in its effect on 
the dependent variable by using the surfelt of effect due 
to the other independent variable. Thus a small weight has 
an inadequacy in its effect on the depth of hole left in the 
plasticine so this is compensated for by placing it on the 
small surface area which makes up for this. In the same way 
a heavy weight has a surplus of effect and this is reduced 
by placing it on the large surface area. The heavy 
weight has been handicapped and this notion of fairness, 
i.e. compensation fairness, is to be found in the handicap 
race or competition. 
In horseracing, a handicap race is used to make 'fair' 
a race, the result of which would otherwise be a foregone 
conclusion. The intention is that the fastest horse, judged 
on past form, is given just enough saddle weight to carry 
so that the slowest horse can compete Vfairly' with it. 
The same notion is used elsewhere e.g., golf, car rallying, etc. 
The control strategy, that of controllin& all independent 
variables other than the one whose effect is to be shown, 
is also a fair Itrate&y and il similar to the olympic style 
of race. In order to study this distinction between the 
two notions of fairness, two racing car tasks were devised 
&ld are shown on the following page. In both problems the 
subject was faced with the task of deciding upon starting 
positions A, B or C for the cars in order to show which 
was faster. The plasticine and target sphere tasks described 
in chapter 2 are of the racing car/saloon car type of task 
in that they allow the use of both types of fair strategy, 
compensation or c o n t r o ~ i . e . . a handicap or olympic race. 
Yet the racing car/saloon car task appears more obviously 
a situation to which a handicap race may be applied. The 
two racing cars task is a novel situation in that it presents 
the subject with a situation where he is unlikely to compensate 
in that he does not know which car to handicap and which car 
to give an advantage. 
Method 
The two comparative decisions plasticine task as used 
. in chapter2, the racing car/saloon car task and the two 
racing cars task were used. One question was used for 
each task as shown below: 
Key for question type 
Ql - the racing/car 
saloon car task 
Q2 - the two racing cars task 
Q3 - the plasticine task 
THE RACING CAR TASKS 
Question 1 
The Racing Car/Saloon Car Task 
FINISH 
-- .. --- ... . - ~ : . : : . . : . ; : : . : : . : . : :
Racing Car 
Saloon Car 
The racing car is very fast, and the saloon car less fast. 
You have three starting positions A, Band C. You want to 
race the cars to show which is the fastest. 
From which position would you start the racing car? 
From which position would you start the saloon car? 
Please explain your answer (space was provided). 
Question 2 
The Two Racing Cars Task 
Racing Car X 
Racing Car Y 
FINISH 
Both racing cars are very fast. You have three starting 
positions A, B and C. You want to race the cars to show 
which is the fastest. 
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From which position would you start racing car X? ____ _ 
From which position would you start racing car Y? ____ _ 
Please explain your answer (space was provided). 
The Subjects 
A total of 90 Secondary School subjects was tested at 
three different age levels, the details of the sample are 
shown in Table 3.0. 
TABLE 3.0 
YEAR MEAN AGE TOTAL 
YEARS 
2 12.6 30 
3 13.6 30 
4 14.5 30 
~ ~ = 90 
The 2nd and 3rd year samples were mixed ability groups in 
a comprehensive school in Nottinghamshire. The 4th year 
subjects were selected at random from their age group in 
the same comprehensive school. The age levels were selected 
on the basis of the results of the study reported in chapter 
2. This study provided evidence that the largest confusion 
between the use of the compensation and control strategies 
occured between 12 and 14 years of age. 
Hypotheses 
Three hypotheses were established for the 12 to 14 year 
old sample. 
1) That the proportion of subjects using a control strategy 
on the two racing cars task would be significantly 
greater than the proportion doing 'so on the racing car/saloon 
car task. 
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2) That the proportion of subjects using a compensation 
strategy on the racing car/saloon car task would be 
significantly greater than the proportion doing so on 
the racing cars task. 
3) That the proportion of subjects using the control or 
compensation strategies on the plasticine task would 
be the same a8 the proportion of subjects using these 
strategies on the racing car/saloon car task. 
Experimental Design 
In order to control for question order effects it was 
decided to use a latin square design, using three groups 
A, B and C for the three questions (see Figure 3.1). Ten 
subjects at each age level were randomly selected for each 
group. 
FIGURE 3,1 
Groups 
Procedure 
The Latin Square Design 
A 
B 
C 
1 
Q3 
Q2 
Ql 
2 
Ql 
Q3 
Q2 
3 
Q2 
Ql 
Q3 
The subjects were shown the situations and the 
effect of the independent variables was discussed, care was 
taken not to explain the solutions to the tasks. For the 
plasticine task the subjects were asked what effects the 
surface area and the weight would have on the depth hole. 
Reference was made to the effect of snow shoes decreasing 
'I i 
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the depth of hole left in snow. The two effects were 
clarified, that the "larger the surface area the shallower 
the hole" (for the same weight) and that the "larger the 
weight the larger the depth of hole" (for the same surface 
area). The points in p a r e n t h e s ~ s s were left unsaid. For the 
racing cars task, the effects of start position and speed 
of cars were discussed with reference to model cars and a 
long track, which the subjects were shown. The subjects 
were then given a questionnaire with the three questions 
in the correct order for their particular groupo 
Results 
The subjects responses were classified in terms of the 
following categories of response. 
H = using a form of control strategy 
C = using a form of compensation strategy 
G.D. = using a form of greatest difference strategy 
D = using a form of difference strategy 
U = using an unclear method or offering no response. 
The full results for all strategies are shown in Table 3.1.-
As only the relative frequency of the use of the C and H 
strategies on the different questions was of prime interest 
it was this data that was subject to analysis. The analysis 
is standard for the 3 x 3 latin aquare, where scores of 
the individual children of each group are used for 
all cells in a r o w ~ e w i s s 1968 P157-9). The method is included 
in the full analysis of the results in Appendix D. F ratios 
were calculated and where sigoificance was at the 0.01 level, 
the Newman-Keuls test was used to test the significance of the 
difference between the questions. 
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TABLE 3.1 The number of sub1ects using the different 
N- 30 for each uestion % in 
.-
SECONDARY MEAN QUESTION STRATEGY USED 
SCHOOL YEAR AGt:: (Vt::AKS) --NUMBER 11 C G.D. D U 
2ND 12.6 1 4 21 3 2 0 
K13.3) (70) (10) (6.7) (0) 
2 19 0 0 9 2 
K 63.3) (0) (0) (30) (6.7) 
3 13 10 3 3 1 
(43.3) (33.3) (10) (10) (3.3) 
. 
3RD 13.6 1 9 20 1 0 0 
(30) (66.7) (3.3) (0) (0) 
2 23 0 0 6 1 
K76.7) (0) (0) (20) (30.3) 
3 17 10 3 0 0 
(56.7) (33.3) (10) (0) (0) 
4TH 14.5 1 12 17 1 0 0 
(40) (56.7) (3.3) (0) (0) 
2 26 0 0 3 1 
(86.7) (0) (0) (10) (3.3) 
3 22 7 1 0 0 
(73.3) (23.3) (3.3) (0) (0) 
For ease of reference a summary of the total scores for just 
the Hand C strategies is shown in Table 3.3 so that this may 
be compared to Table 3.2 which shows the summary of the 
significant differences for the two strategies on the different 
questions. 
There was a difference significant at the 0.01 level 
between the proportions of subjects who used the H strategy 
on questions 2 and ~ ~ This higher use of the H strategy on 
question 2 was as predicted in hypothesis one and thus this 
hypothesis was c.onfiraaed. It is apparent that the subjects 
did perceive the olympic type race situation, 1.e. the two 
racing cars task aa one to which a control strategy was more 
appropriate. 
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TABLE 3.2 uestions 
H Strategy C Strategy 
(control of variables) (Compensation of variables) 
SECONDARY Q2 X Q3 Q2 X Ql Q3 X Ql Ql X Q3 Ql X Q2 Q3 X Q2 
YEAR 
2ND 3.33* 8.33 5.00 5.76 10.98 5.22 
3RD 3.40* 7.93 4.53 5.24 10.46 5.22 
4TH n.s. 7.93 5.66 5.30 9.00 3.72-" 
All significant at the 0.01 level but for * at the 0.05 level. 
TABLE 3,3 Total Number of Sublects Using Hand C Strategies 
on Each Question 
(N - 30 per question) ( ~ ~ in parenthesis) 
SECONDARY H STRATEGY C STRATEGY 
YEAR 
Ql Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3 
2ND 4(13.3) 19(63.3) 13(43.3) 21(70) 0(0) 10(33.3) 
3RD 9(30) 23(76.7) 17(56.3) 20(66."» 0(0) 10(33.3) 
4TH 12(40) 26(86.7) 22(73.3) 1 7 ( 56. 7) 0 ( 0 ) 7(23.3) 
The difference between the proportions of subjects who 
used the compensation strategy on questions 1 and 2 was found 
to be significant at the 0.01 level. This higher use of the 
compensation strategy on question 1 compared to question 2, 
was as predicted in hypothesis two and thus this hypothesis 
was confirmed. The racing car/saloon car task was perceived 
by the subjects as a handicap type race situation. It should 
be noted that no subjects used the compensation strategy on 
question 2 and thus the use of the strate&y was considered to 
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be inappropriate on the olympic type situation. 
There was a difference, significant at the 0.01 level, 
between the proportion of subjects who used the compensation 
strategy on questions 1 and 3 which was not predicted. 
In addition a difference significant at the 0.01 level 
between the proportion of subjects who used the H strategy 
on questions 1 and 3 was found. The predicted similarity 
between questions 1 and 3 was not found, thus hypothesis three 
was rejected. 
Discussion 
The rank order for the questions showing the most 
frequent use of the C and H strategies is· shown below:-
1st 2nd 3rd 
Rank order for the 
use of the C Ql Q3 Q2 
strategy 
Rank order for the 
use of the H Q2 Q3 Ql 
strategy 
The data showed a significant difference in the use of 
the control and compensation strategies on the racing car/saloon 
car task question 1, and the racing cars task question 2, with 
the plasticine task proving of intermediate difficulty. The 
plasticine task was found to be similar to question 1 in that 
the compensation strategy was used, yet it was similar to 
question 2 in terms of the use of the H strategy. (If the 
0.01 level of significance is taken for the comparison of 
differences between the plasticine task and the two racing cars 
task, then the differences for the use of the H strategy 
are not significant). Thus the tendency for the subjects 
to perceive the plasticine problem as a handicap race was 
apparent but this effect was not as large as predicted. 
This study illustrates the dilemma facing a child between 
the ages of 12 and 14 years when attempting to answer the 
plasticine task. If he/she is capable of both 'fair' strategies, 
C and H he/she may apply either strategy. An older child 
who consistently uses the H strategy on the plasticine task will 
have resolved this confusion between the use of the 'fair' 
strategies. For these older children the olympic type race 
is differentiated from the handicap type race with the former 
being recognised as 'fair' experimentation in a scientific 
context. It has been shown that for the younger child this 
differentiation does not exist when the task is a science 
based one. This has ~ p l i c a t i o n s s for science courses which 
purport to teach the use of scientific methodology to discover 
the roles of variables in situations similar to the plasticine 
task. It has been shown in this study and that presented in 
chapter 2, that the subjects' most common error 'strategy 
at the Secondary level is the compensation strategy. Thus 
a child between the ages of 12 and 14 will tend to confound 
the effect of independent variables in order to perform a 
'fair' experiment, because he/she perceives the task as one 
to which a handicap may be applied. 1'f H methodology is to 
be taught, the difference between the two types of 'fair' 
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methodology needs to be shown so that the child may identify 
the H strategy as an olympic type test and as the 'fair' 
methodology in a scientific context. 
CHAPTER 4 
THE 'BLACK-BOX' PROBLEM: A STUDY OF THE ROLE OF THE 
FAMILIARITY OF VARIABLES IN THE USE OF THE COMPENSATION 
STRATEGY 
Introduction 
In chapter 2 the compensation strategy was shown to 
be the greatest 'distractor' from the use of the control 
strategy at the Secondary School level. The use of the 
compensation strategy is obviously dependent upon whether 
a task contains independent variables whose functions can 
be seen in one sense as being compensatory. The aim of 
this chapter is to discover the effect a task has on the 
use of the compensation and control strategies if the 
task involves variables whose effects are initially unknown 
and f i n a l l ~ w h e n n known,are unfamiliar. 
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A black-box apparatus was designed for the investigation 
as shown in Figure 4.0. 
The Black-Box Apparatus 
FIGURE 4.0 
ON • / 
Effect OFF 
/-------
(dial \ 
\ '\ I 
~ - - ~ ' ' Effect 
High reading B· ·Y Low reading 
Low reading a . . : A : . : - ~ - = I W . ; ; . ; . i it : ; . ; C ; . ; h . ; , - : : l : . . . . - . . . ; S W ~ i ~ t ; . ; : ; C ~ h _ ~ ; ; . . . . . ; _ ~ X . . . , , High reading 
Switches 1 and 2 altered the reading on the meter by 
altering the resistance in the circuit. An internal power 
supply,' 1 ••• a 9 volt battery and an on/off switch was 
incorporated 80 that the switches could be manipulated with 
or without the reaultina effects being shown. Switches 
1 and 2 were started at AX and this gave an intermediate 
reading on the dial. The circuit was so designed that 
8Witch 1 gave an increase in the reading on the meter when 
moved from position A to B, analogous to the independent 
variable of weight in the plasticine task. Thus position 
A gave a low reading and position B a high reading. The 
meter had a regular scale but the original numbers were 
obscured. Switch 2 gave a decrease in the reading on the 
meter when moved from position X to Y, analogous to the effect 
of surface area in the plasticine problem. In addition for 
positions A with X and B with Y the meter gave the same 
reading. Thus A was compensated by X and B by Y. The 
greatest difference strategy could be performed with positions 
A and Y and B with X. This would result in the lowest and 
highest readings respectively. By leaving switch 2 in the 
same position and varying switch 1 from A to B the difference 
in the meter reading due to switch 1 could be found, this is 
the control strategy. Two tasks were devised using the black-
box apparatus, these were the blind task and the meter task. 
In the blind task the subjects ware asked to suggest an 
expertment to discover how much difference switch I makes 
to the meter reading and then asked what they would do to 
each switch. With the battery turned off the subject could 
manipulate the .witches to familiarise htmself/herself with 
the question but he/ahe vaa given no clue as to the relationship 
between _itehe. 1 and 2. This ia a blind situation where 
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not only are the variables abstract but the relationships 
between them are unknown. In the meter task the battery was 
turned on, the subject was then able to try the switches and 
discover or be shown the relationship between the switches, 
i.e. positions AX and BY produced no difference in reading 
and position AY and BX, the greatest difference in meter reading. 
In general they could discover that moving switch 1 from A to 
B increased the meter reading and moving switch 2 from X to 
Y reduced the meter reading by an equal amount. Given the 
same question as used previously, i . e ~ ~ to state what positions 
he/she would place the switches to discover the difference 
switch I makes, it was thought that the subject would be 
more likely to use one of the strategies that rely upon the 
functions of the switches of which he/she was now aware. 
It was expected that for the blind task the subjects 
would not be able to utilise any logical combination of the 
effects of the independent variables as these were unknown 
to the subjects. Thus they would be unable to use the C, 
G.D. or 0 strategies. It was therefore expected that ,the 
use of the H strategy would be higher on this task. 
The plasticine task QI, 2 and 3 used in chapter 3 was 
included in this study because it involved the more familiar 
independent variables of weight and surface area. Three 
parallel questions to the plasticine task, Ql, 2 and 3 were 
devised for the meter and blind tasks. It WBS expected that 
a compariaon of the . u ~ j e ~ t · s s performance on the meter and 
plasticine tasks would give an indication of the role 
of the familiarity of the variables. 
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The meter task allows the use of the C, G.D. and H 
strategies as the direction of the effects of the independent 
variables are known. The compensatory effects of the switches 
are less familiar than the compensatory effect of weight 
and surfac.e area and thus it was expected that the use of 
the compensation strategy would be greater on the plasticine 
task than on the meter task. 
Method 
The Tasks 
The meter task questiomMl, M2, and M3, are shown on 
the following page. The same questions were used for the 
blind task and are referred to a8 Bl, B2 and B3 in the following. 
These three questions are parallel to the plasticine task 
questions 1, 2 and 3 used in chapter 3 and these are referred 
to as PI, P2 and P3 in the following. 
The Sub1ects 
A total of 38 subjects was interviewed at the Secondary 
School level. The details of the sample are given in Table 4.0. 
The samples were randomly selected from their year groups 
within a Nottinghamshire Comprehensive School. The sixth 
form samples were advanced level students and were therefore 
of higher than average ability for their age. Science advanced 
level students accounted for seven out of the thirteen sixth 
form student. r ~ l y y .elected. 
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mE METER TASK 
Suppose you want to know exactly how much difference switch 1 
makes to the reading on the meter. You must use two positions, 
a B and an A position for switch 1. 
Question Ml) At which position would you have 9Witch 2 
when switch 1 is at th(! A i->0t;ition? 
At which position would you have switch 2 
when switch 1 is at the B position? 
Please explain your answer carefully. (Space was provided.) 
Question H2) Suppose someone has switch 1 at the A position 
and switch 2 at the X position. At which 
position would you have switch 2 when switch 1 
i8 at the B position to find out exactly how 
much difference switch 1 makes to the reading 
on the meter? • 
Please explain your answer carefully. (Space was provided.) 
Question M3) Suppose someone has switch 1 at the A position 
and switch 2 at the Y position. At which position 
would you have switch 2 when switch 1 is at the 
B position to find out exactly how much difference 
switch 1 makes to the reading on the meter? 
-------_. 
Please explain your answer carefully. (Space was provided.) 
TABLE 4,0 
YEAR HEAN AGE TOTAL 
YEARS 
3aD 13.5 10 
4TH 14.4 10 
5TH 15.6 5 
L6TH 16.7 6 
U6TH 17.6 7 
~ . . 38 
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Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses, were set up in relation to 
" 
the use of the compensation and control strategies. 
1. There would be no use of the c ~ n p e n s a t i o n n strategy on 
the blind task. 
2. The proportion of subjects using the control strategy 
on the blind task would be significantly greater than 
the proportion of subjects using the control strategy 
on the plasticine and meter tasks. 
3. The proportion of subjects using the compensation strategy 
on the blind task Bl would be significantly less than 
the proportion of subjects using the compensation strategy 
on the plasticine task Pl, due to the unknown effects 
of the variables. 
4. The proportion of subjects using the compensation strategy 
on the meter taak Kl, would be significantly less than 
than the proportion of subjects using the compensation 
strategy on the pluti"cine task Pl, due to the unfamiliar 
effects of the variables. 
Hypotheses 3 and 4 were set up for 'question 1 as it was 
considered that results for questions 2 and 3 might be distorted 
due to the exclusion of the G.D. and C strategies. 
Experimental Procedure 
The subjects were interviewed and their responses tape 
recorded. They filled in a questionnaire containing the 
questions as the interview proceded. The subjects were shown 
the black-box and told that; switch 1 had an effect on the 
............ 
meter reading in that a movement from position A to B would 
increase or decrease the reading. A movement back from B 
to A would reverse this process. Switch 2 had an effect on 
the meter reading in that a movement from position X to Y 
would increase or decrease the reading. A movement back from 
Y to X would reverse this process. The fact that the subjects 
did not know the effects of switch 1 and 2 was stressed. 
The on/off switch was set in the off position so that the 
switches could be moved by the experimenter or the subject 
at any time to clarify the situation. The switches were always 
reset at AX by the experimenter after the subject had finished 
with the apparatus. The subjects were then given the blind 
t a s k ~ ~ questions Bl, B2 and B3, to complete and after completion 
of all three questions the reasons for their choices were 
discussed. The subjects were then shown the effect of switch 1, 
that a movement from A to B increased the reading on the meter. 
The subjects were then shown the effect of switch 2, that a 
movement from X to Y would decrease the reading on the meter. 
The subjects were shown each effect separately, thus the . ~ p e r 1 1
menter used the H strategy to show these effects but did not 
make this specific. The experimenter did not show the G . D ~ ~
or C strategies. The subjects were then given the meter task, 
questions Ml, M2 and M3. The subjects were not allowed to use 
the switches, but the effects were cla+ified if they encountered 
, 
difficulties in remembering the effects. The subjects were not 
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corrected if they remembered tPe effects incorrectly. 
On completion the subjects' explanations were checked and 
discussed. Finally the s u b j e ~ t s s were shown the plasticine 
task. The effects were discussed as in chapter 2 and the 
subjects were asked to complete the plasticine task, questions 
Pl, P2 and P3. On completion the subjectJ explanations were 
checked and discussed. 
Thus the problem order for all the subjects Was:-
First - Blind Task 
Second - Meter Task 
Third - Plasticine Task. 
This order was chosen to avoid the possible transfer of use 
of the compensation strategy from the plasticine task to the 
meter and blind tasks. The meter task necessarily had to 
follow the blind task. 
Results 
The responses were classified in terms of the three 
major strategies used, together with a category for any other 
strategy used by the subjects as shown below:-
H - using a form of control strategy 
C - usina a form of compensation strategy 
G.D. - usina a form of greatest difference strategy 
o - usina any other strategy than H, C or C.D. 
The frequency of use of the strategies for the tasks is shown 
in Table 4.1. The differences in the frequency of use of 
the major strategies between the three tasks were tested 
using the &Nemar teat for .ignificant changes. The fourfold 
tables for each Itrateay on each question are presented in 
found to be 
siplifi""t 1. .hown 1n Table 4. 2. 
TABLE 4.1 
STRATEGY BLIND TASK METER TASK PLASTICINE TASK 
QUESTION Bl QUESTION M1 RUEST ION P1 
G.D. 8 12 6 
C 5 5 14 
H 22 21 18 
0 3 0 0 
STRATEGY QUESTION B2 QUESTION M2 QUESTION P2 
G.D. 3 3 0 
C 8 6 8 
H 26 26 28 
0 1 3 2 
STRATEGY RUEST ION B3 QUESTION M3 ~ U E S T I O N N P3 
G.D. 4 16 7 
C 2 0 0 
H 30 21 31 
0 2 1 0 
TABLE 4.2 The differences found to be significant between 
the Blind. Meter and Plasticine Tasks • 
. (McNemar one tailed test). 
STRATEGY QUESTION CONTRASTS 
COMPENSATION Pl X B1* 
CONTROL P3 X H3* 
GREATEST P3 X H3* DIFFERENCE 
* significant at the .025 level 
** significant at the .005 level 
PI X MI* 
B3 X H3** 
B3 X H3** 
.... _-
It should be noted that for the meter and blind tasks 
the differeace strategy va. inapplicable and no subjects 
used this atratelY on the plasticine task. 
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The use of the G.D. and C strategies on the blind 
task was unexpected. The subjects guessed at the effects 
of the switches on the dial and anticipated a .greatest 
difference or compensation result. Thus hypothesis one, 
that there would be no use of the compensation strategy 
on the blind task (Bl, B2 and B3) was rejected. 
There was found to be no significant difference in the 
use of the H strategy between the three tasks for questions 
1 and 2. Thus hypothesis two that the use of the H strategy 
would be greater on the blind task was rejected. 
An unexpected difference in the use of the H strategy 
was noted between questions M3 and P3 and M3 and B3. The H 
strategy was used les. frequently on question M3,the difference 
being significant at the 0.025 level between M3 and P3 and 
at the 0.005 level between M3 and B3 (for M3 X P3, X2 - 4.92; 
2 for M3 X B3, X - 6.75). This decrease in use of the H strategy 
was accompanied by an increase in the use of the G.D. strategy 
on M3 when compared to P3 and B3,the differences being 
significant at the 0.025 and 0.005 levels respectively, 
(for H3 X P3, X2 - 4.92; for M3 X B3, X2 - 28.64). Question 
M2.l1ke P2, excluded the use of the G.D. ~ t r a t e g y y yet three 
.ubjecta who incorrectly remembered the effects attempted to 
use thi. strategy on M2. It thus appears that the unfamiliarity 
of the independent variables within thQ meter task tends to 
result in an iD(.r .... d u .. of the greatest d i f f . e r e ~ ~ strategy. 
The lower use of the C strategy on the blind task BI 
compared to its use on Pl was as predicted. The difference 
2 
was significant at the 0.025 level (for BI X PI, X - 4.92). 
Hypothesis three was therefore confirmed. 
The decrease in the use of compensation strategy on 
the meter task when compared to the plasticine task was as 
predicted for questions HI and Pl, the difference was 
2 
significant at the 0.025 level (for Hl X Pl, X - 4.92). 
Thus hypothesis four was confirmed. 
It may be concluded from the results that the effect 
of the unknown functions of the variables on the blind task 
Bl was to reduce the use of the compensation strategy. The 
effect of the unfamiliarity of the functions of the variables 
on the meter task Ml was to reduce the use of the compensation 
strategy. These effect. were confounded on questions B2, M2 
and P2 because the use of either the G.D. or the C strategy 
was excluded. The strategy excluded depended upon whether 
the subjects anticipated the effects correctly on B2 or 
remembered the effects correctly on H2. 
Discussion 
The results of this study have shown that the effects of 
the unknown and of the unfamiliar functions of the variables 
tended to decrease the use of the compensation strategy. It 
can be c o ~ l u d e d d that where the effects of the indepondent 
variables are not readily intuitable as coolpensatory, the 
compenaation .trategy i. used less fequently. It has also 
been shown that a subject may use the compensation strategy 
on a task in which the effects of the variables may only be 
anticipated as compensatory. The confusion between the use 
of the 'fair' strategies still persists in the solution of 
tasks where the effects of the independent variables are 
unknown or unfamiliar. It appears that the decreased use 
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of the compensation strategy for the meter task results in an 
increased use of the greatest difference strategy. It is clear 
that the less frequent use of the compensation strategy due 
to the unfamiliarity of the effects or due to the unknown 
effects of the variables does not result in an increased use 
of the control strategy. 
It may be concluded that those subjects who are confused 
between the use of the 'fair' strategies are equally confused 
by the unfamiliarity of the black-box situation. For these 
subjects the unfamiliarity of the variables does not appear 
to remove the conflict between the choice of 'fair' strategies, 
although the compensation strategy may be seen as less applicable 
The tendency is for these subjects to perceive the situation 
as one to which an 'unfair' strategy might a p ~ l y , , i.e. the 
greatest difference strategyo 
CHAPTER 5 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 'CONTROL OF VAl, TAB1.ES· 
STRATEGY AT THE SECONDARY SCHOOL 1.F.VRL 
Introduction 
The work presented in this chapter is concerned with 
tracing the formation of the fully developed control 
strategy at the Secondary School level. 
In Chapter 1 the t h r ~ e e major strategies used on the 
plasticine tasks were identi.fied together with the Piagetian 
stage at which they were considered to represent the 
typical mode of behaviour. The grcatest difference strategy 
was noted to be a concrete operational strategy, the control 
strategy was noted to be primarily A forUlAl operational 
strategy aDd the compensation strato&y appeared to be a 
concrete/formal or tran.itioDal strategy. Thus a detailed 
study of adolescant behaviours on the plasticine tasks 
should provide evidence for the process by which transition 
occurs from concrete to fully developed fOl1nQl reasoning,. 
for this one aspect of formal thought. It is clear that 
the stmultaneous application of strategies to the SUWQ 
problem may create conflict. Inhelder has described a 
mechanism for learnin& via conflict, 
"the mechanillDs brin&in& about iauprov4:UKlntu and progress 
in the various forms of equilibrium consist, first, in 
an applleation of existing ,chomas to an increasing variety 
of situationa. Soonor or 1.1ter, this & o l l " ' r a l i ~ u L i u l l l
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eDCOUQter. r •• i . ~ e , , mainly from the sillluitancou:; a p p 1 i c a ~ i o n n
of aootMt" sc.heme; thl. re.ulta in two d1CC",,.o,,,nt unt;WQrs 
to one problem and stimulates tho ~ u b j " , c t t :tcuklnff, Q corta1n-
cober.Dee to adjuat both .chemos or to 111uU. each to a 
partlQllu application thereforo Q u t Q u 1 1 ~ h 1 n ~ ~ their 
differ.nees aDd likenossQs". (Inh",luclo ct u1, 1')14, p256) • 
• 
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As the work reported in C h a ~ e r s s 2, 3 and 4 has 
shown,the same subject may in fact use a different strategy 
for different questions. In addition it has been shown 
in Chapter 4 that subjects appear to limit the C and H 
strategies to specific problems. Inhelder's dynamic mechanism 
for learning is described below in relation to a training 
task d evi se-d by Bovet (Inhelder et al, 1972) which 
attempted to lead children, who were capable of numerical 
conservation, to a grasp of the conservation of continuous 
quantities (normally acquired approximately 3 years l a t e ~ . .
It should be noted that the use of Inhe1der's mechanism for 
learning, via conflict between different schemes applied 
to the same problem situation, does not imply that its wider 
application to the development of operational structures 
is necessarily accepted. 
The following types of situation were used by Inhe1der 
et al in which the child himself had to construct paths 
with matchsticks. Both the experimenter and the subject 
had a number of matches at their disposal, but the subject's 
matches were shorter than those of the experimenter and 
of a different colour. (Seven of the subjectVs red matches 
equalled the length of five of the experimenterVs black 
matches). The experimenter constructed either a straight 
or a broken line (a "road") and asked the subject to 
construct a line of the sBIlle length.(" just as long a road, 
j u t as far to walk," etc), e.g., se problems 1, 2 
and 3 . 
Problem 1 
~ ~ .... ' ...... .... ? 
Problem 2 
~ ~..... .... 7 
Problem 3 , ,,, i • 
~ ~c=:::::II .... • • .. ,. • • • • • • ; 
In each of the three problems the task was to construct 
a straight line of the same length underneath the road 
constructed by the experimenter. In problems land 3 
the construction took place directly underneath the 
experimenter's road, in problem 2 the road construction 
took place some distance away. The child was found to 
have two strategies available to cope with these problems. 
Firstly, an ordinal strategy involving references between 
the ends of the road was found to be used, e.g., in 
problem 3 a road might be constructed (using 7 matches) 
so that the start and end points were the same, a correct 
solution. Secondly, a strategy involving numerical 
references was found to be used, e.g., in problem 3 a 
road of 5 short matches might be constructed, an incorrect 
solution. Four phases in the construction of a fully 
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developed strategy, which had as its basis the concept 
of c o n 8 e r ~ o n n of length, were identified. 
At phase one separation between schemes occurred, 
e.g., in problem I the child constructed a line by ordinal 
reference, i.e. a straight line with its extremities in 
coincidence with those of the zig-zag line was constructed. 
Although the child could state that he/she used only 
four short matches (one less than the experimenter) he/she 
would remain convinced that the two lines were of equal 
length. In problem 2, ordinal reference could not be 
made, as construction did not take place directly underneath. 
The child was found to use a numerical strategy in this 
instance. 
At phase two the strategies were found to be in 
juxtaposition in that the conflict produced by their use 
was realised by the child. For example, in problem 3, 
the numerical strategy might be used, i.e. a parallel 
road of 5 short matches would be constructed. At phase 
two the child would realise that this was not long enough 
and would add more matches. Then, realising that too many 
matches had been used, the child would return to his/her 
first solution. The child was found to be confused by 
the contradictions involved in the use of the strategies. 
At phase three compromise solutiorewere found to be 
used, i.e. inadequate partial integrations of the two strategies 
were made. For example, in problem 1, in order to gain'the 
same length of road (judged on the horizontal extremities) 
one match might be broken in two. Thus the same number 
of matches could be used to construct the same 'length' 
of road. Another compromise solution involved ignoring 
the instruction to make a straight road; e.s-, the subject 
would place one match vertically so that the same number 
of matches could be used without increasing the 'length'. 
At phase four full integration was found to occur 
and this led to the understanding that a greater number 
of matches was needed when they were smaller and that 
a zig-zag reduced the horizontal length of the road even 
though the same number of matches was used. 
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Thus the separate strategies at phase one having been 
brought into conflict at phase two, are partially integrated 
at phase three, and successfully integrated at phase four. 
It is apparent from the evidence in the previous 
chapters involving the plasticine talk, that each strategy 
has a related criterion for use. The G.D. strategy, when 
it was understood, appeared to be used on the criterion 
of showing the \argest difference' in the dependent variable. 
The H and C strategies were not clearly differentiated 
and this resulted in confusion when the subjects tried 
to choose between them. The criterion for use for either 
appeared to be one of performing a 'fair experiment', 
yet the H strategy appeared also to be used on a separate 
criterion of varying one independent variable at a time. 
At its simplest level this was expressed as 'use the same 
surface area'. If the transition mechanism described by 
Inhelder can explain the process by which subjects reach 
a fully integrated concept or scheme of control then phase 
one should be evidenced by the use of separate criteria 
for the acceptance of separate strategies as methods of 
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proof. Thus more than one strategy may be accepted on 
different criteria. At phase one there should be no confusion 
or conflict in the choice of only one strategy but at 
phase two the subjects should be able to realise the 
need to reject strategies that are in conflict with the 
chosen strategy. Thus the criterion used to accept one 
strategy should be applied to reject others. 
Phase three behaviour should be abundant at the 
Secondary School level and should be evidenced by attempts 
to integrate the criterion for use of one or more strategies 
to other strategies. As a simple example, partial integration 
on the criterion of 'fair experimentation' will result 
in the acceptance of the C Imd H strategies and rejection 
of the G.D. strategy. The integration is only partial 
in that, because the criterion for the acceptance of the 
H strategy 'vary one thing at a time' has not also been 
utilised, both the C and H strategies are considered to 
be correct. 
Phase four should occur when subjects utilise all three 
criteria for acceptance of the strategies in the integration 
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and thus the compensation strategy should be rejected on the 
grounds of not 'varying one thing at a time'. Thus the 
two types of fair experimentation should be differentiated 
at this phase. 
The recurrence of use of the C and G.D. strategies at 
the ~ i x t h h form level evidenced in Chapters 2 and 4, suggests 
that this proposed final integration may be sufficient for 
most subjects, but for some, a higher level integration 
of criteria occurs. 
In order to identify the criterion for use of each 
strategy, the criteria for the multiple use of strategies 
and the eventual integration of these criteria into partial 
or complete systems, a questionnaire was devised. This 
presented the subjects with examples of each strategy for 
the plasticine task and the subject was asked to judge 
the strategy's suitability as a method of showing the 
effect of the independent variable. 
Method 
The Tasks 
The tasks were given in the form of a questionnaire 
shown on the following pages. 
Ql, John's experiment involves the G.D. strategy. 
Q2, Paul's experiment involves the C strategy. 
This second experiment may produco the same depth of hole 
in the plasticine if the ratios of weights and surface 
areas are equal but this information is not provided 
and thus such an assumption is invalid. 
STRATEGY/TASKS 
The following are experLments performed by pupils with 
2 weights, a heavy one and a light one. 
Q.l., 
JOHNS EXPERIMENT 
-- . ~ ~ 0 l , :3 ..4_ "" Heavy 
i CD 0 0 
a 
I 
Light 
John places the light weight on block number 3. He 
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also places the heavy weight on block number 1. Will this 
show John how much difference the weight makes to the 
depth of hole left in the plasticine. 
Answer YES or NO _____ _ 
a) Please explain your answer (space was provided) 
b) Explain what this expe riment shows John 
(space was provided) 
Q.2., 
PAULS EXPEaIHENT 
3 
Light Heavy 
Paul places the heavy weight on block number 3. He 
also places the light weight on block number 1. Will 
this show Paul how much difference the weighL makes 
to the depth of hole left in the plasticlne. 
Answer YES or NO 
-------
a) Please explain your answer (space was provided) 
b) Explain what this experiment ~ h o w s s Paul (space was 
provided) 
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Q.3 •• 
MARYS EXPERIMENT 
I 0 IT] 
~ ~ G - "'" 4-r 7j 
Heavy . 
Mary places the light weight on block number 1. She 
also places the heavy weight on block number 4. (Blocks 
1 and 4 are the same size). Will this show Mary how 
much difference the weight makes to the depth of hole 
left in the plasticine. 
Answer YES or NO 
----------------
a) Please «plain your answer (space was provided) 
b) Explain what this experiment shows Mary 
(Space was provided). 
Q.4. 
Which experiment do you prefer in order to show 
how much difference the weight makes to the depth of 
hole left in the plasticine1 ______________________ • 
Please explain your answer. 
Q3, Marfw s experiment involves the H strategy. 
Part (a) to each question was included to discover 
why the subject considered the strategy showed, or did not 
show, how much difference the weight made, i.e. the reasons 
for acceptance or rejection of the strategy. Part (b) 
to each question was included to discover the subject's 
level of understanding of the strategy e.g., subjects 
may not comprehend the H strategy as producing different 
depths of hole. This information was of importance when 
determining the reason for acceptance or rejection of a 
strategy and provided information not already given in (a). 
For example, a subject's answer to part (a) might simply be 
"it does not show how much difference the weight makes to 
the depth of hole left in the plasticine". That the 
subject rejects the strategy is c l e a ~ ~ but his/her reason 
is not and part (b) can provide this information o Question 
4 was intended to identify those subjects who might show 
confusion in choosing only one strategy, i.e. those subjects 
beyond phase one, in particular, those at phase two. 
The Subjects 
All 510 Secondary School subjects tested in the study 
in Chapter 2, were given the questionnaire to complete 
approximately 8 weeks later. Details of the sample are 
shown in Table 5.0. 
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TABLE 5.0 
YEAR MEAN AGE TOTAL 
YEAR/l'IJNTHS 
1st 11.9 90 
2nd 12.9 90 
3rd 13.9 90 
4th 14.6 90 
5th 15.10 90 
L6th 16.11 30 
U6th 17.10 30 
~ . . 510 
Hypotheses: 
No formal hypotheses were set up as the study was one 
of identification of criteria for the acceptance of the 
major strategies. 
In general; it was expected that the subjects had 
certain strategies available to them, at the Secondary 
level, the G.D., C and H strategies. The use of a 
particular strategy would depend upon those strategies 
the subjects accepted as showing the effect of one independent 
variable, i.e. the weight in the plasticine task •. It was 
expected that these acceptance criteria would increase in 
sophistication throughout the Secondarl level resulting in 
a fully developed scheme of control experimentation. It 
was predicted that the development of acceptance criteria 
could be explained in terms of conflicts resulting from the· 
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choice of one strategy out of the subject's repertoire. 
It was expected that the rejection of a particular strategy 
would result in new, more powerful, criteria for the use 
of the chosen strategy. 
Experimental Procedure 
The procedure used was identical to that used for 
the plasti,cine tasks described in Chapter 3, apart from 
the following two additions. 
Each question was read through with all the subjects 
and demonstrated without showing the actual result. 
The answers were briefly checked in order to identify 
unclear responses which were then ~ h e c k e d d with the subject 
concerned. 
Results 
Table 5.1 shows the frequency of subjects accepting 
the major strategies as proof, singly or with others. 
It is of interest to note that no subjects in the sample 
tested considered C to be the only correct strategy. Eight 
subjects did not understand that the H strategy showed a 
difference in depth of hole left in the plasticine and 
they oonsidered only the G.D. and C strategies as correct. 
In fact the same eight subjects did not comprehend the 
compensation argument and accepted this experiment on the 
grounds that it used different weights. Thus all the 
subjects who understood the C strategy as a compensatory and 
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TABLE 5.1 
YEA R 
I 1 2 3 4 5 L6 U6 
STRATEGIES 
ACCEPTED (N) (90) (90) (90) (90) (90) (30) (30) 
AS PROOF 
G.D. 8 5 1 0 0 0 0 
H 14 18 33 40 51 19 21 
C&H 39 47 50 44 35 8 3 
G.D. &8 8 5 6 6 0 0 0 
~ . D . . & C&H 15 13 0 0 4 3 6 
~ . D . . & C 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Total No. 
who accept 
each 
strategy 
as correct 
lFor H 82 83 89 90 90 30 30 (91.1) (92.2) (98.8) (100) (100) (100) (100) 
lFor C 60 62 50 44 39 11 9 
1F0r G.D. 
(66.7) (68.8) (55.5) (48.9) (43.3) (36.7) (30) 
37 25 7 6 4 3 6 (41.1) (27.7) (7.7) (6.7) (4.4) (10) (20) 
fair experiment, understooc. the H strategy. This was to be 
expected for the third year sample upwards as the results in 
Chapter 3 showed that subjects who used the C strategy on the 
plasticine task could use the H strategy on the two racing 
cars task. Table 5.1 also shows the combined numbers of subjects 
who accepted each particular strategy as correct. Figure 5.0 
contains graphs which compare the percentage use of each 
main strategy (using the data from Chapter 2 for question 1) 
to the percentage of subjects who accepted the strategy as 
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a correct solution. (The data for question 1 was 
chosen for comparison because this question does not 
exclude the use of any of the strategies). The graphs 
show a disparity between the acceptanco of the strategy 
as being a method of proof and its actual use. A detailed 
study of the strategy used by each subject on question 1 
and the strategies accepted as correct using the present 
questionnaire revealed a one to one correspondence, i.e. 
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if a subject used H on question 1 he/she accepted this strategy 
as correct. Thus it appeared that the use of a strategy 
on the plasticine task was in part determined by the 
strategies the subject accepted as correct. This correspondence 
between acceptance of a strategy and its use was an important 
one to determine as conclusions drawn from the criteria for 
acceptance of the strategies led to an explanation of the 
development of a more powerful scheme of control, and it is 
implied that this development may explain the use of a strategy. 
The subjecti responses were further classified in terms 
of the reasons for acceptance or rejection of the strategies. 
Thus for each subject a profile was obtained listing all the 
criteria used and the strategies to which they were applied. 
Similar profiles were then grouped together. It was then 
possible to identify differing levels of the ability to 
judge the strategies on the criteria identified. The8e 
substages in the integration of criteria together with 
the .trateiies that were rejected and accepted are listed 
in Table 5.2 at the end of the chapter. The table unfolds 
so that it may be referred to while the chapter is 
read. An introduction to the features of each substage 
is given below. A more detailed discussion of substages 
2, 3 and 4 follows this introduction. 
Substage 0 (N-16) 
The non-recognition of two or more strategies 
At this substage the subjects failed to understand 
at least 2 of the strategies e.g., the C strategy was not 
Lecognised as a fair experiment. Subjects accepted a 
strategy if they considered that it used different weights 
(criterion 1) because the task required them to use 
different weights. Some subjects understood one strategy, 
usually the G.D. strategy, which was considered to show 
a difference in depth (criterion 2). The H strategy was 
not understood by any of these subjects. The ~ u b j e c t s s did 
not apply any criteria for the rejection of a strategy. 
Substage 1 
(N-20) 
Isolated Cent.ration (Inhelder's Phase I) 
te use of a c ter on for the acce tance of 
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Such strategy specific criteria may be applied 
to 2 or more of the strategies). 
At this substage the subjects understood at least 
2 of the strategies and theLe w e ~ e e variations in the 
criteria applied for the acceptance of a strategy e.g., 
the H strategy was accepted on criterion 4 (use a fair 
experiment) by some subjects and on criterion 3 (vary one 
thing at a time) by others. Subjects were unable to reject 
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strategies,because a criterion was only applied to its 
strategy and it was not used to compare the use of 
strategies e.g., a comparison of criterion 4 and criterion 
2 would reveal that the G.D. strategy was unfair and this 
might result in its rejection. Such comparisons were not 
made at this substage. 
Substage 2 
(N= 134) 
Unicriterion Corn arison 
The comparison and thus rejection of strategies on the 
basis of a single criterion 
II 
At this substage one criterion was applied to reject 
strategies, although other criteria were often applied to 
accept strategies. There were four types of comparison 
behaviours noted (A,B,C and D) and these were distinguished 
by the criteria used for rejection,together with the 
strategies to which the criterion was applied. For example, 
for the comparison B,application of criterion 2 (show a 
difference) resulted in the rejection of the C and H 
strategies in that these were considered to show little 
difference in depth of hole in the plasticine. Thus these 
subjectJ acceptance of the G.D. strategy was modified to 
that of only accepting a strategy that showed a large 
difference. 
Substages 3.1 & 3.2 
(N= 108 & 129) 
Bicriteria Comparison (Inhe1der's 
Phase III Partial Integration) 
The application of one criterion to all three strategies 
with one further criterion to a maximum of two strategies 
for substage 3.1 and to all three strategies for substage- 3.2 
Partial integration was achieved because two criteria 
were applied to the strategies to accept or reject them. 
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At substage 3.1, three partial integrations were noted 
(A, B & C). At substage 3.2, the application of two 
criteria to all three strategies, two partial integrations 
were noted (A & B). 
Substage 4.1 (N-90) Tricriteria Com arison Inhe1der's Phase IV, Integration 
The application of three criteria to each strategy 
At this substage the integration achieved the rejection 
of all but the H strategy for one behaviour, integration A. 
A calculation argument was applied to also accept the C 
strategy for integration B and the same argument was'app1ied 
to also accept the G.D. strategy for integration C. This 
argument assumed that the precise effect due to the 
difference in surface area was lmown and that the effect 
of weight eauld be calculated as if the same surface area 
was used. Thus it represents a v calculated' H strategy 
applied to an ill-conceived experiment. 
Substage 4.2 
(N-13) 
Full Integration 
The realisation that alternative strategies assume the 
effect to be demonstrated 
The 'calculated' H strategy arguments applied by 
the subjects at substage 4 to accept the C and G.D. 
strategies led to a final integration,for 13 subjects 
of the strategies on a new 'assumptions' criterion, i.e. 
that a strategy should not assume the effect it is attempting 
to demonstrate. Thus at this substage only the H strategy 
was conaidered to be correct. 
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A more detailed discussion of the Substages 
A distinguishing feature of substages 0 and 1 is that 
they represent behaviours that accept strategies, i.e. 
criteria are not applied in order to reject strategies. 
The behaviours at substages 2, 3 and 4 are of particular 
interest as it was at these substages that the subjects 
appeared to compare the strategies on the basis of the 
criteria for their use and thus rejection of strategies 
took place. 
Unicriterion Comparison, Substage 2 
Four behaviours were noted: 
Comparison A (N-14) involved the application of 
criterion 2 (show a difference in depth) to all three 
strategies. Thus the C & H strategies were rejected as 
they showed no difference in depth, or less difference 
in depth,than the G.D. strategy. 
Comparison B (N-9) again involved the application of 
criterion 2 to all three strategies, but in t h ~ i n s t a n c e e
only the C strategy was rejected in that it was considered 
to show no difference in depth. 
Comparison C (N-36) involved the application of criterion 
3 (vary one thing at a time) to all three strategies, thus 
both the G.D. and C strategies were rejected. This criterion 
was expressed as 'the same surface area must be used'. 
Comparison D (N-75) involved the application of 
criterion 4 (use a fair expertment) to all three strategies, 
thus only the G.D. strategy was rejected. This comparison 
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represented the most frequent behaviour and illustrates 
the reason for the common confusion between the use of the 
C and H strategies, i.e. that they were both considered 
fair (criterion 4). 
Bicriteria Comparison Substages 3.1 and 3.2 
These behaviours were more complex and involved the 
comparison of the three strategies on two criteria and as 
such, represented partial integrations in that strategies 
and their reasons for use were related to each other. 
At substage 2 comparison rather than partial integration 
occur ed in that the criterion for use of a strategy was 
applied to reject strategies and other criteria were 
ignored. The 'other' criteria weD! considered by the 
subjects at substages 3.1 and 3.2. 
At substage 3.l,partial integratiomA, Band C involved 
the application of one criterion to all three strategies, 
a second criterion was applied to one or two of the strategies. 
Partial integration IA (N-1S) involved the application 
of criterion 2 (show a difference in depth) to all three 
strategies. Thus strategy C was rejected in that no 
difference in depth was considered to be shown. Criterion 4 
(use a fair experiment) wae also applied to the H strategy. 
A typical response was: 
Strategy 
G.D. 
C 
H 
Response 
"is correct because it shows a large' 
difference"(criterion2). 
"is incorrect because it will give the 
same depth of hole and you can't tell 
the difference" (criterion 2). 
"is correct because you can lee the 
difference in depth and it is fair". 
(criteria 2 and 4). 
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Partial integration IB (N=39) once again involved 
the application of criterion 2 to all three strategies, 
thus the C strategy was rejected. Criterion 3 (vary one 
thing at a time) was applied to the G.D. and H strategies, 
thus the G.D. strategy was rejected and H was acceptedo 
"R is correct, because the difference is shown on 
the same surface area". 
Partial integration IC (N-54) involved the application 
of criterion 4 (use a fair experiment) to all three strategies. 
thus G.D. was rejected as unfair. Cr"iterion 2 was noted in 
the responses of both the G.Doand H strategies. Thus it 
was realised that although G.D. showed a large difference 
in depth, it was unfair, whereas for H, 
"it is fair and shows the real difference 
in depth". 
All these partial integrations have conflicts inherent 
in them due to the fact that all three criteria were not 
applied to all three strategies, e.g., in IB a consideration 
of criterion 4 for the C strategy would have created conflict 
in that it might have now been accepted as a fair strategy. 
At substage 3.2 two criteria were applied to all three 
strategies and two partial integrations were noted. 
Partial integrations I,IA and B (N=51 & 78) involved 
the application of criterion 2 (show a difference in depth) 
to all three strategies, thus strategy C might be rejected. 
Criterion 4 (use a fair experiment) was also applied to the 
three strategies and thus the C and H strategies could be 
accepted as correct. 
c 
C 
Partial integration IIA rejected C. 
"is fair but it is wrong because it produces 
no difference in depth" (criteria 2 & 4) 
Partial i n t e ~ r a t i o n n lIB accepted C 
"is correct, it is fair and because there is 
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no difference in depth you can tell the heavy 
weight is best at making deep holes" (criteria 
2 & 4). 
It was the realisation that the C strategy was f a i ~ ~ but 
that it might not show any difference in d e p t ~ t h a t t led 
the subjects to consider that a difference in depth might 
be inferred. An interesting feature of the substage 3.2 
behaviour was the number of corrections to 'mistakes' 
made by the subjects on their C strategy responses. It 
thus appears that subjects ' ~ e r e e aware of the conflict 
produced by the use of the two criteria for the acceptance 
or rejection of the C strategy in that they found the 
acceptance or rejection of the C strategy a difficult 
choice to make. 
Tricriteria Comparison Substage 4.1 
At this substage the three criteria were applied to 
all three strategies; three of these integration behaviours 
were noted. 
Integration A (N-58) involved the rejection of 
all strategies other than the H strategy and all three 
criteria are mentioned in the typically full responses made, 
one of which is shown below. The rejection of C is made 
possible by the application of criterion 3 (vary one thing 
at a time). 
G.D. 
c 
H 
Strategy 
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Response 
~ ~
"is incorrect it is not on the same sur-t-CAL,f' 
d reo.-, t..uh; c...h should be used to make 
a fair comparison, making a large 
difference is not good enough".(criteria 
2, 3 and 4). 
"is incorrect because no difference 
in depth is made. It is fair, but 
I think having the weights on the same 
surface area makes the difference 
easy to see". (criteria 2, 3 and 4). 
"is correct, it is fair and you can 
see the difference when the weights 
are placEd on the same surface area". 
(criteria 2, 3 and 4). 
Integration B(N-19) involved the consideration 
that although H was the easiest method, i.e. the difference 
could be observed directly, the C strategy was nevertheless 
fair. It was argued that if the effect due to the surface 
area were known, then the effect due to weight could be 
calculated. 
For integration C (N-l3) this calculation argument 
was also applied to the G.D. strategy. A typical response 
at this substage is shown below. 
Strategy 
G.D. 
c 
Response 
"is unfair and will produce a larger 
difference than that required. If the 
ratio of surface area is known then 
this effect may be calculated so that 
the true difference may be shown. I 
think it therefore correct". 
"This is fair and allows for the larger 
weight to stick in the same distance 
as the smaller weight due to the surface 
area if the ratios are correct, if they 
are known, then the effect as 1f they 
are on the same surface area may be 
calculated. It 1s then correct". 
H 
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"this is fair and is the easiest method. 
You can see the difference because the 
different weights are on the same surface 
area, you do not have to calculate it". 
Full Integration Substage 4.2 
At this final substage the subjects were able to 
reject both the G.D. and C strategies even though they 
realised the calculation argument might be applied. In 
order to do this these subjects had to apply a new criterion, 
the assumptions criterion, i.e. if a strategy involves the 
assumption of the effects that are to be demonstrated 
then it is incorrect. Thirteen subjects (16 year old +) 
responded in this way and this represents a sophisticated 
notion of scientific proof. In fact several physics 
experiments do not meet this criterion. For example, 
consider a sonometer experiment to show t h e ' ~ a w s s of 
vibration of a fixed string", i.e. to show the following 
relation in a wire, 
frequency J Tension, for a given 
length of wire 
In order to measure the frequency of the wire under tension, 
a relation between frequency and length is found experimentally 
for a separate wire. This experimentally determined relation 
is then u8ed to determine the frequency of a particular 
length of wire under a part.icular tension. A similar method 
is used to show that, 
frequency 1 
-j mass per unit length 
for a given length (L) and tension (T). 
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In the above case where no direct means of measurement 
of frequency of the wire is available, an already 'known' 
relation may be utilised. 
The SUbstages 
Table 5.3 shows the number of subjects for each year 
tested at each of the substages. 
Substage 0 represents behaviour below that of early formal 
operations in that the strategies did not appear to be 
understood. It thus appears that the development of the 
'reasons for use' of the H strategy involves four distinct 
substages during the formal operational level, ages 11 - 18. 
These are as follows:-
Isolated centration 
Unicriterion comparison 
Bicriteria comparison 
Tricriteria comparison 
Substage 
1 
2 
3.1 & 3.2 
4.1 & 4.2 
Mean Age 
12.2 
13.1 
14.7 
16.8 
These substages are ecpivalent to Inhelder's Separation, 
Juxtaposition, Partial Integration and Integration Phases. 
Table 5.4 shows the analysis of variance applied to the 
chronological ages of the subjects at the substages. The 
differences between consecutive mean ages for the substages 
were found to be significant at the 0.01 level (see Table 
5.5 for means, standard deviations and t-test values). 
Thus for this one aspect of formal thought it appears 
that four distinct- s u b s t ~ g e g g may be identified. 
TABLE 5.4 Analysis of variance for substages 
Source of Variation Sum of sguares 
.2... Mean SQuare 
Between groups 145612.2 3 48537.4 -
Within groups 76234.8 490 155.58 
Total 221847 493 
F ratio (3,490) 
- 311.9, p< 0.01 
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TABLE 5.5 and standnrd deviations 
t-test values shown 
SUBSTAGE 1 2 3 4 
Mean Age 
in months 
146.4 157.4 175.37 200.00 
Standard 6.125 13.179 12.603 11.431 
Deviation 
~ - t e s t t Sl x S2 S2 X S3 S3 x S4 
Values t 260-3•69** t 369-8• 36** t 230-19 •82** 
** difference found to be significant at the 0.01 level. 
Summary 
Inhelder's mechanism of development has been identified 
within the behaviours. The four phases of separation, 
juxtaposition, partial integration and integration, were 
identified as the substages of isolated centration, 
unicriterion comparison, bicriteria comparison and 
tricriteria comparison. These appear to rept-esent four 
substages in the development of formal reasoning for 
the 'control of variables' ta"sks. 
This study was c r o s s - ~ e c t i o n a l l and yet the evidence 
for the substages has been interpreted as representing a 
developmental continuum. This kind of procedure provides 
at most an indication of a developmental route. The aim 
of the study was to explore the possibility of the application 
of a developmental mechanism and having done this, it may 
be appropriate to institute the long term, expensive 
process of carrying out the longitudinal studies that many 
writers such as Peel (1966) recommend. 
TABLE 5.2 The Substages in the development of a Formal Op rational 'H' 
Strategy 
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~ S T A G E E 0 
No recognition of two 
or more strategies. 
SUBSTAGE 1 
Isolated Centration 
Acceptance of a strategy 
on its criterion. 
2. or nror-e. s f - r ( . . l t e B i e ~ ~ t-Pc..oJr"'l lsed. 
ACCEPT 
Any 
strategy 
GD 
C 
H 
SUBSTAGE 2 
Unicrlferlon eompe lOb 
Comparison of 
strategies on the 
basis of a singl 
criterion. 
Comparison A CD 
Comparison B GD&H 
Comperi on C H 
Comparison D c&H 
SUBSTAGE 3.1 Partial 
stcriteria Integration 
_arison 1A 
One criterion appli d Partial 
to all 3 strategies, Integration 
one further criterion IB 
applied to 1 or 2 Partial . 
strategies. Integration 
!! IC 
GD&dI 
H 
H&C 
SUBSTAGE 3.2 
Bicriteria 
Comparison 
Partial H 
Two criteria applied 
to all 3 strategies. 
SUBSTAGE 411 
Tricriteria 
Co!!2ari80n 
i'hree criteria 
applied to all 3 
strat gie •. 
* 
SUBSTAGE 4.2 
Integration 
1'lA 
Partial H&C 
Integration 
lIB 
Integration H 
~ A A
Integration H&C 
B 
Integration H&C& 
C GD 
~ i c r i t e r i a a Full H 
fompariaon Integration 
New criterion appli d 
to all 3 
strategie · • 
REJEC" 
C&H 
C 
GD&C 
GD 
C 
C&GD 
GD 
C&GD 
GD 
CD5£C 
CD 
REASON 
Usually Critarion 1 
(us a diff rent eight) 
Criterion 2 or Critarion 1 (shOW a diff renee in d pth) 
Criterion 4 (us a f ~ r r
experiment Criterion 3 or Criter on4 
\Vary one t:n1DJZ at: a t::une, 
Criterion 2 
Criterion 2 
Criterion 3 
Criterion 4 
Criterion 2 for G.D., C & H; 
Criterion 4 for H 
Criterion 3 for G.D. & H; 
Criterion Z for C.D., C & H 
Criterion 4 for G.D., C & HI 
Criterion 2 for G.D. & H 
Criteria 2 & 4 for G.D.,C &H 
Criteria 2 & 4 for G.D., C 
but for C the diff renee 
may now be inferred. 
Criteria 2.3 & 4 appli d to 
G.D., C & H 
Criteria 2.3 & 4 applied to 
G.D., C & H (caleuDation 
argument applied to C) 
Criteria 2, 3 & 4 applied 
to C.D., C & H (calculation 
argument appli d to G.D. 
& C) 
GD & 'A'BUmptions' criterion 
C 
, "17 
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THE JUNIOR SCHOOL STUOIES 
The following studies in Chapters 6 to 10, were completed 
after the Secondary School studies and arose from a need to 
discover the origins of H methodology. 
The study in Chapter 5 showed that over 90. of the first 
year Secondary School subjects (mean age 11.9 years) understood 
the H strategy as a method of proof, even though the level 
of understanding was poor and thus other strategies were also 
accepted or preferred as methods of proo f. Chapter 3 showed 
that of the second year Secondary School sample (mean age 12.6 
years), 6T. used the H strategy on the two racing cars task. 
It was apparent that the H strategy originated at least as 
early as the beginning of the formal operational level. Thus 
the aim of the Junior School studies was to investigate the 
use of the H strategy and to trace its development at the 
concrete operational level. 
CHAPTER 6 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE TENNIS BALL TASK IN RELATION TO 
EMPIRICAL AND QUASI-EMPIRICAL SOLUTION STRATEGIES 
Introduction 
The present chapter discusses the difference between 
a task requiringempir1cal proof and one that may be solved 
using quasi-empirical proof. An experiment is described 
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which tests the difference between the two types of task in 
order to explain the child's apparent early ability to use the 
H strategy on the tennis ball task. 
The tennis ball task which requires subjects to compare 
the bounce of two tennis balls under a variety of novel, but 
equal conditions was described by Wollman (1976). To succeed 
in this task the subject must realise that in order to discover 
which one of the two tennis balls presented is the bounciest, 
"you must drop them from the same height and let them go the 
same way and let them bounce on the same kind of floor". 
(Wollman, 1976 pI). 
Wollman presented evidence that children (age 12-13 years) 
intuitively use the H strategy in this situation earlier than 
in the target sphere t a s ~ ~ but he also referred to their inability 
to transfer this method to new situations. 
' ~ e n n faced with new problems the child will begin anew, not 
perceiving the applicability of his prior successful solutions 
to other problems requiring controlled experiments". 
(Wollman, 1976 pl). 
He suggested that the reason for this varluL10n 1n the use of 
solutions involving the control of variables is that their use 
is context-dependent. 
It is evident that if the H strategy is used earlier 
on the tennis ball task than on the target sphere task then 
children perceive this problem differently. The tennis ball 
problem presents the child with a situation where he/she is 
unaware of the outcome, 1.e. he/she has two tennis balls, 
one of which is b o u n c i e ~ ~ but he/she cannot tell which by 
inspection only. This task lends itself to empirical proof 
in that the result of the proposed experiment is not already 
known and experimentation is a necessity in order to discover 
the result. The experiment is not just confirmation of prior 
knowledge. The target sphere task in contrast, allows confirm-
ation of prior knowledge. It may thus be solved using quasi-
empirical methodology, i.e. a methodology that involves 
experiment and seems to rely on observation of results for 
proof, but which is not purely empirical in that it assumes 
and uses the effect ~ f f the independent variable it sets out 
to establish. Of course there is a purely empirical solution 
to the target sphere task but, because the child has prior 
knowledge of the effect of the independent variable, he/she 
is tempted to use this knowledge. For example consider the 
following proof:-
FIGURE 6.0 The strate 
Light Sphere 
R ~ p p
Low Target Sphere 
Heavy Sphere 
In Figure 6.0 the child releases the light sphere from a 
high position and the heavy sphere from a low position, so 
that the lack of weight of the light sphere is compensated 
by the increased height of release. The child will often 
predict that the distances travelled by the target spheres 
are the same. He/she will state that this indicates the 
effect due to the weight in that the heavy sphere is at a 
disadvantage yet produces the same effect as the light sphere. 
This compensation method is an example of a quasi-empirical 
proof in that the result is anticipated prior to experimentation. 
If the spheres were indistinguishable other than by colour, 
i.e. one was yellow and the other was white, then it would 
not be possible for the child to use quasi-empirical proof. 
In such a task if the child were asked to choose positions 
on the ramp to show which 'colour' knocked the target sphere 
furthest up the other side of the ramp, he/she should only 
be able to apply an empirical proof. Such a task is thus 
similar to the tennis ball task. 
Any task that may be solved both quasi-empirically and 
empirically, named a 'quasi/empirical task' in the following, 
is 11kely to be solved either way if the child is capable 
of using both quasi-empirical proof and pure empirical proof, 
i.e. the C and H strategies. Thus if the child fails on a 
quasi/empirical task this is not evidence that he/ahe i8 not 
capable of 'control of variables' but that perhaps he/she 
does not 'see' the need for pure empirical proof in this 
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situation. If the task is one that can only be solved by 
empirical proof, named an 'empirical task' in the following, 
the child can only succeed if he/she is capable of 'control 
of variables'. It was the aim of the study described below 
to show that the Wollman tennis ball task may be solved using 
the H strategy at an earlier age than the target sphere 
or plasticine tasks because the former is an empirical task 
and the latter are quasi/empirical t a s k ~ ~ To this end, twa 
new tasks were devised, an empirical plasticine task and 
a quasi/empirical tennis ball task. The empirical plasticine 
task is shown with its comparable quasi/empirical task on 
the following page. As can be seen the fact that the two 
weights are labelled A and B instead of heavy and light in Q2 
makes the plasticine task one of empirical proof. Wollman's 
tennis ball task is an empirical task and thus performance 
on the empirical plasticine task should be similar to the 
empirical tennis ball task. The quasi/empirical tennis ball 
task is shown after the plasticine task. The child is informed 
as to the result in this case, i.e. that the red tennis ball 
is bounciest and he/she may now answer this problem using 
compensations. Performance on this task should be similar 
to the quasi/empirical plasticine task. 
Experimental Method 
The Tasks 
The two plasticine tasks Ql and Q2 and the two tennis 
ball tasks Q3 and Q4, were used. 
THE PLASTICINE TASKS 
Q.l QUASI/EMPIRICAL PLASTICINE TASK 
Blocks of wood 3 and 6 are identical, blocks 2 and 5 
are identical and blocks land 4 are identical. 
[Q 0 
P l , , ~ t i ' ; n e e
~ ~ 0 
You have two weights a heavy and a light onc. 
You want to show which is the heavy one by finding out if 
it leaves the largest depth of hole in the plasticine. 
On which block of wood would you place the light weight? 
On which block of wood would you place the heavy weight? 
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Please explain your answer carefully. (Space was provided). 
Q.2 EMPIRICAL PLASTICINE TASK 
Blocks of wood 3 and 6 are identical, blocks 2 and 5 are 
identical and blocks 1 and 4 are identical. 
IT] I ~ ~ ~ ~fla.shc.; It e 
ill 0 G 
A LJ 
6 LJ 
You have two weights A and B, one is heavy and one is light, 
and you do not know which. You want to find out which is the 
heavy one by finding out which one leaves the largest depth of 
hole in the plasticine. 
On which block would you place weight A1 
On which block would you place weight B? 
Please explain your answer carefully. (Space was provided). 
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THE TENNIS BALL TASKS 
Q.3 QUASI/EMPIRICAL TENNIS BALL TASK 
Your have two tennis balls, a red and a blue one. The red 
one is bouncier than the blue one. You want to do an experiment 
to find out how much difference the bounciness of the balls 
makes to the height they bounce off the floor. You have to 
decide from which weight you would drop each ball, low, medium, 
or high. x High 
X Medium 
X Low 
Floor 1777777777777/777/777 . 
From which height would you drop the red ball (the bouncier 
ball)? _____ _ 
From which height would you drop the blue ball1 __________ __ 
Please explain your answer carefully. (Space was provided). 
0.4 EMPIRICAL TENNIS BALL TASK 
You have two tennis balls, a yellow and a white one. You 
don't know which is the bounciest and you want to find this 
out by dropping them onto the floor. You have to decide from 
which height you would drop each ball, low, medium or high. 
X High 
X Medium 
X Low 
Floor 
/77777177777777777777777 
From which height would you drop the yellow ball1 __________ _ 
From which height would you drop the white ball? ____ _ 
Please explain your an.wers carefully. (Space waa provided). 
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Subjects 
A total of 392 subjects was tested at seven different 
age levels. t h ~ ~ details of the sample are given in Table 6.0. 
TABLE 6.0 
Total 
Year School Mean Age 
Years 
3rd year Junior 10.2 56 
4th year Junior 11.1 56 
1st year Secondary 12.2 56 
2nd year Secondary 13.3 56 
3rd year Secondary 14.2 56 
4th year Secondary 15.2 56 
5th year Secondary ·16.1 56 
l.:: 392 
Both the 3rd and 4th year Juniors were selected at random 
from their age group from two prtmary schools in Nottingham-
shire. The 1st, 2nd and 3rd year Secondary sample were mixed 
ability groups in a Comprehensive School in the same area. 
The 4th and 5th year Secondary sample were selected at 
random from their age group in the same Comprehensive School, 
as mixed ability groups did not exist at this level. The 
age levels were selected so that subjects from the concrete 
operational to the formal ,operational level could be tested. 
Hypotheses 
Three hypotheses were set up:-
1) That the proportion of subjects using the control strategy 
on the empirical tasks would be significantly greater 
than on the quasi/empirical tasks. 
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2) That there would be no significant difference between 
the proportion of subjects using a control strategy 
on the tennis ball and plasticine empirical tasks. 
3) That there would be no significant difference between 
the proportion of subjects using a control strategy 
on the tennis ball and plasticine quasi/empirical tasks. 
Experimental Design 
In order to control for question order effects it was 
decided to use a latin square design, using four groups, A, B, 
C and D for the four questions Ql, Q2, Q3 and Q4 (see Figure 6.1). 
FIGURE 6.1 
Latin Square Design 
Groups 
A 
B 
C 
D 
1 
Ql 
Q2 
QJ 
Q4 
Question Order 
2 
Q2 
Q4 
Ql 
QJ 
J 
QJ 
Ql 
Q4 
Q2 
4 
Q4 
QJ 
Q2 
Ql 
Key for question type 
Ql 
Q2 
QJ 
Q4 
-
-
-
-
Plasticine Task • Quasi/empirical 
Plasticine Task - Empirical 
Tennis Balls Task - Quasi/empirical 
Tennis balls Task - Empirical 
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Experimental Procedure 
The subjects were shown the two situations, the plasticine 
task and the tennis ball task, and the effects of the confounding 
variables were discussed using the procedure described in 
Chapter 2. For the tennis ball task the effect of dropping 
tennis balls from different heights was discussed so as to 
make clear the fact that the "higher the dropping position 
the higher the bounce" (for the same bounciness of tennis ball) 
though the point in parenthesis was not stated. The subjects 
were then given the questionnaire and asked to work through 
the four questions in order, not returning to 'correct' any 
previous question. 
Results 
The subjects' responses were classified in terms of the 
following categories of response:-
H using a form of control strategy 
C using a form of compensation strategy 
G.D. - using a form of greatest difference strategy 
0 using a form of difference strategy 
U using an unclear method or offering no response. 
All four strategies have been discussed in detail previously 
and examples may be found in earlier chapters. No new 
strategiesocculred but many of the younger subjects who were 
classified as H gave differing reasons for using a control 
strategy, whether through restricted language or otherwise. 
These strategies were overtly control strategies and were 
classified as H, this will be discussed further in Chapter 7. 
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TABLE 6.1 the different 
lIcstion 
~ ~
SCHOOL YEAR MEAN AGE QUESTION STRATE(;Y USED 
(YEARS) NUMBER H C GO 0 U 
." 
3rd Juniors 10.2 1 0 0 6 46 4 
2 16 0 0 38 2 
3 0 0 10 44 2 
4 17 0 0 38 1 
4th Juniors 11.1 1 0 2 8 44 2 
2 20 0 0 36 0 
3 0 2 10 40 4 
4 22 0 0 32 2 
1st Secondary 12.2 1 3 20 7 26 0 
2 36 0 0 20 0 
3 9 22 2 23 0 
4 36 0 0 20 0 
2nd Sec.ondary 13.3 1 15 29 4 7 1 
2 44 0 0 12 0 
3 23 25 3 3 2 
4 53 0 0 3 0 
3rd Sec.ondary 14.2 1 24 29 1 2 0 
2 51 0 0 5 0 
3 25 25 3 3 0 
4 52 0 0 4 0 
4th Secondary 15.2 1 34 20 2 0 0 
2 54 0 0 2 0 
3 36 20 0 0 0 
4 54 0 1 1 0 
5 Secondary 16.1 1 48 8 0 0 0 
2 56 0 0 0 0 
3 50 6 0 0 0 
4 56 0 0 0 0 
Table 6.1 shows the total number of subjects utilising 
the different strategies on the different questions. As 
the objective of the experiments was primarily the study 
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of the relative frequency of the use of only the C and H 
strategies on the different questions it was this data that 
was subject to analysis. 
This further analysis of variance followed the standard 
pattern for a 4 x 4 latin square. The Newman-Keuls test 
was utilised for testing the significance of the difference 
between two different questions, (for a discussion of the 
procedure see Appendix D). The full analysis is shown in 
Appendix F, but a summary of the significant differences 
for the two strategies on the different questions is shown 
in Table 6.3. This can be compared to the percentage use 
of the C and H strategies shown in Table 6.2. 
Consider hypotheses two and three initially. Hypothesis 
two predicted that there would be no significant difference 
in the use of the control strategy on the two empirical 
tasks questions 2 and 4, whereas hypothesis three predicted 
no significant difference in the use of the control strategy 
on the two quasi/empirical tasks, questions land 3. The 
results of the Newman-Keuls test for these question 
comparisons are shown in Table 6.4. As n ~ y y be seen no 
significant differences in the use of control methodology 
were found between questions 2 and 4 or questiona 1 and 3. 
Thus hypotheses two and three were confirmed by the data. 
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TABLE 6.2 Total number of subjects using control and 
on each uestion. 
(Percentages shown in parenthesis to one place of decimals). 
H Strategy C Strategy 
(Control) (Compensation) 
YEAR 01 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 
3 Junior 0 16 0 17 0 0 0 
(0) (28.6) (0) (30.4) (0) (0) (0) 
4 Junior 0 20 0 22 2 0 2 
(0) (35.7) (0) (39.3) (3.6) (0) (3.6) 
1 Secondary 3 36 9 36 20 0 22 
(5.4)(64.3)(16.1)(64.3) (35.7) (0) (39.3) 
2 Secondary 15 44 23 53 29 0 25 
(26.8)(78.6)(41.1)(94.6) (51.8) (0) (44.6) 
3 Secondary 24 51 25 52 29 0 25 
(42.9)(91.1)(44.6)(92.9) (51.8) (0) (44.6) 
4 Secondary 34 54 36 54 20 0 20 
(60.7)(96.4)(64.3)(96.4) (35.7) (0) (35.7) 
5 Secondary 48 56 50 56 8 0 6 
(85.7)(100) (89.2)(100) (14.3) (0) (10.7) 
TABLE 6.3 Si nificant differences between uestions 
Newman-Keu1s test values 
Q4 
0 
(0) 
0 
(0) 
0 
( 0) 
0 
(0) 
0 
(0) 
0 
(0) 
0 
(0) 
Comparison between empirical and quasi/empirical 
questions' . 
H Strategy C Strategy 
(Control (Compensation) 
YEAR Q4xQl Q4xQ3 Q.2xQ1- Q2xQ3 Q1xQ2 Q1xQ4 Q3xQ2 Q3xQ4 
3 Junior 7.2 7.2 6.81 6.81 ns ns ns 
4 Junior 8.75 8.75 7.95 7.95 ns ns ns 
1 Secondary 9.45 11.55 9.45 11.55 8.75 8.75 7.95 
2 Secondary 10.35 13.12 7.25 10.02 11.48 11.48 9.91 
3 Secondary 9.61 9.28 9.26 8.93 11.53 11.53 9.93 
. 4 Secondary 7.37 6.63 7.37 6.63 8.02 8.02 8 0 02 
5 Secondary 4.48 3.35* 4.48 3.35* 4.48 4.48 3.35* 
All significant at the 0.01 level but for * at the 0.05 level 
and except where marked ns (not significant). 
ns 
ns 
7.95 
9 0 91 
9.93 
8.02 
3.35 * 
TABLE 6.4 
Questions compared (Control Methodology) 
YEAR 
3 Junior 
4 Junior 
1 Secondary 
2 Secondary 
3 Secondary 
4 S e c o l ~ d a r y y
5 Secondary 
Relates to 
Hypothesis 2 
Q2 v Q4 
Difference Significance 
In Means 
0.018 N.S.(Nk56-o·43) 
0.036 N.5. (Nk56-o. 81) 
0.000 N.5. 
0.160 N.S. (Nk56-3.12) 
0.018 N . S . ( ~ 5 6 - o . . 35) 
0.000 N.S. 
0.000 N.S. 
N.S. - p>O.Ol 
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Relates to 
Hypothesis 3 
Ql v Q3 
Difference Significance 
in Means 
0.000 N.S. 
0.000 N.S. 
0.107 N.S. (Nk56-2 .12) 
0.143 N.S.(Nk56-2.79) 
0.017 N.S. (Nk56-O. 33) 
0.036 N . S . ( ~ 5 6 - 0 . . 7 ~ ~
0.036 N.S.(Nk56-l.14) 
Hypothesis one, that the proportion of subjects using the 
H strategy on the empirical tasks questions 2 and 4, would 
be significantly greater than on the quasi/empirical tasks, 
questions 1 and 3, was supported by the data as shown in 
Table 6.5. 
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TABLE 6.5 Questions compared (H strategy) 
Q4 v Ql Q4 v Q3 
YEAR Difference Significance Difference Significance 
in Means in Means 
3 Junior 0.304 ** (Nk56-1.3) 0.034 ** (Nk56-1.3) 
4 Junior 0.393 ** (Nk56-8.83) 0.393 ** (Nk56-8.83) 
1 Secondary 0.482 ** (Nk56-9.54) 0.589 ** (Nk56-ll.66) 
2 Secondary 0.535 ** (Nk56-lO.44) 0.678 ** (Nk56-l3.23) 
3 Secondary 0.500 ** (Nk56-9.69) 0.4S3 ** (Nk56-9.36) 
4 Secondary 0.357 ** ( ~ 5 6 - 7 . 4 4 ) ) 0.321 ** (Nk56-6.69) 
5 Secondary 0.143 ** (Nk56-4.52) 0.107 * (Nk56-3.3S) 
Questions compared (H. strategy) 
Q2 v Q1 Q2 v Q3 
YEAR Difference Significance Difference Significance 
in Heans in Means 
3 Junior 0.286 ** ( ~ 5 6 - 6 . 8 7 ) ) 0.286 
4 Junior 0.357 ** (Nk56-8.02) 0.357 
1 Secondary 0.482 ** (f\S6-9. 54) 0.589 
2 Secondary 0.375 ** (Nk56-7.32) 0.5lS 
3 Secondary 0.482 ** (Nk56-9.34) 0.465 
4 Secondary 0.357 ** (Nk56-7.44) 0.321 
5 Secondary 0.143 ** (f\S6-4•S2) 0.107 
** - Difference significant at the 0.01 level 
* - Differ.nee signifieant at the 0.05 level 
** (Nk56-6.7l) 
** (Nk56-8.02) 
** (Nk56-ll.66) 
** (Nk56-lO.ll) 
** ( ~ 5 6 - 9 . 0 2 ) )
** (Nk56-6.69) 
* (Nk56-S.38) 
There was a difference significant at the 0.01 level (test 
values shown in Table 6.5) for all years tested on the empirical 
task question 2 and question 4 compared to the quasi/empirical 
task question 1 and question 3, except for the fifth year 
sample on questions 4 V8 question l and question 2 vs question 
3, where the difference was significant at the 0.05 level. 
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The confirmation of the three hypotheses implies that 
the difficulty experienced by the subjects in the solution of 
tasks similar to the target sphere task, is closely related 
to the logical nature of the task rather than the content of 
the task as suggested by Wollman. When only the logical nature 
of the task was different, i.e. empirical compared to quasi-
empirical, the subjects use of the H strategy altered 
significantly. When only the content was different there 
was found to be no significant difference in the use of the 
H strategy. 
Di,cussion 
It has been shown in this study that the tasks that may 
be solved using purely empirical proof are solved more 
frequently using the control strategy than are taaks that 
may al,o be solved using quasi-empirical proof. As many as 
3 0 . 4 ~ ~ of the 10 year old (3rd year Junior) sample used the 
control strategy on the empirical tasks. This frequency of 
use wa, just reached by the 13 year old (2nd year Secondary) 
sample on the qua,i/empirical task ( 2 ~ ~ on Ql, 4 l ~ ~ on Q3). 
The tennis ball task as used by Wollman was a task that 
required purely empirical proof for solution and this appears 
to be the reason for this early success at the use of the 
control strategy. Poor transfer of the use of the control 
strategy from the empirical tennis ball task to other task, 
which may also be solved using quasi-empirical proof, a, 
noted by Wollman (1976), is hardly surprising. The fact that 
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the subject has the control strategy within his repertoire 
is just one of the determinants for its use. If the control 
strategy is poorly differentiated from the other strategies 
allowed for by the logical nature of the task, then alternative 
'fair' experimentation may be used. 
The child's everyday experience provides him/her with 
few situations that require purely empirical proof. In science 
lessons in school the child is not likely to meet any of these 
situations. Consider as an example an experiment that might 
be considered to require empirical proof, the experiment to 
show the factors determining the time period of a pendulum. 
In order to perform the experiment the child has to isolate 
those variables that might affect the time period of the 
pendulum, i.e.the length of pendulum, mass of the bob, and the 
amplitude of swing. All children have an intuitive idea as 
to which factors affect the time period. Whether the child 
is correct concerning the effects of the independent variables 
is not of importance, it is the fact that he/she makes assumptions 
concerning these effects that makes the pendulum experiment 
and all other traditional science experiments that require 
the uso of control of variables, quasi/empirical tasks. Thus 
as the results in Table 6.2 in this Chapter suggest, the 
majority of 13 year old subjects, 94.6l on question 4 in the 
sample used, are capable of using the control strategy when 
they see the need to do so. Yet 4 4 . 6 ~ ~ of the sane 2nd year 
sample used the compensation strategy on one quasi/empirical task, 
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question 3, because in order to solve the task, quasi-
empirical strategies are possible and are, in the child's 
perception of the situation, sufficient. 
CHAPTER 7 
A STUDY OF lllE CONTROL METHODOLOGY USED BY CONCRETF. 
OPERATIONAL SUBJECTS 
Introduction 
According to Piaget the child at the beginning of the 
formal level makes two Lmportant discoverieu: 
(1) that factors can be separated out by neutralisation, 
(2) that a factor can be eliminated not only for the 
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purpose of analysing its own role, but even more important, 
with a view toward analysing the variations of other 
associated factors. (lnhelder--t: p,'agel-,lCf58;p285) 
In the same chapter he states that at the concrete level 
the child is capable of exclusion of a variable in order 
to see if the variable itself plays a role, but not as a 
means of studying the variation of another variable. The 
fact that Junior School subjects were found in the study 
reported in Chaptcr6 to control the height of drop in the 
tennis ball task, in order to discover the variation of the 
intrinsic bounce variable, appears to be incompatLble with 
the above statements. Furthermore, e v i d e n c ~ ~ of the use of 
the control strategy at the concrete level has been presented 
by Lawson and Wollman, 1 9 7 7 ~ ~ Wollman, 1976: So merville, 1974; 
Case, 1974b. It was thus the aim of the present chapter to 
undertake a detailed analysis of the reasons for use of the 
control strategy at the Junior School level. As was noted 
in Chapter 6, reasons for the use of the control strategy 
given in the Junior School study, although sometimes unclear, 
were apparently different to reasons given by older subjects. 
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Experimental Method 
The Tasks 
e' 
o 
Three tasks all based on the empirical tennis ball task 
were used and these are shown on the following page. 
Question 1, the subject's experiment, tests what the subjects 
would do themselves. The other two questions ask the subjects 
to judge whether a method is correct or incorrect and to 
state their reasons for this judgment. Question 2, John's 
experiment, involves a deliberate manipulation to make the 
yellow tennis ball bounce the highest by throwing it. This 
is 'D' experimentation. Question 3, Peter's experiment, 
is an example of the test of strength experLmentation first 
reported by S. Ervin (1960) and was referred to in Chapter 1. 
In this experiment Peter gives an advantage to the white tennis 
ball by throwing it, yet the yellow tennis ball bounces the 
highest, i.e. he tests the strength of the ability of the 
yellow tennis ball to bounce the highest by putting it 
at a disadvantage. Questions 2 and 3 were chosen because 
they represented typical concrete operational strategies that 
Junior School subjects could comprehend and about which they 
could make judgments. They were included to provide additional 
information as to the reasons for the use of the control 
strategy in terms of the acceptance or the rejection of the 
concrete operational strategies. Questions 2 and 3 both involve 
the yellow tennis ball winning. This choice was made so as 
to avoid the potential conflict involved when different results 
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THE QUESTIONS 
Q.I Subject's Experiment 
Suppose you have a white and a yellow tennis ball and you want 
to find out which ball is the bounciest. You can find this 
out by either throwing or dropping the tennis balls onto the 
floor. 
Would you throw or drop the yellow tennis ball? 
Would you throw or drop the white tennis ball? 
Please explain your answer carefully. (Space was provided). 
Q.2 John's Experiment 
John has a yellow and a white tennis ball and he wants to 
find out which ball is the bounciest. He throws the yellow 
tennis ball onto the floor and he drops the white tennis ball 
onto the floor. He finds that the yellow tennis ball bounces 
higher than the white tennis ball. He says that this proves 
that the yellow tennis ball is the bounciest. 
Is he right or wrong? 
Please explain your answer carefully. (Space was provided). 
9.3 Peter's Experiment 
Peter has a yellow and a white tennis ball and he wants to 
find out which ball i. the bounciest. He throws the white 
tennis ball onto the floor and drop. the yellow tennis ball 
onto the floor. He finds that the yellow tennis ball bounces 
higher than the white tennis ball. He'says that this proves 
that the yellow tennis ball is the bounciest. 
Is he right or wrong? 
Please explain your answer carefully. (Space was provided). 
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are produced by alternate experiments. Such a conflict 
might have produced the c.onclusion that both tennis balls were 
of equal bounce. This then may have affected the subject's 
answer to question 1, i.e. he/she might have dropped both 
the tennis balls in the same way because they were equally 
bouncy. 
Sub1ects 
A total of 1SO subjects was tested covering 5 different 
age levels. The details of the sample are given in Table 
7.0 below:- TABLE 7.0 
YEAR SCHOOL MEAN AGE TOTAL 
(YEARS) 
2ND YEAR JUNIOR 9.2 30 
JRD YEAR JUNIOR 10.2 30 
4TH YEAR JUNIOR 11.1 30 
1ST YEAR SECONDARY 12.2 30 
2ND YEAR SECONDARY 13.4 30 
ISO 
The Junior School samples were selected at random from their 
age group from two PrLmary Schools in Nottingh&nshire. The 
1st and 2nd year Secondary Sample were mixed ability groups 
in a Comprehensive School in the same:: area. 
Experimental Design 
A statistical latin square design was nmploycd in order 
to control for any effect of order in the thrl'C question types 
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e.g. ~ e e e Figure 7.0. 
FIGURE 7.0 LatIn Square Design 
ORDER 
~ ~ A B C i 
i 
'GROUP 1 S J P p '''''' Peter's experiment 
GROUP 2 J P S J - John's experiment 
GROUP 3 P S J s - Subject's expt:riment 
Ex:eerimental ProclduIe 
The effect of throwing a tennis ball and dropping a 
tennis ball on the height of bounce was discussed fully with 
the subjects. They were asked to imagine that the e x p e r ~ e n t e r r
was selling the yellow and white tennis balls for 5p each but 
that they only had 5p. They could therefore only buy one 
tennis ball. They were told that they wanted to buy the best 
tennis ball, the one that bounced the best, and that the 
task involved performing an experiment to find out which ball 
bounced the best so that they knew which one to buy. The 
subjects were then given the questionnaire to complete, each 
question was read out with the class and the subjects were 
given adequate time to complete,a response. At the end of the 
test each subjects' answers were checked. Where answers were 
poorly written or incomplete the experimenter discussed these 
with the subjects to ascertain the difficulty and where 
possible to clarify the response. 
Results 
Six major categories were identified and these are 
included below with examples of subjects' responses. 
Category 1:- No conscious strategy for experimentation 
for the Sublect's expertment 
Reasons include "I'd try them to see", "drop 
them because I feel like It'', "to see if it 
bounces", "it doesn't matter just try it". 
John's and Peter's experiments were often considered to be 
correct because the result rather than the method was 
considered right. For example, 
'ruB (8.11 years) - "Peter is right because the yellow ball 
bounces higher". 
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"John is right because the yellow ball goes 
higher when you throw it". 
Peter's experiment was sometimes considered to be wrong because 
the result did not confino the subject's expectation. For 
example, 
COB (9.7 years) "Peter is wrong because he said he dropped 
the yellow one, but he must have thrown 
it". 
Category 2a: - Experimentation which involved a conscious 
manipulation of the experiment in order to 
obtain an anticipated result 
The subjects set up a restricted hypothesis, e.g. "the yellow 
is the best", followed by an experimental confirmation of 
the hypothesis by the use of the D strategy. For example, 
FITS (9 years) "Drop the yellow ball, throw the white 
ball •. I would throw the white ball so 
that it bounces high". 
N.B. "Peter's right because the white 
tennis ball and the yellow tennis ball 
cannot bounce at the same height". 
HEY (9.10 years) - "Throw the yellow bllll, drop the white 
ball. I would make the yellow tennis 
ball b o u n c ~ ~ higher because I like it 
better". 
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Catec;ory 2b: Compensation expcrlmentntion 
The subjects set up a restricted hypothesis e.g." the 
" 
• yellow is the best" and then judged that the other tennis 
ball needed some additional bounce. For example, 
GER (10.6 years) "Drop the yellow tennis ball and throw 
the white tennis ball, because if you 
drop the white ball it might not bounce 
at all". 
OLD (12 years) - "Drop the yellow ball and throw the white 
ball. I would drop the yellow tennis 
ball because it is stronger. I would 
throw the white tennis ball \ ~ c a u s e e it 
doesn't go higher". 
RD (12.11 yeurs) "Drop the yellow ball and throw the white 
ball. The white tennis ball might be 
made of harder rubber than the yellow 
one so it might need more of a push". 
Category 3 - Manipulation of the experiment due to the 
anticipation that the tennis balls bounce 
the same 
The restricted hypothesis led to the subjects bouncing the 
ball in the same way, i.e. dropping both or throwing both to 
make the tennis balls bounce the same. This was similar to 
2a, but the restricted hypothe.ia was d i £ f e ~ e n t . . Subjects 
were not controlling to see if the balls bounce the sarne or 
~ ~ but were concerned with making them bounce the same 
because they believed they bounced the same. For exainple, 
FRA (9.5 years) - "Throw both tennis balls because 
the tennis balls bounce the same. I 
have tried it before". 
"John's is wrong because when you drop 
it, it goes softly on the ground and 
when you throw it, it goes up higher". 
Peter', was considered wrong for the 
same reasons, i.e. Peter's and John's 
were wrong because the tennis balls 
would not have bounced the same in their 
experiments. 
HAS (9.8) 
CAR (10.8 years) 
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"Throw both balls to make it bounce 
higher, because they are the same and 
they will bounce the same height". 
John's was wrong for the same reason. 
"Peter's is wrong because the force of 
the white ball is heavier". 
"Drop both balls because all tennis balls 
bounce the same". 
John's was wrong for the same reason. 
The subjectivity of CAR was obvious, he tried to make sense 
of Peter's experiment by considering that the yellow ball 
was dropped harder because the result was not in accord 
with his anticipated result, hence he failed to understand 
the test of strength argument. 
Category 4: Manipulation of the experiment in order to 
make the tennis balls bounce the most 
The subjects considered dropping a tennis ball to be incorrect 
in that bounce was related to throwing for these subjects. 
There was no reference to doing the same thing to both tennis 
balls. For example, 
BAS (8.10 years) 
KES (9 years) 
FRAN (9.5 years) 
"I would throw the ball because it 
bounces higher". 
"I would throw it and have the one which 
bounced the highest. Dropping it does 
not test it very well". 
"Dropping it would not go very high to 
see which was best". 
"John is wrong dropping is not so good 
because throwing is harder and so it 
will go higher". 
In the following examples John's experiment was considered 
correct. 
WOOD (9 years) - "Throw both tennis balls because it 
would bounce higher". 
"John is right because if you throw it, 
it would bounce higher", 1.e. he agreed 
with the result. 
TOW (9 years) 
lLO. '1 
Peter was considered to, be wrong 
because WOOD disagreed with the result, 
i.e. the yellow one should not have 
won when it was just dropped "because 
when you drop a ball it does not bounce 
higher than throwing it". 
Yet WOOD throws the balls "because it 
will bounce higher". 
"Throw each one. Throwing makes a better 
bounce than dropping". 
"John's is right because if you throw 
a tennis ball it bounces much more and 
because if you bounce a ball it does 
not go as high". 
Peter's was considered to be wrong because 
TOW disagreed with the result. 
The rejection of Peter's experiment indicates that these 
subjects were not attempting to show the effect of an intrinsic 
variable of bounce. The subjects were not attempting a control 
strategy. 
Category 5: A control solution in which throw was 
excluded 
The subjects were aware of the distinction between extrinsic 
and intrinsic causal factors and chey considered throwing 
to be an additional factor which had to be eliminated 
from the situation. The subjects did not mention making fair 
comparisons yet considered that throwing in order to show 
the intrinsic bounce of the tennis balls would introduce 
an extra effect. For example, 
MID (9.9 years) "I would drop it because throwing would 
not be bouncing i t " ~ ~
"John's wrong because it is more powerful 
throwing it". 
KEV (10.8 years) - "I would drop the' yellow one because if 
you throw it you are forcing it to bounce 
higher than it should. I would drop the 
white one for the same reason. 
"JohnQ s wrong because he throws the yellow 
one down it will bounce too much" .. 
CLIF (9.10 years) "drop both, throwing doesn't let them 
bounce". 
"John's wrong, he gave too much power 
to the yellow one, he made it bounce 
too high". 
Compare these responses to the following control responses 
classified as Category 6. 
JON (8.9 years) "Throw both, because then they would 
be thrown in the same way so it 1! 
'fair' to both". 
-
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TOO (10.1 years) "Drop both because if you threw them 
you could not tell how hard you throw 
them. They must be given the same chance". 
These responses are obviously different to category 5 
responses in that they appear to be concerned with making 
fair comparisons and not just excluding a variable. 
Category 6:- Fair comparison by doing the same thing 
to both tennis balls 
The category 6 solutions fall into two major categories. 
Category 6a: The subjects mentioned comparisons and the 
construction of a fair test, but their explanations and their 
. methodology were poor compared to category 6b, i.e. they usually 
threw both tennis balls not considering the strength of throw, 
but the subjects did not mention that throwing both was 
potentially an inaccurate method. 
Category 6b: - The subjects were aware of the inaccuracy 
of throwing both tennis balls. They therefore considered 
throwing both at the same speed or more cOIIIDOnly, dropping 
both. A minority of subjects also considered the control 
of the height variable which was not referred to in the 
questions. 
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Category 6a examples - "Throw both because then they would 
MAL (8.9 years) be thrown in the same way, so it is 
fair. You can compare them". 
STOD (10 years) - "Drop both because you must do the same 
to both, or you will make ono go highe;. 
You could throw both as well". 
Category 6b examples - "Drop both. I would drop them because 
PLAT (9 years) if you throw them you might throw one 
harder than the other". 
BELL (10.7 years) 
GRUN (10.2 years) 
- "Drop both. I would drop the tennis 
balls onto the floor. If you throw 
the yellow tennis ball onto the floor 
you might have thrown the yellow tennis 
ball harder, so it would bounce higher. 
If you drop them, you can't put any 
extra power into either so it's even". 
- "Drop both, because if you throw both 
tennis balls you might without knowing 
put more power into one arm than the 
other, but'if you just dropped them 
you are not using your muscles. But 
if you drop them you would have to 
drop them at the same height". 
The frequency of use of categories 6a and 6b i. shown in 
Table 7.1. 
TABLE 7.1 Frequency of category 6a and 6b correct responses 
JUNIOR YEAl SECONDARY YEAR 
2 3 4 1 2 
N - (30) , (30) (30) (30) {30} 
Category 6a 3 4 5 7 6 
(lOt) (In) (In) (231) ( 2 0 ~ ) )
CateSioIY 6b ' 7 7 11 11 15 
(21') (21') (3n) ( 3.,.') (sot) 
TOTAL 10 11 16 18 21 
(31') (37t) (5J1.) (607.) (7ot) 
• 
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Table 1.2 showsthe frequency of use of the six categories. 
TABLE 1.2 Frequency of use of the six categories 
SCHOOL/YEAR MEAN AGE N CATEGORY 
1 2a 2b 3 4 5 6 
JUNIOR 2 (9.2 years) (30) 3 4 0 2 9 2 10 
JUNIOR 3 (10.2 .. ~ ~ (30) 0 4 1 3 2 9 11 JUNIOR 4 (11.1 .. (30) 2 1 1 2 1 1 16 
SECONDARY 1 K ~ 2 . 2 2 .. ) (30) 2 1 0 1 1 1 18 
SECONDARY 2 (13.4 .. )(30) 2 0 2 0 1 4 21 
Table 7.3 shows the number of responses for question 1 to 3. 
TABLE 1.3 Frequency of correct responses for the 3 questions 
(Criterion of fair experimentation) 
SCHOOL/YEAR MEAN AGE N QUESTION QUESTION QUESTION 
1 2 ~ ~
JUNIOR 2 (9.2 y e a r . ~ ~ } 3 0 ~ ~ 10 11 6 JUNIOR 3 (10.2 .. ) ~ 3 0 0 11 11 5 
JUNIOR 4 (11.1 II ) '30) 16 16 1 
SECONDARY 1 (12.2 .. ) ~ ~ ) 18 17 9 ~ 3 0 0
SECONDARY 2 (13.4 .. ) K30) 21 22 8 
F ratios were calculated and the Newman-keuls test was applied 
to pairs of means for the questions to identify significant 
variances. Table 1.4 s'wvwrises the differences found to 
be significant. 
TABLE 1.4 Significant difference, in the performance on the 
three questions 
SCHOOL/YEAR F Ratio P P Nowman-Keu1s 
0.01 0.05 test value 
JUNIOR 2 1.18 ns 11S p>- 0.05 
JUNIOR 3 1.85 ns ns p> 0.05 
JUNIOR 4 3.75 ns 0.05 (John's/Peter's 
3.35) 
SECONDARY 1 3.2 ns 0.05 (John's/Peter's 
2.902) 
SECONDAl.Y 2 9.5 0.01 (John's/Pet.r'. 2.902} ( s u b l e ~ t ' s l lI Pater , 5,5 7 . 
• 
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No significant difference was found between performance on 
the subject's question Ql and on John's question Q2 (p>O.OS). 
Certain significant d i f f e r ~ n c e s s were found between performance 
on Peter's question Q3 when compared to the other two questions. 
These differences were due to the method used to classify 
the solutions as correct. The criterion used for judging 
successful performance for John's and Peter's questions was 
one of recognition that they were not control or fair solutions. 
Peter's question, the test of strength solution, represents 
a correct conclusion from an ill-conceived experiment. The 
majority of subjects for each age group tested considered this 
question correct, the minority rejecting it on the criterion 
of fair experimentation. Thus for each year, the total number 
of correct responses for question 3 was lower than for questions 
1 and 2. 
Discussion of Results 
Categories 1 to 3 are obviously not control s o l u t i o ~ , ,
categories 2 and 3 are both typical concrete level manipulative 
solutions where the effect due to the independent variable 
was anticipated and formed the basis for experimentation. 
Categories 3 to 6 might appear to be control solutions, but 
distinctly different criteria were given for the use of this 
l e o r r e ~ t ' ' .olution and the80 are summarised below. 
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Summary of criteria used by the subjects for the 
use of apparent control solutions 
CATEGORY 3 
CATEGORY 4 
CATEGORY 5 
CATEGORY 6 
Subjects' Criteria 
The tennis balls have the same bounciness, 
so bounce them the same. 
The tennis balls should bounce the highest 
they can, so throw them the same. 
The tennis balls should be "left" to 
'bounce' so do not throw them, drop both 
of them. 
The tennis ball should be compared by 
bouncing them in the same way, to show 
which is the bounciest. 
(For category 6 ~ ~ by not throwing them 
both as the possibility of inconsistent 
strength of throw was anticipated). 
Categories 3 and 4 might easily be mistaken for control 
solutions but are novel examples of manipulation experimentation. 
Category 5 and 6 reasoning is distinctly different to the 
other categories in that differentiation between extrinsic 
and intrinsic variables is ~ l i a t t by the responses. Category 
2, 3 and 4 solutions appear to be manipulations of extrinsic 
variables because the influence of an intrinsic variable is 
not understood. For example, in category 3 the subject 
considered making the tennis ball bounce the same by making 
the extrinsic variable 'throw or drop' the same; that the 
two tennis balls might bounce differently due to some i n t r i n ~ i c c
factor of bounciness was nob considered. 
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It is proposed that catagor'les 5 and 6 represent control 
solutions and that c a t e g o r ~ e s 3 3 and 4 represent rather "naive" 
solutions which might be mistaken for control solutions. 
The distinction becween categories 5 and 6 might be due to 
a restricted use of language rather than a difference in 
reasoning but it is proposed that category 5 indicates a 
form of concrete levol control reasoning, i.e. the subjects 
consider an elimination of the extrinsic variable, exclusion 
of throw, in order to study the role of the intrinsic variable 
of bounce. That concrete level subjects can exclude factors 
that may be considered to be physically eliminated in order 
to study their role was reported by Inhelder and eojel- ( 1 ' 1 ~ b ) , , but q5 
mentioned in the introduction to this chapter he considered 
that the exclusion of factors to study the role of other 
variables represented formal reasoning. It is possible that 
subjects may develop this skill at the concrete operational 
level when attempting to show the role of intrinsic factors. 
As Piaget states, 
"the limitations of the method (of exclusion) are clear in 
cases where a factor cannot be physically eliminated (e.g., 
the weight of an object, the length of a rod, etc.). The 
concrete level subjects do not succeed in neutraliaing it, 
whereaa stage III (early formal) subjects are able to do so 
(mentally) and thus calculate its effects". ( J n h e . l c J e ~ ~ a n ~ ~ P I ' C l ~ t t , , 1t15·S 
p284). 
As mentioned previously subjects using category 6 solutions 
may introduce the control of the height of drop variable, 
a variable that may not be physically eliminated. In addition 
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Chapter 6 produced evidence that concrete level subjects 
could control this height of drop variable. Either these 
subjects are capable of neutralisation of the height variable, 
i.e. they are formal r e a s o n e r ~ o r r they are applying concrete 
reasoning to the height variable, i.e. they are mentally 
excluding some 'extra effect' due to extra height just as 
concrete level subjects are excluding some 'extra effect' 
due to 'extra throw' in category 5. From the viewpoint of 
concrete logic the exclusion of a difference due to 
a variable is possible, i.e. the subjects appear to be able 
to exclude 'extra height of drop'. 'rhus categories. 5 
and 6 may both be concrete level control solutions. Chapter 
8 presents an attempt to differentiate between the proposed 
concrete and formal control solutions. 
It is important to note the high proportion of 9 year 
old subjects who apparently used a control solution if 
categories 3 and 4 are mistakenly included as control solutions, 
i.e. if the reasons for use are not carefully analysed, see 
Table 7.5. Nevertheless when only categories 5 and 6 are 
considered as control solutions 6 ~ ~ of the 10 year old 
subjects were found to be capable of • control solution. 
TABLE 7.5 Sublects apparently using control solutions 
SCHOOL/YEAR 
JUNIOR 2 
JUNIOR 3 
JUNIOR. 4 
SECONDARY 1 
SECONDARY 2 
MEAN AGE N 
(9.2 years)(3O) 
(10.2 II )(3O) 
(11.1 II ) ~ 3 0 ) )
(12.2 II )(30) 
(13.4 .. ) ~ 3 0 ) )
TOTAL FOR 
CATEGORIES 
12 
20 
24 
25 
25 
TOTAL FOR 
5 & 6 CATEGOR IES 
3. 4 5 & 6 
4O.ot. 
b6.'n 
8 0 . ~ ~
83.11. 
83.37. 
23 7 6 . 6 ~ ~
25 83.11. 
27 9 0 . ~ ~
27 90.01. 
26 87.01. 
CHAPTER 8 
A FURTHER ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL SOLUTIONS USED 
BY CONCRETE OPERATIONAL SUBJECTS 
Introduction 
In order to clarify the difference between cantrol 
solutions possible at the concrete and formal levels the 
difference between the negating mechanis t n . ~ , , used at these 
levels is of vital concern. 
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Collis (1975) points out the concrete operational level 
"child is familiar with 'undoing' (or 'inverse') operations. 
He knows· from an early age that if, for example, one wraps 
up a piece of chalk one cannot see the chalk but the chalk 
can be made to re-appear by unwrapping. In the same way 
subtracting can be seen as the inverse of adding". (Collis, 
1975, P39). 
According to P i a g e t ~ a t t the formal operational level, the 
child is capable of both inverse and reciprocal strategies (Irhc:/der-
&Piaget,1958). The new strategy enables the child to annul 
an operation by performing a reciprocal operation, thus 
neutralising its effect. At the concrete level the operation 
may only be . annulled directly by removing this operation. 
For examp1e,consider the beam balance expertment described ~ ~
Inhelde,.. and RqJet-(1'15&,). If a weight is added to the left hand pan 
the beam becomes unbalanced. The child at the concrete 
level may apply a negation e l ~ i n a t i o n n stratelY by physically 
removing the weight. In the same way if a weight on the left 
hand pan is balanced by a weight on the right hand pan, an 
addition of weight that unbalances the system may be negated 
• 
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by cancellation of the operation by the concrete 
operational child. It should also be possible for the 
concrete l e v e ~ ' c h i l d d to negate an addition of distance of 
the pan from the pivot that unbalances the beam, in order 
to maintain equilibrium. It seems likely, in terms of the 
• 
order of development,that the e l ~ i n a t i o n n of all the weight 
in the first example to maintain equilibrium may occur 
before the cancellation of an additional operation to a 
system that has weights or distances already in equilibrium. 
According to Piaget. at the formal level' the child may 
also apply a reciprocal strategy to balance the weight 
added to the left hand pan by adding an equal weight to 
the right hand pan. The concrete level child may grasp 
this notion by perceptual configurations where the weighing 
pans are a fixed distance from the pivot but hel she is 
considered not to realise the equivalence of the negation 
and reciprocal strategies in maintaining equilibrium and 
that the reciprocal strategy neutralises rather than eliminates 
or directly cancels an operation. Thus an addition of extra 
weight to the right hand side of a balance in order to 
neutralise the addition of extra weight to the left hand 
side is considered to represent a higher level of reasoning 
than a s ~ p l e e cancellation of the operation by removal of 
the extra weight from the right hand side. 
Collis (1975) found that negation by elimination was a 
feature of early concrete reasoning (Piaget', Stage'IIA) e.g., 
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all of what is put down can be taken up is what children 
at this level understand by subtraction, i.e. 3 - 3 - o. 
Also, negation.by cancellation was found to be a feature of 
later concrete reasoning (Piaget's Stage lIB) e.g., the 
child regards subtracting as 'destroyini the effect of an 
addition, i.e. y + 4 - 4 - y. This notion was also noted at 
Piaget's Stage IlIA, but Collis makes the distinction that 
the child now realises that the operation is now 'undone' 
by negation rather than 'destroyed' by it. Howc.vel, as Col/Is 
po ~ ~n +-5 8U-C, 
"in practice this notion becomes difficult to distinguish 
behaviourally from the process at Stage lIB as it relies on 
disti11&Uishing between "destroying" the effect of an operation 
and "undoing" the effect'!. (Collis,l975; Pl82). 
By Piaget's Stage IIIB, formal operational reasoners were 
found to cope with the reciprocal strategy. From this evidence 
it appears likely that once a child distinguishes between 
extrinsic and intrinsic variables within the tennis ball 
task he/she may attempt to control the extrinsic variables 
in order to show the effect of the intrinsic variable of 
bounce. It was proposed in Chapter 7 that category 5 
solutions to the tennis ball task represented evidence of a 
concrete control strategy. This category appears to involve 
negation by elimination in that 'throw' may be considered by 
the subject to be excluded from the situation. 'Type of floor 
surface', i.e. whether the tennis ball is dropped onto a 
soft rug or onto a hard floor, is another variable that may 
• 
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be used in the tennis ball situation. This too may be 
" considered by the child to be excluded from the situation 
and hence its control might involve negation by elimination. 
'Height of drop' of the tennis balls is an extrinsic variable 
that may not be eliminated, it is only • extra height' that 
may be excluded from the situation in a control solution. 
This situation involves negation by cancellation of a 
difference. 
It was of interest to discover whether the negation 
by elimination situations were solved earlier by using 
control solutions than the negation by cancellation situation. 
If evidence were found to support this then it might be implied 
that negation was the underlying process by which concrete 
subjects were able to use a control strategy. In addition 
if Junior School subjects were using a negation control 
strategy ~ h e n n they would not comprehend the reciprocal 
control strategy as used by formal reasoners. A concrete 
operational child should not consider as corract a strategy 
of increasing the height of drop for both tennis balls in 
order to increase the observed difference between the bounce 
of the tennis balls, in that this involves the reciprocal 
strategy, i.e. the operation of increasing the height is 
neutralised by increasing the height of the other tennis 
ball without affecting the intrinsic factor of bounce. 
The child who is using a negation control strategy might 
consider the end result of the strategy , that both tennis 
• 
balls are at the same height, as correct due to symmetry. 
He/she should not be able to comprehend the reasoning 
underlying the increase of both heights but should prefer 
to remove the extra height, i.e. control by negation. 
Expftrimental Method 
The tennis ball questions used are shown on the 
following pages. Questions 1, 2 and 3 are of a parallel 
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form except that the extrinsic independent variables differ. 
Table 8.0 shows the least complex negation operation allowed 
by each question. 
TABLE 8.0 Negation operation allowed by the tennis ball 
questions 
TENNIS BALL QUESTION NEGATION OPERATION 
ALLOWED 
Ql Type of floor surface Negation by elimination 
Q2 Throw or drop Negation by elimination 
Q3 Height Negation by cancellation 
Q4 was designed to discover whether the subject understood 
the reciprocal control strategy. An answer that considered 
such a strategy as incorrect or that suggested moving' the 
yellow tennis ball back again to the original height of 
drop was considered to be evidence of the use of a negation 
control strategy. 
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THE QUESTIONS 
Type of floor surface question 
Q.l Suppose you have a yellow and a white tennis ball and 
you want to find out which one is the bounciest. You 
can find this out by bouncing the tennis balls. You 
can use either the floor or a rug. Would you bounce 
the yellow tennis ball on the floor or the rug? ___ _ 
Would you bounce the white tennis ball on the floor 
or the rug? 
Please explain your answer carefully. (Space was provided) ... 
Throw or drop question 
Q.2 Suppose you have a yellow and a white tennis ball and 
you want to find out which one is the bounciest. You 
can find this out by either throwing or dropping the 
tennis balls onto the floor. 
Would you throw or drop the yellow tennis ball? 
Would you throw or drop the white tennis ball? 
Please explain your answer carefully. (Space was provided). 
Height question 
Q.3 Suppose you have a yellow and a white tennis ball and 
you want to find out which one is the bounciest. You 
can find this out by boUncing them on the floor from 
either a high position or a low position. 
From which position would you bounce the yellow 
tennis ball high or low? ______ _ 
From which position would you bounce the white 
tennis ball high or low? ______ _ 
Pleue explain your answer carefully. (Space was provided) • 
• 
THE QUESTIONS (continued) 
Increasing the height problem 
Q.4 I do the experiment shown to find out which tennis ball 
is the bounciest the yellow or the white one. I drop 
the yellow tennis ball onto the floor and drop the 
white tennis ball onto the floor from the same height. 
I find that the 
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Experiment One 
Yellow 
tennis 
ball 
White 
tennis 
ball 
yellow tennis ball wins. 
o o 
Floor 
/ . . . . , . 7 7 " ' J " ' . 1 7 ~ 7 7 , . . , 7 7 ~ 7 , . . , . 7 7 " ' J " ' . 1 7 ~ 7 7 , . . , 7 7 " ' 1 " " " 1 7 , . . , . 7 7 . , . . , 7 " " 7 7 " " ' 7 7 " ' J " ' . 1 7 ~ 7 7 " " 7 7
I then do the next experiment. I increase the height of 
the yellow tennis ball. 
Experiment Two 
Yellow 
tennis 
ball 
o i 
o 
White 
tennis 
ball 
/7//77177//777//77/777/7// Floor 
I move the white tennis 
ball to the same height 
My friend tells me to increase the height of the white 
tennis ball as well. He says this will now show a bigger 
difference between the tennis balls than in Experiment One. 
Is he right or wrong? ______ _ 
Is this experiment a 'fair' one? ____ _ 
Please explain your answers carefully. (Space was provided). 
Which is the best experiment to show which tennis 
ball is the bounciest. Experiment one or two? ____ • 
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Hypotheses 
22 
Two hypotheses were set up. 
1) That the proportion of early concrete operational 
subjects using a control solution will be greater 
if the question allows the use of negation by elimination. 
2) That the control solution used at the concrete operational 
level involves a negation strategy and that this 
precedes the use of the reciprocal strategy. 
Subjects 
A total of 450 subjects was tested at 3 different age 
levels, the details of the sample are given in Table 8.1. 
TABLE 8,1 
YEAR SCHOOL MEAN AGE TOTAL 
(YEARS) 
2nd Primary 8.8 150 
3rd Primary 9.8 150 
4th Primary 10.7 150 
The age range was selected so that concrete operational 
subjects could be tested. The samples were selected at random 
from four Primary Schools in Nottinghamshire. 
Experimental Design 
Three groups of 50 for each year were selected at random 
and each group was given a different question to complete. 
The tests were carried out during one school morning and 
all the subjects selected in a particular group in a particular 
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school were given their questions at the same time. The 
remaining two groups were treated in the same manner. Only 
those subjects who were selected for question 3 were given 
question 4 to complete. 
Experimental Procedure 
This was identical to that described in Chapter 7. 
Results 
The six major categories of response described in Chapter 
7 were again found. The ~ t e g o r y y 6 control solutions were 
not divided into two categories a and b, category a being 
only a less sophisticated form of control than category b 
and applying p r ~ i l y y to question 2. The criteria for 
inclusion into category 6 were as in Chapter 7 and are shown 
below:-
Criteria used for inclusion of response in category 6 
Subjects mention comparison, construction of a fair test 
by doing the same thing to both tennis balls. 
Table 8.2 shows the frequency of use of the response categories 
for each of the question. 
TABLE 8.2 The frequency of ute of the categories for 
gu.etion. 1. 2 and 3 
JUNIOR SCHOOL QUE ST 101' N CATEGORY CONTROL 
YEAR .. 1 2 ~ . .
'" 
5 6 
TWO 1 KSO) 6 7 3 14 6 14 
2 'SO) 6 7 4 13 5 15 
3 ~ ~ ) 14 13 7 12 2 2 ,SO 
THlEE 1 'SO) 5 8 7 3 10 17 
2 ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 7 7 3 9 18 )SO 3 ,SO 6 6 6 10 9 13 
FOUR 1 : ~ } } I 1 i i l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~
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If categories 5 and G are considered control solutions 
then more than SO. of the subjects by the fourth year 
Junior School level were found to utilise a control solution, 
(similar to the percentage noted in Chapter 7). Category 
5 solutions were obviously a form of control by negation 
in that the subjectJ responses mentioned removing some extra 
bounce due to extra height or extra throw. For category 6 
solutions the underlying logical reasoning was unclear. 
Hypothesis one predicted that a greater proportion of 
early concrete operational subjects would use a control 
solution on question 3 when compared to questions 1 and 2. 
A graph showing the difference in performance on the 
questions for category 6 is shown in Figure 8.0. A difference 
between the use of control solutions on the questions was 
found at the .econd year level. F and t- testa were 
applied to this data and at the second year level the 
differences between questions 1 and 3 and questions 2 and 
3 for category 6 behaviours were found to be significant at 
the 0.01 level. (F2,l47 - 4.48; Ql x Q3, tl47 - 2.95 and 
Q2 x Q3, t147 - 3.2). Thus it appears that hypothesis one 
was confirmed. The fact that question 3,which did not 
allow negation by e l 1 m i n a t i o n ~ s i g n i f i c a n t l y y affected the 
responses in category 6 at the early concrete level, suggests 
that control by negation may underlie these subjects' control 
solutions. This, together with the responses to question 4, 
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tend to support hypothesis two. Table 8.3 shows those 
subjects using categories 5 and 6 on question 3, i.e. 
subjects using some foxmof control solution, together with 
their results for question 4. 
TABLE 8.3 
JUNIOR MEAN 
YEAR AGE 
- ftIRs 
A comparison of subjects using a control 
solution and their understanding of the 
reciprocal strategy 
CATEGORY CATEGORY RESULTS FOR 04 
N 5 6 [Reciprocal Reciprocal 
- - - Strategy Strategy 
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recognised recognised as 
as fair producing a 
greater differ-
ence in height 
2 8.8 ~ 5 0 ) ) 2 ( 4 ~ ) ) 2(4") 0(0%,) 0 
3 9.8 ~ 5 0 ) ) 9(1S"Zt) l 3 ( 2 6 ~ ) ) 4 ( 8 ~ ) ) 0 
4 w., ro SO) 9(181.) 2 5 ( S O ~ ) ) 1 0 ( 2 0 ~ ) ) 0 
It should be noted that no subjects using any other category 
of response recognised the reciprocal strategy as fair. It 
was obviously possible for the subjects to consider that 
the same height was used and therefore that the reciprocal 
strategy was a fair one, but the majority of the subjects 
found the strategy so confusing that they considered it as 
unfair, (90.6" of the subjects given Q3 and Q4). A typical 
response"was the following:-
"Experiment two is incorrect, you should take away the height 
you gave the yellow ball then it is fair". 
No subject considered that the reciprocal strateBY would 
enable a sre.ter difference due to the intrinsic factor of 
bounc.iness to be seen. This would suggest that the subjects 
were not using a reciprocal strategy in order to control 
the extrinsic variables but that they were using a negation 
strategy. Thus hypothesis two appears to be confirmed. 
Discussion of Results 
It is evident that a distinction can be made between 
concrete and formal operational control strategies. The 
results indicate that where the child attempts to show the 
affect of an intrinsic variable he is initially capable 
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of the control of an extrinsic variable that may be more 
readily considered by the child to be eliminated from the 
situation e.g., a soft rug from a hard floor surface. Evidence 
was presented in the introduction to this chapter that this 
represents early concrete reasoning. By the late concrete 
operational stage (Piaget's Stage lIB), the child is 
capable of control of an extrinsic variable whose difference 
may only be cancelled e.i., height of drop. Many of these 
concrete control solutions, i.e. those that were classified 
as category 6 in Chapter 7 and the present chapter, mention 
making fair comparisons. It was supposed that these solutions 
might represent formal control solutions in that category 5 
was identified as a concrete control solution and appeared 
to be a distinctly different response compared to category 6. Burtt 
now appear5 that the criterion of making fair comparisons is 
inadequate in the distinction between concrete and formal 
control solutions and that a distinction has to be made in terms 
of the understanding of negation and reciprocal control 
strategies. 
CHAPTER 9 
A STUDY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF 'CONTROL OF VARIABLES' 
IN THE TENNIS BALL PROBLEM: -
AN INTERVIEW APPROACH 
Introduction 
All the experimental work reported in the previous 
chapters, apart from the small scale Secondary School 
study reported in Chapter 4, relates to the development 
of 'control of variables' as tested by questionniare. 
In addition, the work described in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 
has identified the tennis ball problem as being accessible 
to children of Junior School age, with 8% of a second year 
Junior School sample (mean age of 8.8 years) rising to 
68% of a fourth year JuniDr School sample (mean age 10.7 years) 
being judged capable of a concrete operational level form 
of control methodology, ( T a b l ~ ~ 8.3,Chapter 8). This chapter 
describes an experiment which investigates further the 
use of 'H' methodology on the tennis ball problem using 
an interview approach. 
Experimental Method 
Each subject was interviewed for approximately twenty 
minutes. The interview was recorded and the subject's exact 
procedure was noted by the experimenter. The interview 
format was as follows:-
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Firstly, the effect of height at which a tennis ball 
was dropped and the effect of dropping a tennis ball 
on a hard floor surface and on a thick rug, were discussed 
and demonstrated. The tennis ball used in the demonstration 
was of a different colour to either of those used later by 
the subject. 
Secondly,the task was d e ~ c r i b e d d to the subject using 
the procedure referred to in chapter 7. The subject was 
then given the yellow and white tennis balls and asked 
to perform an experiment to find out which tennis ball 
was the bounciest. He was told that he cOllld do anything 
he wanted with the tennis balls within the experimental 
area. This area, (see Figure 9.0) was divided off from 
the rest of the room. Half the area had a thin rug as 
a base and the other half a hard floor base. A scale 
of height in feet was attached to the wall at the rear 
of the experimental area. The subject was asked to stand 
in front of the experimental area and to perform his 
experiment inside the area. The experiment was designed 
so that the s u b j e c ~ n o t t consciously considering the effect 
of different floor s u r f a c e ~ w a s s likely to let each ball 
fall onto a different surface, because he was most likely 
to hold each tennis ball in a separate hand. Thus the 
FIGUKE 9.0 THE TENNIS BALL INTERVIEW TASK; 
THE EXPERIMENTAL AREA 
, ___ U J ~ _ ~ _ - - I I
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subject who intentionally controlled the floor variable 
would be easily identified. Each subject was questioned 
about his experiment in order to find out:-
a) What he thought he actually did, 
b) why he performed the experiment, 
c) what the experiment actually showed. 
Thirdly the subject was shown two experiments, one 
supposedly performed by John and one supposedly performed 
by Peter. John's experiment (see Figure 9.1) consisted 
of dropping the yellow tennis ball from four feet and 
the white te\lnis ball from three feet, both onto the 
hard floor surface. This is an example of the D experiment, 
i.e. an experiment to .how, by deliberate manipulation, 
a difference between the tennis balls. 
FIGURE 9,1 
JOHN'S EXPERIMENT 
(D Experimentation) 
4ft. 
3ft. 
2ft. 
1ft. 
Rug 
Y ~ l I o w w
a 
Floor 
FIGURE 9.2 
PETER'S EXPERIMENT 
(Test of strength 
experimentation) 
A W I " t ~ ~4ft. ~ ~~ I , , * , , 0 3ft. 
2ft. 
1ft. 
Rug Floor 
Result: Yellow bounces highest Result: Yellow still bounces 
the highest. 
Peter's experiment, (see Figure 9.2), consisted of 
dropping the white tennis ball from slightly higher 
than the yellow tennis ball, both dropping onto the 
hard floor surface. The aim of Peter's experLment 
was to show that the yellow tennis ball would still 
just win even though it was dropped from slightly 
lower than the white one. This is an example of the 
test of strength experiment, in that it tests the 
strength of the ability of the yellow tennis ball to 
bounce higher under adverse conditions. After observing 
each experiment the subject was asked two main questions: 
Question 1: - "00 you agree wi'th John/Peter that the 
experiment shows that the yellow tennis 
ball is the bounciest?" 
Question 2: - "00 you think that the experiment was 
right or wrong?" 
In each case the reasons behind the subject's responaes 
were determined. 
Fourthly after each subject had evaluated John's and 
Peter's experiments and his own, he was shown the 
conflict sequence. This consisted of showing the 
subject John's and John's reversed experiments. The 
latter experiment (see Figure 9.3) was the reverse of 
John's experiment, in that the white tennis ball was 
now given a height advantage. 
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FIGURE 9.3 
JOHN'S REVERSED EXPER IMENT 
(J REV) (D Experimentation) 
4ft. 
3ft. 
2ft. 
1ft. 
Rug Floor 
Result: White bounces highest. 
Where the subject showed ability to control the 
height and not the floor variable an alternative 
conflict sequence was used, called Paul's and Paul's 
reversed experiments, which consisted of alternate 
tennis balls winning due to dropping them onto different 
floor surfaces whilst controlling the height variable. 
The aim of these e.xperiments was to present the subject 
with conflicting results due to the manipulation of 
one extrinsic variable, i.e. height, for those subjec·ts 
not controlling this variable, and the floor surface, 
for those subjects controlling the height variable and not 
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the floor variable. These procedures produced conflicting 
results, with the yellow and then the white tennis ball 
bouncing the highest. It was the intention to discover those 
subjects who could realise the conflict within the results 
of the experLments and then to discover the methods 
by which this conflict was resolved. It was not the 
aim of the study to necessarily test post hoc 
reasoning about the experimental results but to test 
the child's ability to design aD experiment, in which 
the intrinsic effect of bounce was shown, whilst the 
extrinsic factors were held constant. The former aim 
became an essential part of the latter to provide 
distinctions between the early forms of reasoning, 
which were distinguished by the understanding of the 
causal relationships within the task. For example, 
the conflict sequences made it possible to judge if 
a subject was unaware of the extrinsic causal effect 
of height of drop within the experiments as he/she 
would be unable to explain why alternate tennis balls 
bounced higher. In addition it was possible to judge 
if a subject was unaware of the need for an invariant 
result as he/she would be unaware of the conflict 
i D V ~ l v e d d in stating that alternate tennis balls were 
the bounciest. 
Finally the subject was shown an 'H' experiment 
controlling both extrinsic variables. The aim was 
to determine at what level this strategy was understood. 
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The Sublects 
126 subjects in total were interviewed. The age 
range tested was five to ten years, i.e., first and 
second year infant school pupils and first, second 
and third year junior school pupils. Eighteen subjects 
in each of the infant years and thirty subjects in 
each of the junior years were used. 
TABLE 9.0 
YEAR MEAN AGE YEARS 
INFANTS 1 5.8 
.. 2 6.7 
JUNIOR 1 7.8 
.. 2 8.8 
.. 3 9.9 
Results 
Five main stages in the development of the 
strategy of , holding all other things equal'were found 
in the age range tested. 
STAGE 1 - The precausal stage. A stage in which the 
subjects were not aware of the distinction between 
the extrinsic factors and intrinaic factor of 'bounciness' 
or that a variation in the extrinsic facmrs made the 
balls bounce differently in the experLmental situation, 
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even when they were apparently aware of the causal 
relationships when discussed prior to experimentation. 
STAGE 2 - The extrinsic causal stage. A stage in 
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which the variation in the extrinsic factors of position of drop 
and/or floor were realised as causing the balls to 
bounce differently. The subjects were unaware of any 
variation in the instrinsic factor of 'bounciness' 
between the tennis balls. They did not consider the 
intrinsic factor at all and only considered the 
extrinsic factors as the cause of variation in bounce. 
STAGE 3 - The extrinsic/intrinsic causal stage. A stage 
in which both extrinsic and intrinsic factors were 
realised as causing the balls to bounce differently. 
Thus subjects attempted some form of proof but were not 
able to spontaneously control any of the extrinsic 
factors. The test of strength experiment was often 
used and preferred to 'HI methodology. 
STAGE 4.- The partial control of variables stage. A stage 
in which the subjects attempted to control the extrinsic 
factors. Firstly controlling height and ignoring the 
floor variable, secondly controlling the floor variable 
post hoc and thirdly controlling both extrinsic factors 
without realising the necesslty for doing so. The majority 
of these subjects still considered D experimentation to 
be correct because it confirmed the correct result. 
STAGE 5 - The control of variables stage. A stage in which 
subjects were spontaneously aware of both extrinsic causal 
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factors and controlled them. They saw the necessity for the 
control of the extrinsic variables in order to examine the 
varia"tion due to the intrinsic variable. These subjects still 
considered Peter's experiment (the test of strength experiment) 
to be correct. 
These five stages were formulated by considering the 
subjects' total performance on all the problems, John's, Peter's 
and the subjects' own experiments, together with their perform-
ance on the conflict situations and 'H' methodology. The role 
of the conflict sequence in the analysis will be described 
as it relates to particular distinctions between behaviours. 
Table 9.1 shows the fequency of subjects at each stage. 
TABLE 9.1 
Evaluation of performance on the tennis ball interviews. 
INFANTS JUNIORS 
1ST YEAR 2ND YEAR 1ST DAB. 2ND YEAR 3RD YEAR 
MEAN AGE 5.8. yrs. 6.7 yrs. 7.8 yrs. 8.8yrs. 9.9 yrs. 
STAGE N-18 N-18 N-30 N-3Q N-30 
PRECAUSAL 1 7(38.8) 3(16.7) 0 0 
CAUSAL EXTRINSIC 2 11(61.1) 13(72.2) 16(53.3) 4(13.3) 7(23.3) 
CAUSAL EXTRINSIC/ 3 0 2(11.l) 5(16.7) 6(20.0) 0 INTRINSIC 
PARTIAL CONTROL 
OF VAll IABLES 4 0 '0 8(26.7)14 •. (1.6.7) l2(AO.0) 
CONTROL OF 
~ A R I A B L E S S 5 0 0 l( 3. 3)' 6(20.0) 11( 36, 7) 
(percentages shown in parenthesis are rounded up to 1 place of 
decimals). 
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The results for the analysis of variance of the 
chronological ages at which stages occurred are summarised 
in Table 9.2 below, the F test being significant at the 
0.01 level. 
TABLE 9.2 Analysis of variance of chronological age and stage 
Source of Variation Sum of squares Degrees of Mean 
Freedom Square 
Between groups 16879.1 4 4219.78 
Within groups 18036.4 121 149.06 
Total 34915.5 125 I 
F Ratio (4,121) 
-
28.31, p<O.01 
TABLE 9.3 
S E 
1 2 4 5 
Mean age 71.3 87.9 95.5 105.8 111.3 in months 
Standard 
Deviation 5.3 15.9 9.3 9.7 7.9 
t-test (SlxS2) , (S2x5) ( S 3 x S ~ ) ) (S4xS5) 
values t 5 9 - 3 . 2 4 * * ~ 2 - l . 6 6 6 ns t45-3.28** tSO-2.09** 
n. s. - not significant p.> 0.05 
* - difference significant at the 0.05 level 
** - difference significant at the 0.01 level 
The data in Table 9.3 indicates a trend of increasing 
chronological age with acaga. t-tests were applied to 
consecutive means and the valucs are allo shawn in 
Table 9.3. 
The only difference between consecutive means found not 
to be significant (p> 0.05) was that between stages 2 and 
3. This lack of significance can be explained by the 
fact that subjects at stages 2 and 3 often used similar 
experimental methods but applied different reasoning to 
the experimentation e.g., the test of strength experiment 
has at its basis D experimentation, which was also used 
by many subjects at stage 2.2. The realisation of the 
role of intrinsic variables within the situation at stage 
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3 did not result in the spontaneous use of a new methodology 
to show its effect. In addition, several subjects at 
stage 2 initially exhibited behaviour similar to stage 3, 
yet were unaware of the role of the intrinsic variable. 
The following detailed discussion of the stages provides 
evidence of the n ~ v e l l reasoning at stage 3, compared to 
stage 2, as it illustrates further the acquisitions of the stages. 
Each stage was found to contain distinctly different 
categories of behaviour and Table 9.4 shows the critc"l·ia. 
used to identify each stage and category of behaviour and 
the.. together with their major characteristics will be 
discussed below. Table 9.4 is included at the end of the 
chapter and may be opened out so that it may be referred 
to more easily. The protocols for each behaviour are included 
in Appendix G and it is advised that they are read in 
conjunc.tion with the following. where they are specifically 
referred to by means of an asterilk. 
STAGE] - The Precausal Stage (N-10). This stage was 
subdivided into two separate categories of behaviour. 
The following were the major characteristics of subjects 
at stage 1.1 (N-3). 
(a) There was no logical experimentation other than 
"trying the tennis balls out". 
(b) The majority of subjects made an intuitive 
judgment concerning which tennis ball was the 
bounciest. 
(c) There was no explanation of differing experimental 
results in terms of the operation of extrinsic causal 
factors, (criterion 2). 
Stage 1.2 (N-7) was distinguished from stage 1.1 by 
characteristic (d). 
(d) Subjects realised the necessity of an invariant 
result, i.e. only one tennis ball was considered to 
be the bounciest, (criterion 1). 
The conflict sequence was crucial in determining 
characteristic (c) as a consistent result throughout 
the sequence of experiments was a common occurrence. 
Younger subjects when questioned after an e x p e ~ i m e n t , ,
as to why the tennis ball bounced highest, would often 
produce answers that were difficult to classify. The 
aim was to identify behaviours on the basis of criterion 
2 and the conflict sequence wal an alternative to 
leading que,tions such as, "did the yellow onu bounce 
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the highest because it was dropped from higher?" If a 
subject did not understand the causal relationship between 
height of drop and height bounced then he could not 
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explain why differing results occurred in the conflict 
sequence. This conflict sequence also enabled the distinction 
to be made between stage 1.1 and 1.2 behaviour, as this 
presented the subjects with a variance in results. 
Subjects classified aa stage 1.1 appeared to accept 
the differing results of the two experiments, not understanding 
why they occurred or the need for invariance. When asked 
to state which tennis ball was the bounciest the subjects 
would refer to the immediately preceeding result, (*see 
the conflict sequence of stage 1.1, protocol BAR). 
At stage 1.2 subjects realised the conflict involved 
in differing results and resolved this by choosing the 
tennis ball that they judged to bounce the highest throughout 
all the experiments, (stage 1.2 protocol NEV). 
STAGE 2 - The Extrinsic Causal Stage (N-5l). The major 
characteristics of this stage were the following: 
(a) Subjects were aware of the need for an invariant result, 
(criterion 1). 
(b) Subjects were aware of the operation of extrinsic 
causal factors, i.e. they knew the reason for the 
conflicting results in the conflict sequence (criterion 2). 
(e) Subjects increasingly applied their knowledge concerning 
the operation of causal factors to their experimentation, 
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noting the reason for the occurrence of a certain 
result as well as the result itself. 
The four categories of behaviour found were distinguished 
by the level to which the subjects could apply their under-
standing of the role of the extrinsic causal factors. The 
subjects progressing from unsystematic experimentation, 
through 0 experimentation to finally G.D. experimentation. 
The additional characteristics of the categories were as 
follQws: 
Stage 2.1 (N-12) - BN(Bounce) Experimentation 
(i) Subjects made no systematic experimentation other 
than 'trying the tennis balls out', but all subjects 
concentrated upon the height at which they dropped 
the tennis balls. 
(ii) Subjects appeared to make no initial judgment other 
than that the result should be invariant. This lead 
to the conclusion that one tennis ball must be bouncier 
........ 
and thus equal bounciness was considered incorrect. 
(iii) Subjects only stated the role of extrinsic factors 
after the conflict sequence or when their . x p e r ~ e n t a t i o n n
produced a variance in results. (*see the conflict 
sequence stage 2.1 protocol HIS). 
Stage 2.2 (N-8) - The transition to 0 e x p e r ~ n t a t i o n . .
i) Through performing his/her initial unsystematic BN 
expertment the subject became aware of the role of 
the extrinsic factor of height. The subject may become 
aware of this role of position of drop due to the 
fact that the expected result was not confirmed, 
i.e. his/her initial judgment and the experimental 
result conflicted (stage 2.2 protocol MAN). Four 
subjects became aware of the role of position of drop 
by reflection upon their experimentation. (Stage 
2.2 protocol BOS). 
(1i) The subjects made a judgment as to which tennis 
ball was the bounciest related to the role of the 
extrinsic variable, i.e. the yellow tennis ball was 
the bounciest because it was dropped from a higher 
position. The subjects were able to perform 0 
experimentation to c o n f i ~ ~ their result when asked 
to re-perform their aEperimant, (Criterion 3a). 
MAN illustrates the confusion evidenced by all subjects 
at stage 2. The subjects only understood the operation of 
extrinsic factors and thus the same tennis ball dropped 
from different heights was described as two different 
tennis balls, i.e. one dropped from a high position was 
described as a better tennis ball than one dropped from 
a low position. 
Stage 2.3 (N=2S) - D experimentation. 
(1) The subjects made an initial judgment as to which 
tennis ball was the bounciest due to intuition, i.e. 
it looks better, newer ,or harder. etc. 
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(ii) The subjects performed a D experiment in order to 
confirm their initial judgment, i.e. they were 
able to anticipate the effect of one extrinsic 
variable prior to experimentation, (criterion 3b). 
(iii) The experiment performed was typically:-
The yellow tennis ball was dropped from high onto 
either floor surface. 
The white tennia ball waa dropped from low onto 
either floor surface. 
The subjects failed to anticipate the effect of 
the floor surface variable. Therefore the yellow 
tennis ball did not always bounce the highe s t if 
it was bounced onto the rug, and often bounced lower 
than expected. 
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All the subjects at stage 2.3 were capable of understanding 
the role of the floor variable when their experimento.\ result 
conflicted with their initial judgment or when they were 
presented with the alternative conflict sequence. Six 
subjects went on to perform a G.D. experiment (see protocol WOO), 
4 performed an experiment that excluded the surface variable 
(the rug was eliminated) and 2 used a test of strength 
argument. They all anticipated the effect of the floor 
variable poat-hoc (criterion 4&) and represent transitional 
behaviours. 
Stage 2.4 (N-6) 
(i) An initial judgment waa made by all subjects and 
. then, by anticipating the role of both of the 
8xtrinaic variablea, they were able to p e r f o ~ ~ a 
G.D. experiment. (Staae 2.4 protocol HAL). (Criterion 4b). 
STAGE 3 (N-13) - The Extrinsic/Intrinsic Stage. Stage 3 
marked the beginning of a search for proof in terms of 
intrinsic factors. The two categories of behaviour at 
this stage were characterised by the following: 
a) The subjects were aware of the need for an invariant 
result. (Criterion 1). 
b) The subjects anticipated the operation of one extrinsic 
and an intrinsic causal factor. (Criteria 3b and 5). 
c) The subjects were capable of anticipating the effect 
of the second extrinsic variable (usually the floor 
variable) post-hoc. (Criterion 4&). 
d) The subjects were capable of understanding H 
experimentation but rejected this methodology when 
the experimental result c o n f l i ~ t . d d with their 
judgment. (Criterion 11). 
Stage 3.1 (N-8) 
(i) The subjects at this stage were not capable of 
spontaneously controlling the extrinsic variables, 
but used the test of strength experiment to show 
the effect of the intrinsic factor of bounce. 
(Criterion 7). The floor variable was ignored and 
when this led to an unexpected result, the floor 
variable was controlled post-hoc in a further test 
of strength experiment. All subjects when guided 
through the conflict .equence, understood that one 
extrin.ic variable had to be controlled, but they 
• 
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preferred the test of strength experiment with the 
floor variable controlled, to an experiment that 
controlled both extrinsic variables. (Criterion 9a). 
Stage 3.2 (N-S) 
(i) The subjects understood the test of strength 
experiment, (criterion 6), but performed a '0' 
experiment. S u b j e ~ t a a ignored the floor variable and 
where this produced an unexpected result, i.e. the 
aubjects' initial judgment was not confirmed by the 
experimental result, they spontaneously performed a 
new experililent controlling the floor variable. Two 
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subjects were able to spontaneously use a second 0 
experiment that controlled floor surface Dnd t ~ . ( ) . . I : : used f ~ e e
~ a m e e position of drop for the 'worst' tennis ball as 
that used for the 'best' tennis ball in the first 
experiment. 'Control' comparisons for the tennis balls 
were then made. These subjects could not perform a 
single H experiment. This behaviour alao occurred 
for one ~ u b j e c t t when he was shown the conflict sequence. 
All aubjects understood the necessi.ty to control at 
least one variable after being shown the conflict 
sequence, but became confused when attempting to apply 
this to both the extrinsic variables, to show the intrinsic 
variable of bounce. (Criterion 9a). 
STAGE 4 - The Partial Control of Variables Stage (N-34). 
The distinguishing features of this stage were the following: 
a) All the subjects spontaneously controlled the height 
variablo (criterion 9b). The reason for the preference 
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for the height variable over the floor variable was 
because the subjects had to overtly consider which 
height they had to drop the tennis ball from in order 
to perform any experiment. 
b) The two categories at this stage were distinguished by 
the degree to which the subjects were capable of controlling 
the floor variable post-hoc (criterion lOa). At stage 4.1 
no subject was capable of controlling the floor variable 
post-hoc. At Stage 4.2 all the subjects were capable of 
controlling the floor variable post-hoc. 
For both categories of behaviour there were specific differences 
in the initial experimental methods utilised by the subjects. 
These were: 
EXPERIMENT ONE. 
The subject dropped the yellow tennis ball onto the 
floor and the white tennis ball onto the rug, both 
from the same height. The yellow tennis ball bounced 
the highest. 
EXPERIMENT TWO. 
The subjects dropped the white tennis ball onto the 
floor and the yellow tennis ball onto the rug, both 
from the same height. The white tennis ball bounced 
the highest. 
EXPERIMENT THREE. 
The Hubjects performed both experiments. 
Table 9.5 shows the number of subjects using .the different 
experiments for each category. 
TABLE 9,5 
STAGE 
4.1 
4.2 
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
123 
7 
14 
2 
5 
3 
3 
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In addition for both categories of behaviour there were 
four distinct levels apparent in the subjects' ability 
to control the floor variable. 
LEVEL 1. Where the subject realised the effect of the 
different floor surfaces, but could not control 
his/her experiment for this variable. 
LEVEL 2. Where the subject realised the effect of different 
floor surfaces in his/her experiment after the 
alternative conflict sequence was shown to him/her 
and eventually controlled the floor variable. 
LEVEL 3. Where the subject realised the effect after 
his/her method was questioned by the experimenter 
and controlled for it. 
LEVEL 4. Where the subject spontaneously realised his/her 
mistake concerning the floor variable and eventually 
controlled this variable. 
Table 9.6 shows the relation between the level of prompting 
required before the subject realised the effect of the floor 
surface on his experiment and, in the case of levels 2, 3 and 
4,controlled this variable. 
TABLE 9.6 Level of guidance required before the subjects 
controlled the floor variable. compared to 
the experimental method used. 
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
LEVEL 1 2 3 
Stage 4.1 1 7 2 3 
Stage 4.2 2 5 0 0 
Stage 4.2 3 4 0 0 
Stage 4.2 4 5 5 3 
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Stage 4.1 (N-12) 
At stage 4.1 the subjects did not control the floor variable 
and thus all these subjects were at level 1. Subjects using 
experimental methods 1 and 2 ignored the effect of the 
floor variable. All of the subjects at stage 4.1 judged 
the yellow tennis ball to be the bounciest. In experiment 
one the yellow tennis ball bounced the highest thus the 
judgment and the experimental result were not in conflict. 
The subjects did not realise that they had manipulated the 
experiment so that the yellow tennis ball bounced higher 
until the alternative conflict sequence was shown to them. 
This realisation only succeeded in producing confusion in 
the subjects' minds as to what to do with the floor variable. 
Those subjects using experimental method two were 
presented with an experimental result that conflicted with 
their judgment. They tmmediately realised the effect of 
the floor variable but they appeared unable to control 
this variable. One subject (*see stage 4.1 protocol SMI), 
after being presented with the alternative conflict sequence 
progressed to experimental method 3. 
E x p e r ~ n t a l l method three resulted from the subjects 
spontaneously realising that the floor variable contributed 
to the difference between the tennis balls shown in 
their first experiment. The subjects performed experiment 
two initially, noted that the white tennis ball bounced 
highest due to it falling onto the floor while the yellow 
tennis ball fell onto the rug and then performed 
experiment one. They compared the bounce of the yellow 
tennis ball dropped onto the floor from experiment one 
with the bounce of the white tennis ball dropped onto 
the floor from experiment two. In order to control the 
height variable between the two experiments, two of the 
subjects made careful measurements. Not one of these 
subjects arrived at a single experiment controlling both 
extrinsic variables. (stage 4 . ~ ~ levell, protocol HAV). 
Stage 4.2 (N=22) 
At this stage all the subjects controlled the floor 
variable after their initial experiment, which ignored 
the floor variable. The eight subjects who needed guidance 
before they controlled the floor variable, i.e. levels 2 
and 3, apparently needed this prompting because their 
experimental result confirmed their initial judgment. 
All these subjects performed experiment one which resulted 
in the yellow tennis ball bouncing the highest and all these 
subjects judged this to be the best tennis ball. The 
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five subjects at level 4 who performed experiment one initially 
apparently needed no guidance in order to perform a subsequently 
complete 'H' experiment. These subjects obviously had 
available a more fully developed 'H' scheme e.g., 
eLI 94 mths. "Actually I bounced them on the floor, 
if I didn't I meant to, its unfair if 
you don't do the same thing to both o " 
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JOW 120 mths. "The yellow one bounced higher 
because it bounced on the floor. 
I donOt know which is the bounciest, 
I made a mistake, I meant to do 
them both the same". 
The five subjects who used experimental method two at level 4 
all spontaneously used an 'HI methodology, subsequently all 
these, subjects expected the yellow tennis ball to win and 
because their experimental result and their judgment 
conflicted they noted their mistake, i.e. not controlling 
the floor variable. The fact that these subjects were 
presented with the experimental result/judgment conflict 
within their experiment, appears to be the reason that they 
did not require any guidance. Once subjects had an 'H' 
scheme available that could control the two extrinsic 
variables, any mistake that was made could be highlighted 
by an experimental result/judgment conflict and hence easily 
resolved. It appears therefore that stage 4.1 subjects did 
not have such a scheme available. It is doubtful whether all 
subjects at stage 4.2 have such a scheme available, in that 
those subjects who used experimental method three, upon 
realising the experimental result/judgment conflict, did not 
immediately perform an 'Ho experiment. These three subjects' 
behaviours appear to be transitional, i.e. between the use of 
an 'H' scheme that could control one extrinsic variable and 
an 'H' scheme that could control two extrinsic variables. 
As at stage 4.1 two of the subjects who used experimental 
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method three per formed ' - ! x p ~ r : l : m c l l t t \,.wo inilially, ~ x P Q c l i n t ; ; ;
the yellow tennis ball to bounce the highctit. The 
experimental result/judgment ~ n f l i c t t led to the ... u b j e ~ t s s
performilli experiment one allY C O W 1 ) a r i n ~ ~ lhc correct controlled 
elements from two tewporally s c p a r a l ~ u u ~ x l J c r l m ~ n t a ; ; . . i.e. 
yellow dropped onto the floor frow experiment one, white 
dropped onto the floor from oxperiwent two. Ono u( t h e ~ e e
subjects made a careful nota of tho hoighta he droppod the 
tanni. ball. from, so that fair c ~ p u r i s o n s s could be made 
between the two expcrllDC.lnts. Tho one r ~ m a i n l n g g subject 
operating at level 4, performed expel: luauul ono first and 
found that the yellow tennis b4ill b o u n c ~ u u hi&host. Although 
this confirmed his initial judiment, he notod that ho had 
not controlled the floor variable unu I n : o ~ ~ e d e d d to perfo't'lD 
experiment two. After he had compared thu currQct controlled 
elements he proceeded to perform a complete 'H' experiment. 
The new behaviour at sta&C 4.2 is the r c a l i & ~ t i o n n that such 
a temporally .eparated experi&QQlltul cOUlvarisoll i:; not as 
accurate or as simple £Ui an 'Ii' experiment. Two o( thQlie 
subjects at level 4 performed l i p o n ~ o u ; ; l y y 'u' 
experimentation,controllill& both e x t r i n ~ i c c variablos. 
These stage 4 behaviours offer an insight into the 
development of the 'H' scheme from its limited application 
to just the height variable at stage 4.1 in experiments 
one and two, to its application to both the height and 
floor variables at stage 4.2. The transition was an 
application of the 'H' scheme to the height variable in 
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two temporally separated experiments followed by the 
application of the 'H' scheme to the floor variable post-hoc 
so that fair comparisons could be made. The three protocols 
representing stage 4 behaviours have been chosen to illustrate 
specifically this transition behaviour. S M I ~ a s s previously 
mentioned, was the one pupil at stage 4.1 behaviour who 
used experimental method two initially but progressed to 
experimental method three by the end of the interview. 
The other two protocols are of experimental method three 
behaviours at stage 4.1 and stage 4.2. 
STAGE 5 - The Control of Variables Stage (N-18). The following 
was the major characteristic of subjects at atage 5. 
a) Subjects controlled both the floor and height variables 
spontaneously and thus performed an 'H' experiment, 
(criterion 10). The reasons given stated the need 
to show the effect of the intrinsic variable of bounce 
under 'fair' conditions. 
The subjects' ability to judge only an 'H' experiment as 
correct distinguished the two categories of behaviour at 
this stage. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Stage 5.1 (N-8) 
(i) Subjects often accepted John's experiment as correct 
failing to realise that an experiment must use an 
'H' methodology not just confirm the initial 
judgment made (criterion 8a). 
(ii) Subjects rejected a controlled experiment when the 
result conflicted with their original judgment, 
i.e. when the tennis balls bounced to about the 
same height (criterion 11). 
Stage 5.2 (N-lO) 
(i) Subjects rejected any unfair experiment, such as 
John's even when the experiment confirmed the initial 
judgment (criterion 8a). 
(ii) Subjects accepted any experiment that controlled both 
extrinsic variables (criterion 11). Their decisions 
were made in terms of methodology used and were not 
made with regard to confirming a judgment. 
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Subjects at stage 5.1 were still concerned with confirming 
their initial judgment and thus controlled experimentation 
was still not seen as a necessity even though subjects 
spontaneously used this method. At stage 5.2 subjects were 
less concerned with whether an experiment confirmed their 
initial judgment than whether it utilised an 'H' methodology. 
These subjects were utilising a 'fair' criterion for acceptance 
or rejection of an experiment. Thus they were able to reject 
the test of strength approach on these grounds (criterion 6 ~ ~
the' test of strength approach being a fair experiment, but not 
a 'scientific' approach. 
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Table 9.7 shows the 1 ~ b e r r of subjects, for each 
year tested at the stages described. 
Table 9,7 
Frequency of subjects at each stage and category of 
behaviour in the development of control experimentation 
STAGE AND CATEGORY OF BEHAVIOlJR 
Pre- Causal Causal Partial Control causal Extrinsic Extrinsic/ Control 
Intrinsic 
YEAR N ~ . l l 1.2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 5,1 
1st year 18 3 4 5 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 Infant 
2nd year 18 0 3 4 3 6 0 1 1 0 0 0 Infant 
lac year 
Junior 30 0 0 3 1 11 1 5 0 2 6 1 
2nd year 30 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 4 6 8 3 Junior 
3rd year 30 0 0 0 1 3 3 0 0 4 8 4 Junior 
Sunmary 
It was the intention of this study to note the 
behavioural stages in the development of the H strategy. 
It was found that eight 8 year old subjects were capable 
of a partial control strategy and showed evidence of the 
realisation of extrinsic/intrinaic factors within the 
experimental situation. In fact two 7 year old subjects 
were aware of the operation of both factors and one of these 
was able to spontaneously 'control' one variable. These 
re8Ulta aupport the results found in Chapter 6, 7 and 8, 
5.2 
0 
0 
0 
3 
7 
using the questionnaire technique, for the acquisition 
of an H strategy at the Junior School level. 
Three critical realisations which resulted in major 
changes in experimental behaviour were identififed and 
they are; 
(i) the realisation of invariance between results at 
stage 1.2 which appeared to be crucial in the 
development of the realisation that experimentation 
was nece ssary; 
(ii) the realisation of the rnle of extrinsic factors 
at stage 2.1, which provided an opportunity for 
the subject to produce consistent results by verifying 
their judgments; 
(iiU the realisation of the role of intrinsic/extrinsic 
factors within the e x p e r ~ e n t a l l situation, at stage 3, 
which instigated a search for a method to show the 
intrinsic factor's effect. 
It appears that due to the interactive nature of the 
procedure used examples of transitional behaviours were 
observed, many of which have been described in this chapter. 
The majority of these changes in behaviour occurred 
spontaneously due to conflicts between the ~ b j e c t ' s s
judgments and their experimental results, others were 
transitions primed by the experimenter in that they only 
occurred when one of the conflict •• quenc.s was .hown to 
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the subjects. In order to describe these transitional 
behaviours more fully and to gain further understanding 
of the development of the H strategy it became necessary 
to precisely model these behaviours and an attempt to do 
this i8 described in Chapter 10. 
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CHAPTER 10 ;( 
, ~ ~ , 
A DESCRIPTION OF THE S T R A T E G ~ E S S NOTED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE 'CONTROL OF VARIABLES"STRATEGY, A NEO-PIAGETIAN APPROACH 
Chapter 9 has described in detail the five stages that 
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were noted in the development of the control strategy. The 
description, like Piaget's theory of intellectual development, 
was essentially a structural one rather than a dynamic or 
purely functional one, in that stag s of competence were 
identified rather than the pracise nature of the transitions 
between the stages, although points of transition were 
identified. This approach was e s s e n ~ i a l l initially to identify 
the acquisitions made at each stage, i.e. those underlying 
the functional aspects of the behaviours, the strategies, 
(see Table 9.4). A functional neo-Piagetian theory has been 
described by Pascual-Leone (1969), and has been shown to 
be capable of generating performance models for Piagetian 
tasks including control of variables (Case 1974b). It is 
the aim of the present chapter to identify the strat gies executed 
by th 8uDjects within the five stages, i.e. the stetic functional 
aspects of the development, and to describe in detail the 
performance of these strategies following the methods used 
by Noelting (1975) and Case (1974b). In addition a set of 
procedures are then set up to to.c il ito ce the description of 
the transition between these strategies, i.e. the formation 
of new strategies, the dynamic aspects of th development. 
*' a summary cf rhe no6hon used in c h ~ l - e r s s I 0 ~ ~ I lis i-o be. Foull d 
'In l-ab1e. lO, 5. This I-nb!e. ,'s l o c C l ~ e d d on f-he ;nside r-eo, cover of 
t"he. I-hesis and shoLJ\d be opened Clut when r - € a c l l ' n ~ ~ +-h S c/JCtpters . 
The information processing approach to be used in 
this study represents an attempt to embody the Piagetian 
notion of levels of o p e r a t i v i t y ~ i n n that qualitative and 
quantitative aspects of the use of strategies are considered. 
Much of the early work by McLaughlin (1963), Pascual-Leone 
(196<)) and Case (1974b) has been primarily concer-ne,] with the 
quantitative aspect, i.e. counting the 'number of items' 
or 'chunks' of information ( M i l l e ~ ~ 1956) that must be 
held simultaneously in working memory in order to perform 
the strategy at a particular stage. 'Pascual-Leone postulates 
that the amount of processing,or total M space available, 
increases linearly with age, see Table 10.0. 
TABLE 10.0 Pascual Leone's postulated M space developmental 
scale 
Age Developmental substage M Space 
3-4 Early preoperations p + 1 
5-6 Late pre operations p + 2 
7-8 Early concrete operations p + 3 
9-10 Middle concrete operations p + 4 
11-12 Late concrete-early formal 
Operations p + 5 
13-14 Middle formal operations p + 6 
15-16 Late formal operations p + 7 
The constant prefers to the mental effort required to 
activate an overlearned plan or strategy or what is referred 
to as an executive scheme by Pascual-Leone. There has been 
much evidence presented to support this linear increase in 
M space, (Parkinson, 1976; Pascual-Leone, 1970; Case, 1972, 
1974b; Scardamalia, 1973, 1974). Never-t-he!ess, as Linn states 
"an operational definition of infonnation load (M space) 
does not really exist and methods for assessing processing 
capacity are not well developed". (Linn, 1977, P366). 
Although this quantitative approach has been utilised 
successfully to describe young childrens behaviours, it 
becomes difficult to justify an M space value of greater 
than 4 or 5 units for the strategies described in the 
literature' to date, in that 'chunking' of individual items 
can be applied to reduce the M demand. Case (l974b), 
has attempted to integrate the qualitative and quantitative 
aspects of development, i.e. the acquisition or application 
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of new operations to a strategy. He has applied his procedures 
to a model of a c o r ~ r e t e e operational proof or control strategy. 
He describes the operations underlying the execution of 
the strategy and those underlying a conflict situation that 
could possibly lead to the construction of the control strategy. 
Neverihe!ess, these modefs ot behClvtour-- are not r-rulj d ~ ( l a ( ( l ' 1 1 c 'In f-hat 
rhey do ('tOt incorporo.re. Cl fU(1cJ-ionai procedut-e tho.+ eno. hIes Lhe... 
deS'ui prion o ~ ~ the. ini h at a c c r u ' l s < h ~ n n of -rhe. 5 t - r c : t I - - ~ ' j . . It appears 
that the p r o ~ d u r e s s used oy Case may only be applied to 
strategies already acquired as they have no functional 
procedure for considering arguments resulting from conflict 
due to the application of a strategy, a necessary feature if 
a modal of behaviour i. to be interactive and hence dynamic. 
Case (1978) has proposed a new interpretation of M 
space in an attempt to incorpo't'ate the qualitative changes 
or underlying structural changes that occur at each major 
stage and to incorporate evidence of the necessity for an 
increasing M space within a stage, up to a maximum of p+ 4/5. 
Case proposes that at each of the Piagetian stages, i.e. 
sensorimotor, preoperational, concrete and formal, there can 
be identified an almost parallel developmental sequence of 
1.01.. 
four substages! Each successive substage requires an additional 
single unit of working memory reaching a maximum of four at the 
end of a stage. The size of M is due to the plan plus working 
memory and is not considered to actually change in overall size,and 
the reason for the apparent change is attributed to the decreasing 
attentional capacity required as the basic operations at each 
stage become automatised. The executive, which has the same 
function as a plan first referred to by Miller, Galanter and 
Pribram (1960), is considered to increase in sophistication at 
each substage, but to change distinctly between each stage as 
the underlying operations change. Case postulates that the 
succession of substages stems from a succession of qualitatively 
distinct control structures or plans and that these can be 
modelled by computer simulation rather than as logico 
mathematical systems modelled by symbolic logic. For example, 
consider the following for the concrete operational stage: 
M - cl(pl) + 1 pl etc - 4 executives or plans 
M - c2(p2) + 2 M _ c3(p3) + 3 cl etc - level of concrete 
M _ c4(p4) + 4 operational automaticity. 
----- ---- ------.-- ----.--- - - -- ------ -- _. -- -_. -- - --- ---
.lI:"lol:e t;'Clt F,'sc.he.r's sbll t!l<::Mj (IL1,80) e'-plcl;ns, , c ! { , , \ , t : . ' I ' ~ r , ~ , e ( 1 f f Q ~ ~ Ct 
r-ecur--r-,nj ~ ~ c l e e of 4 levpls whrcf L1h" c..Ifp·led ~ o o sen e,o/' (j '")loiN, 
Icpr--e5€.n't ah ono.l anc} ( 1 b 5 t r l , 1 ( - ~ ~ r se r5, 
M apparently increases but Case considers that c4 requires 
less attentional capacity due to the automatisation of 
these operations. Hence M is not considered to increase 
in size bel nJ simply the portion of M available for working 
memory that increases. 
At each stage Case provides evidence for the four 
substages utilising increasingly complex plans. The 
four substages and hence plans considered to develop 
during the concrete operational stage, first identified 
by Noelting (1975), may be identified in the stages in 
the development of the H strategy in the tennis ball 
task noted in Chapter 9. The four concrete operational 
substages described by Noelting are presented in Table 10.1 
w i ~ h h the strategies used on two Piagetiull tut:lkt:l (Case, 1978) 
and on the tennis balls task. The mean ages for the 
tennis ball task exclude those subjects in transition 
between substages. There is a discrepancy between the 
mean ages given by Noelring (1975) and those found for 
the four substages for the tennis ball task. The restricted 
age range of the Junior School sample could explain the 
higher mean ages noted for substage I and substage II 
for the tennis ball tasks. Noeltingas substages 
I to III appear to match closely the single substages 
1 83 . 
TABLE 10,1 Strategies abs ~ e d d on Plagetinn T 
Dur1ng th per104 of Concrete Op r 
I Isolated 
Canera-tion 
3 to loJJ yean 
Pick be ker with 
I1IOre waeer 
Notice global ppaarance 
of water column. If it 
ppear. large, .ay it 
hAl more . 
II Unidimen.ional Hoke caroful c o m p ~ l . o n n
Comparison of heilht. Piclt higher 
4 ~ ~ to 6 years watar colum as having 
more . (May be applied 
to diamater) 
Itt B i d i ~ n l l o n a 1 1
Comp rilon 
7 to 8 year. 
IV Bidimensional 
Coml'adson 
with addition 
of chir,j 
dimenaion 
9 to 10 years 
AJ> Bv if ·AH '» BH (A 1. Ireatar volume 
than B if ita hataht 
is ,reate1:) . 
Notice both height 
differan 0 nd di tar 
difference between 
beaker. . Attempt 
qualitative compenaatlon. 
A j , { ~ ~ H & & A a : ~ l t I & y y aD 
AV • Bv OR 
Ali») BH& AO< Bp may !!lasn 
Av>&v 
Notice both height and 
d1 ter difference • • 
Make quantification 
c o m ~ n n•• tion. 
! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ §. 
Place .tick of given lize Prove which tennis b II 
in it' place in prtviou.ly 1. the bouncte.t (when 
conatruc.tad sarle.. po.ition of d1:op and 
I I I 111 floor .urface may dlffer) 
Decide whether .tick 11 
b1, or little, plO4e it 
at bl, end or little 
and . (holatad 
centtatlon) . 
Compare helght of tvo 
.tick.. Kigher .tick 
i. one on r1,ht for 
each plac ene. 
Rilhe> X if RI{> It! 
(The ~ 1 & h e e one 1. greater 
than X if ttl height i. 
greater) • 
Compare hei,ht of Itiek 
to lete 4 eo riiht 
before plac nt . Pick 
.pot where it 1. b1li.r 
than left, maller than 
right . 
R>){ if Rij>){'" 
I>L if XH>L.., 
•• • 1\.> X>L 
T!NNIS B.u,t 
TASK 
~ t t : N ~ ~
ST",GE ~ ~
Docid41 on .aUent fear.ure 
a .. ciated with bouncie.t. 
i.a. if it appear. bouncy 1.1 
..y it 11. 
(IN\' AR lANCE IF-TWEEN RE:SUl.:rs 
NOT NOTED). 
Bounce th tenni. ball., 
compare the heilht thay 
bounce. Chao •• the one 
that bounce. the bigha.t 
a. eha bounci .. t 
It. >8 if "«>!)H 
(A i. areaLar than i if 
it. height i. graat.r). 
Anticipate the Ixtrinlic 
.rteet of pollt10n of bounce 
on hel ht of bounce . 
An) Iii it An> I p 
COlllb1na tht. effect with 
chao.ln th ona that 
bounce. the hilha.e. 
A>B if At? BH hence 
bounce A lrom hi,har th.an 
B. 
A> D if Ap ') Dp 
2.1 
2.3 
Anticipate a) "a>& if 4&5 
A.p, > a p . ~ l x e r i n ' l e e
.. factor.) 
b) Aw>Btt if 
AsP Be (1ntrl.nsi.c 
factor) 
c) A> B if 
Att» 1hl 
hence NOT (Ap+.> Bp.s) f1:OlD 
(b) n4 (c) leaft. 1.>8 if 
An> .88 
5.8 
9 
HS4 0 
noted in the tennis ball task, with substages (1.2, 2.2, 
2.4, 3.1, 3.2) marking the transitions. Noelting's substage IV 
may match all 0 f the strategies that successfully anticipated 
the confounding effects of at least one extrinsic variable 
and the instrinsic variable. The con-es-pond€ nee o ~ ~ the utY1Ve 
substages ' ~ / I I - h h Noe \ t ing' s substages I to IV may be justified 
by simply considering the number of dimensions implied by 
.the use of a strategy or by noting the number of items that 
the subject must hold in working memory at each step of 
thinking in order to perform a strategy. Initially consider 
the number of dimensions implied by the use of a strategy. 
At stage 1.1 subjects were not aware of any conflict 
between invariant results (criterion 1). This strategy 
is ona of isolated centration, Noe Iting' s substage I. 
Stage 2.1 subjects were aware of the need for invariant 
results, i.e. comparisons between two events on one dimension 
were made, (sub.tage I I ~ ~ In addition, the subjects used an 
experimental method that involved 'trying the tennis balls 
out' and noting the difference in heights of bounce. This 
B experimentation or B strategy is a comparison of the 
tennis balls on the single dimension of height of bounce. 
The subjects predicted that tennis ball A was bouncier 
than tennis ball B if tennis ball A bounced higher than 
tennis ball B, i.e. A> B if AfI> B H. Stage 2.3 subjects used 
o experimentation. They anticipated the effect of position 
of drop on the height of bounce (criterion 3), i.e. 
Ali> BH if Ap> Bpand combined this with the comparison made 
1 ~ 5 5
at substage II to predict that A· ... B if Ap;>Bp. The use of 
bidimensional comparisons, substage III is apparent. At substage IV 
an additional dimension is included; this dimension appears to be 
the realisation of the role of intrinsic factors within the experiment 
(criterion 5). Thus, at substage IV, the single dimension of height 
of bounce is again attended to. 
The first dimension is thus: 
(relation between the best tennis ball and the 
height bounced, denoted by subscript H). 
This first dimension is combined with the second dimension, thus 
one or more of the extrinsic relations are attended to, as at 
substage III. 
Examples of the second dimension are: 
(relation between the height of bounce and position 
of drop, denoted by subscript p). 
~ ? ? BH if As> Bs (relation between the height of bounce and the 
floor surface bounced on, denoted by subscript s). 
The above two dimensions are combined with a third dimension, i.e. 
the role of an intrinsic factor is also attended to. 
The third dimension is thus: 
~ ~ > BH if Aa> ~ B B (relation between the height of bounce and the 
intrinsic bounce of the tennis ball, denoted 
by subscript B). 
Hence at substage IV the subjects realise the role of extrinsic 
and intrinsic factors and they may conclude A . ~ ~ B due to Ap..> Bp 
and/ or A s ~ ~ Bs and AB> BB. This clearly involves bidimensional 
comparison plus the third dimension of intrinsic bounce, Noelting's 
substage IV. Stages 4 and ~ ~ utilised strategies that incorporated 
the above reasoning although it was only at stage 5 that both 
extrinsic variable effects were successfully anticipated and 
controlled. It may be argued that all the stage 4 and 5 strategies 
are substage IV, thus the application of this method to identify 
Noelting's $ubstages leaves many strategies with the same 
I 
M demand of 4 and does not distinguish between them 
developmentally. The alternative method in order to match 
the proposed stages in the tennis ball task to N o ~ l r i n g ' s s
substages is to calculate the strategies' M demands by using 
an identical method to Noelting (1978) as reported by 
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Case (1978) which uses the procedures described by Case (1974b). 
For ease of reference and as an aid to comprehension of the 
principles involved in M demand calculation the D strategy, 
noted at stage 2.3 in the tennis ball task, is shown and 
then discussed below. The strategy is termed jvD in the following 
to distinguish it from strategies that are not judgment 
verification (jv) strategies. 
Working Memory Demand for the execution of a 
strategx 
Steps involved Items in Working Memory 
(i,e. being attended to) 
Step 1 - (Real Action) (i) Position of drop of A(Ap)* 
- Note position of drop 
of A (store) 
MEMORY 
DEMAND 
o 
Step 2 - (Real Action) (i) Ap 
- Note position of drop (ii) Position of drop of B(Bp)* 1 
of B (store) 
Step 3 - (Real Action) 
- Compare positions of 
drop of A & B (store) 
make Ap> Bf 
Step 4 - Note height 
bounced 'by A (store) 
Step 5 - Note height 
bounced by B (store) 
Step 6 - Compare heights 
bounced (store) 
state A> B if ~ > > Bt-l if 
Ap>Bp 
(i) Difference in positions of 
drop (Ap:> Bp) 
(i) Ap> Bp 
(ii) Height bounced by A ( ~ ) * *
(i) Ap'> Bp 
(ii) As 
(iii) Height bounced by B(BH)* 
(i) Ap>Bp 
(ii) Difference in height of 
A&B 
1 
1 
2 
2 
The M value for each step represents the figurative items 
in working memory. If the item is activated directly by 
the visual input, i.e. it is field facilitated, this is 
denoted by an asterisk. Such items are not involved in 
the working memory calculation. Strategy jvD contains 
6 steps. Items generated in one step are included in 
subsequent steps, i.e. rehearsed if they are required at 
some later step. The operative schemes necessary at each 
step were not considered to require space in working memory 
for a child spontaneously using the D strategy. This 
reflects the automatisation of operations as suggested by 
Case (1978). The jvD strategy involves real and mental 
actions, i.e. the subject positions the tennis ball A as 
well as noting its position. Thus this item is field 
facilitated. Steps 4, 5 and 6 represent the maximum 
M demand of 2 for this strategyQ Step 5 would have an 
M demand of 3 if the "height bounced by B" were not field 
facilitated. Thus if the child were asked to describe an 
experiment he/she would perform, rather than actually perform 
it, the M demand would increase by 1. This anticipatory 
M value of 3 is that predicted by the classification of 
this strategy cI5 a bidimensional comparison (Noe It ing q s 
substage III). 
Table 10.2 summarises the strategies identified and 
their related stage together ,with the predicted M demand 
implied by Noelting's substages. The M demand calculated 
187. 
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from the maximum number of items needed to be held in 
working memory in order to perform the strategy is also 
shown, and these calculations are shown in Appendix H. 
Strategy INV J was not noted to be a spontaneously executed 
strategy and thus an M demand value was not calculated. 
TABLE 10.2 
~ ~ Stage Strategy Abbreviation Noelcing's Implied Calculated 
................................ ...-.,;;..- Substage !1 M Demand 
1.1 
1.2 
2.1 
2.2 J 
u 2.3 d 
g 
m 
2.4 e 
n 3.1 t 
v 
e 
r 
3.2 i 
f 
i 
c 
4.1 a 
t 
i 
4.2 0 
n 
5.1 
Intuitive 
Judgment 
(Invariant 
Judgment) 
Bounce 
D Post-hoc 
D 
D(GD post-hoc) 
D(C s post-hoc) 
GD 
Test of 
Strength 
T(control of 
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It was argued that the larger M demand predicted 
by Noe1ting's substages represents that required for the 
formation of the strategy with the child anticipating every 
item in each step. It was clear from the subjects' actions 
and explanations that the formation of the jvD strategy 
involved using a judgment that tennis ball A should bounce 
higher than B and the argument t h a ~ ~ because it should bounce 
higher, it should be placed at a higher position of drop 
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than B. Thus the performance and formation of the strategies 
appeared to involve a shift in attention of working memory 
between two distinctly different items, figurative items 
and arguments. Arguments are the 'logical' reasons behind 
performance necessary For t-he Fo,mo.r:on and the post-hoc evaluation 
of a strategy. It appears that it is via mental attention 
to arguments that transition between the static strategies 
and hence stages occurs. It is at this level that figurative 
items from the execution of a strategy are evaluated in 
relation to the plan. For example, if a child judges that 
tennis ball A is bouncier than B and executes the jvD strategy 
to show this, he/she may realise that the figurative conclusion 
from the execution of the strategy, B> A, conflicts with 
his/her original judgment. O n c ~ ~ the conflict is realised 
this must be evaluated. This appears to instigate a series 
of steps that lead to the modification of the strategy, i.e. 
the formation of a new strategy. 
In the light of the above considerations procedures 
were set up in order to describe the subjects' total 
interactive behaviours on the tennis ball task interviews. 
Thus the procedures must 0.\ low G\ description of the 
formation, and the post evaluation of the strategies 
in terms of the arguments used by the child. 
The Procedures 
PLANS are formed, i.e. logical reasons or arguments 
are considered as a response to the TASK. The formation 
of the PLAN is directed by the task question. 
The PLAN may be seen as a set of ARGUMENTS or reasons 
for the use of the observed strategy. Thus it incorporates 
the task question and anticipated relations and actions, 
mental or real,e.g., prove Ava by bouncing the tennis balls 
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A and B because the one that bounces highest is best. The 
observed strategy and evaluation of the results are m G \ n " r e s ~ c ~ h o n s s of 
I::he 5 e ~ u e l l l - ; Q ! ! mental and real a l ~ t i o n s s necessary to carry out 
the PLAN. Thus the PLAN has a 'practical' and a 'reason 
for use' aspect, i.e. the ' s t r a t e ~ y ' ' and an 'argument'. 
In the following any mental attention directed specifically 
to figurative items is termed a strategy. In order to 
perform the PLAN the child is considered to u n d e r ~ k e e a 
series of mental steps, with the execution of the strategy 
itself being one step containing a series of substeps. 
A STEP which is analogous to a subroutine in a computer 
program is associated with some mental or real ACT. An 
ACT is a mental or real reaction to the TASK. 
Each STEP has a RULE which represents an instruction 
and relates to operations required at that step. 
A PLAN may be modified into a NUPLAN through CONFLICT 
and thus a new strategy may be formed. This occurs when 
a figurative conclusion does r ~ t t correspond to the expectations 
within the PLAN, i.e. the experimental result is unexpected 
(Piaget, 1971), or w h e ~ ~ I ~ ~ produces inconsistent results. 
Figure 10.0 illustrates the q steps in the NUPLAN 
model for interactive behaviour. STEPS 1 to 3 are similar 
to the steps described by Newell and Simon (1972) in their 
general problem solving (GPS) executive program. 
In step 1 figurative items are attended to and the 
task and the question is interpreted. 
In step 2 arguments relating to figurative items and 
task question are attended to and a plan is formed. 
Thus steps 1 and 2 are the same for 011 plans although 
the plan formed is different. 
In step 3 the PLAN is executed and, as already noted, the 
sequence may not be automatic and appears to be structured by 
the PLAN, i.e. arguments are applied within the constraints 
of the task situation. For example, if an extrinsic 
variable was considered as an element in the plan then 
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the first extrinsic variable to be considered appeared 
necessarily to be the position of drop as the child 
placed his/her hands in position to perform the 
experiment. Items included here ~ e l a t e t o o the concluding 
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step in the execution of the strategy shown in Appendix H, pU'je 2CJO. 
Step 3 produces a figurative conclusion which is 
considered at step 4 in relation to any item in the plan 
that directly concerns this conclusion. Where the items 
are equivalent, the child is able to give an answer to 
the task question with reasons dependent upon the PLAN 
utilised. Where the items are not equivalent e.g., 
a figurative conclusion for step 3 that B"> A is included 
with a judgment that A> B, then the remaining steps are 
instigated. 
In step 5 a conflict resolution strategy is executed 
that considers figurative items that may be seen to 
be associated with the c o n f l i c t ~ e . g . . that B was dropped 
from a higher position than A (Bp > A) • Items included 
here relate to the concluding steps shown in Appendix I 
which indicates the M demand of the conflict resolution 
strategies. 
In step 6 the figurative conclusion from the previous 
step is attended to and relevant items of the plan are 
considered so that a reason ,for the conflict is 
seenin terms of the items considered in the original 
PLAN e.g., if B POSITION - HIGH is the figurative 
conclusion from step 5 then B POSITION - HIGH made 
B':>'A is considered with the original judgment A>B and 
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thus a logical conclusion is reached. This conclusion might 
be that A POSITION - HIGH might give A> B. At this step the 
argument represents only one element of a possible NUPLAN. 
In step 7 a NUPLAN is formed incorporating the new argument 
(conclusion from step 6) e.g., A POSITION - HIGH makes 
A> B is incorporated with the judgment A> B and the plan item 
BOUNCE - HIGH. The NUPLAN is, if A> B make A POS ITION - HIGH 
BOUNCE. 
In step 8 the strategy relating to NUPLAN is executed 
note that under the direction of the plan, formation 
and execution of the strategy may occur simultaneously 
once the reasons for its use are formed. Items included 
here once again relate to the concluding step in the execution 
of the strategy shown in Appendix H. 
In step 9 the figurative conclusion from step 8 is 
compared to a task item directly relating to it e.g., 
conclusion A>B from step 8 relates to the judgment A>B. 
If items at this step are equivalent, i.e. the conclusion 
from step 8 satisfies the PLAN (which itself is directed by 
the task question), then the behaviour ceases. An answer is 
given with reasons dependent upon the NUPLAN utilised. If 
conflict still occurs the child may repeat steps 5 to 9 
to resolve this conflict. Of course the child may just give. 
up at any of the steps past step 4. 
Table 10.3 shows the PLANS and NUPLANS identified at 
each of the stages noted in Chapter 9. As can be seen ten 
NUPLANS were identified. Each utilised behaviour that may 
be modelled ~ s i n g g the procedures described above. The 
NUPLANS, protocols and a brief explanation of each behaviour 
are shown on the following pages. STEP 1 is omitted for all 
of the models of behaviour as the result for this step was 
always the task question in the form: PROVE AvB or 
PROVE AvB, INV, when the need for invariant results was 
realised, stage 1.2 onwards. Each NUPLAN behaviour included 
the execution of a PLAN at steps 1 to 4 and through conflict 
the PLAN was modified or rejected and a NUPLAN was formed 
at step 9. Each PLAN/NUPLAN sequence represents observed 
behaviour and although a child's statements may be misleading 
and thus not reveal his/her level of thinking it may be 
argued that his/her actions and statements give a representation 
of the underlying reasoning whether typical or atypical. 
It is supposed that each of the PLAN/NUPLAN models to be 
described represented an episode in the development of the 
control of variables and that a series of episodes may be 
used to represent a developmental sequence 0 
TABLE 10 •. 1 The PLANSLNUPLANS noted at ench § t a i ; ~ ~ Wld 
their Frequency of Use 
STAGE PLAN 
-
FREQUENCY NUPLAN FREQUENCY 
1.1 IJ 3 
1.2 (IJ) INV J 7 
2.1 BN 9 BN 3 
2.2 (BN) jvD 8 
2.3 jvD 13 jvG.D. 6 
jVCs 4 jvT 2 
2.4 jv G.D. 6 
3.1 jvT 5 jvTCs 3 
(only post-hoc) 
J.2 jvCs 2 jVCs+p 3 
(only post-hoc) 
4.1 jvCp 9 jvCp+s1 3 
4.2 jvCp+sl 3 
(jvCp) (only post-hoc) 
jvCp+s2 19 
5.1 jvCp+s2 8 
5.2 jvCP+S2 10 
The PLANS in parenthesis are those from which the NUPLAN 
was formed. 
NUPLANS jvTGs, jvCs+p, jvCp+s1, are behaviours·that were found 
'to be purely post-hoc modifications of an initial experiment. 
PLANS for these behaviour are therefore not included. 
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PROTOCOl. 
2. It(fUiUT Prove AvB BOUNCE - l n ~ 1 1
(ell.J)4rlmentor' , 
.tRud t"t1.on 
" Y o u · ~ . . b o u n c l n ~ ~ it to 5. 
p ~ ~ 8 (talk quaeeloa) 
,,,ov. ~ v a a
l ' o u t . ~ ~ l l HICH 
NUPLAN INV J 
lNV ~ o n t l u . l o n n ot 
lnvutanc.a) 
p+l It it 1. ~ l , n . r ~ . .
p+l 
This NUPLAN is atypical in that subjects at stage 1 did not 
see the need for experimentation and thus the NUPLAN model was 
adapted slightly to accommodate this feature. The stage 1.2 
behaviours NUPLAN INV J describes involved the subject's 
understanding the experimenter's PLAN, the realisation that this 
PLAN produced different results, and that there was a need for 
an invariance in the results. The behaviours arose from the 
use of the conflict sequence (see the experimental procedure, 
Chapter 9). Thus step 2 is modified from FORMPLAN to INTERPRET 
PLAN BNin that the experiment was not the subject 's own. Step 
3 is also modified to enable the observation of two experiments 
to be described. 
At step 4 conflict was realised in that the subjects were 
unable to give one answer when asked, i.e. they were not centering 
on the last result as were stage 1.1 subjects. A re-examination 
of the results (the experiments were performed again), produced 
an OUTPUT of one result at step 6. The PLAN BOUNCE = HIGH 
enabled the subjects to choose the highest tennis ball overall. 
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At step 7 subjects were able to express the realisation that 
results should be invariant INV. From this stage onwards the 
realisation of conflict between differing results was spontaneous. 
At stage 1.1 conflict was not realised and at stage 1.2 conflict 
was only realised when the experimenter persisted in asking for 
one result. 
l. 
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"1 ~ . n · t t ~ 1 1 1 ~ ~ J ~ . ~ ~
lookln&. bou. C . a I I D O ~ ~ be beat". 
The execution of PLAN IJ at step 3 produced a conflict 
at step 4 due to more than one feature being associated with 
"b i " ounc ness • By step 6 the subjects recognised that the 
use of PLAN (BOUNCY - SALIENT FEATURE), produced the conflict 
This will only occur if the subject is aware of the need for 
invariance of results (INV), i.e. if the task question is interpreted 
as PROVE AvB INV. If INV is not present in the PLAN at this point 
it may be realised at this step and introduced into the argument 
but this would increase the M demand of step 7. to p+3. Thus an 
alternative sequence to that presented in NUPLAN INV J may be seen 
in steps 1 to 6 of NUPLAN BNwhere invariance may be realised 
through the application of PLAN IJ. Such a process seems likely 
but was not noted and the subjects' responses indicated a 
familiarity with the need for invariance of results. 
At step 7 a NUPLAN was formed (BOUNCY - HIGH). This arose 
from a realisation of the need to show an invariant answer as the 
previous PLAN produced inconsistent and ambiguous results. 
Thus the subjects saw the need to experiment. The experiment 
chosen was the least structured because the subjects were unaware 
or did not anticipate the roles of the extrinsic or intrinsic 
variables. 
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The execution of strategy BNproduced conflict due to its 
unsystematic nature. Those subjects who used PLAN BNat stage 2.1 
did not make an initial judgment (see Chapter 9). This provides 
evidence for the rejection of strategy IJ at this stage and its 
importance in the formation of PLAN BN. For 4 subjects conflict 
occurred at step 4 due to the tennis balls bouncing approximately 
the same heights. Subjects at this stage were aware of the need 
for an invariant result, thus they judged one tennis ball to be 
the best from the results, but realised that their experiment 
had not shown this. The execution of the conflict resolution 
strategy at step 5 produced a realisation of the role of the 
extrinsic variable of position of drop in that this was the 
reason for the poor bounce of A, i.e. the white tennis ball was 
u n i ~ t . n t i o n a l l y y dropped from slightly higher in each case. 
At step 7 the subjects were able to combine their understanding 
of the role of the position of drop to their judgment e.g., (A>B) 
and the PLAN (BOUNCY - HIGH). This resulted in NUPLAN jvD, 
which in all cases was followed by the execution of the jvD 
strategy at step 8 and the completion of the task. The use of 
jvD may produce conflict at step 9 in that the floor surface 
is ignored and its affect on the height bounced may produce a 
result that conflicts with the subject's judgment. This did 
occur in one s u b j e c ~ s s experiment, he was confused by the result 
but could not resolve this conflict, i.e. he was not aware of 
the role of the floor surface. The making of an initial 
judgment plays an important role in this behaviour, i.e. if no 
judgment is made by step 6, then the subjects are unable to 
make use of their understanding of the role of the extrinsic 
variable and the continued use of BNexperimentation will produce 
very inconsislent results. 
It appears that as the PLAN BNbecomes automatised the 
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reasons for its formation are not attended to and thus initial 
judgments may be made by SUbjects using strategy BN. This behaviour 
was noted for 4 subjects at stage 2.2 and for these subjects 
the conflict at step 4 was due to the fact that the initial 
judgment and the experimental result were different. A reason 
for the conflict due to the experiment was found in each case 
due to the unsystematic nature of BNexperimentation. For one 
subject the conflict was due to the floor surface, he formed 
NUPLAN jvD but, because the position of drop was not attended to 
in the execution of the strategy, this NUPLAN was not successful 
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in confirming the judgment. The subject showed confused behaviour 
at step 9 returning to just bouncing the tennis balls. 
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This NUPLAN represents typical post-hoc behaviour where 
a variable initially overlooked is incorporated ~ n t o o a modified 
jvD strategy. The conclusion from step 6 represents a realisation 
of the role of the extrinsic variable of floor surface. At step 
7 the original plan which had incorporated item BOUNCE - HIGH 
within it at its formation, is combined with the new information 
concerning the effect of the floor surface. It should be noted 
that both NUPLAN GO and 0 were found to have M demands of p+3. 
For execution of the strategy the M demand was found to be 3 
units for G.O. and 2 units for D. That the NUPLANS have the 
same M demands is not surprising as the PLANS are essentially 
the same. It is in the execution of the strategy that an extrinsic 
variable might be overlooked and this reduces the M demand. 
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This 'control' or elimination of different floor surfaces 
represents an exclusion of an extra effect soti)at 0 experfmentation 
may be performed without producing a conflict between the judged' 
and experimental results. At step 6 the reason for the 
conflict-between the judgment and the experimental results 
was realised, i.e. the surface on which B bounced gave it 
some extra height (B SURFACE - EXTRA HIGH). At step 7 this 
conclusion combined with the elements of PLAN jvD produced NUPLAN 
jvCs in which the extra effect was 'controlled' (at this level, 
eliminated). This was purely a simplification of the situation 
so that the judgment could be confirmed. Control was not used 
in an attempt to show the role of the intrinsic factor of 
bounce. It should be noted once again that the M demand for 
this jvNUPLAN was p+3. 
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The s u b j e c ~ s s experiment enabled the application of the 
test of strength argument, in that a search at step 5 for a 
reason for conflict produced none (by accident the floor 
surfaces were the same for both tennis balls). The search for 
a reason for conflict led to the conclusion that the judgment 
was incorrect and that the white tennis ball (A) was bounciest. 
The subjects realised that an advantage of a higher position of 
drop was given to the yellow tennis ball (8) and A still won. 
They concluded that an intrinsic bounce variable was operative 
within the situation. This leads to NUPLAN jvT at step 7. 
The subjects considered that intrinsic bounce needed to be 
shown thus B> A due to B a ~ ~ AJ3was anticipated. By applying 
PLAN jvD, i.e. giving tennis ball A an advantage (A HIGH POSITION -
A HIGH BOUNCE), a result of BH> AHwas thus considered to prove 
B> A. 
In this model the subjects did not see the necessity 
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for further experimentation as their original experiment had already 
shown the result. Thus NUPLAN jvT did not represent a new plan . 
- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~
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of real action, it was a re-interpretations of an old plan due 
to the realisation of the role of an intrinsic variable. It 
should be noted that unless subjects attend to the floor surface 
eventual experimentation using this NUPLAN may produce conflict. 
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d1d not b o ~ n c . . too h1.n, it "'a. £lot, ~ l v e n n :\lOre bounce Dy ~ 1 n & & on the floor. 
This NUPLAN is a straightforward formation and execution 
of the jvT, i.e. the test of strength strategy. The subjects 
argued at step 2, that an application of PLAN jvD to tennis 
ball A, i.e. A HIGH POSITION = A HIGH BOUNCE, would confirm 
the judgment B> A if the result was that B bounced the highest 
These subjects must have been aware of the role of 
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an intrinsic factor or they would not have argued in this manner 
and formed PLAN jvT. The execution of the strategy at step 3 
produced a realisation at step 4 that the judgment was not confirmedo 
A reason was searched for and it was realised at step 6 that the 
floor surface caused tennis ball A to bounce too much (A SURFACE = 
EXTRA BOUNCE). The subjects arguments at this step involved 
considering that the intrinsic bounce ( B >A due to BB >A e1was 
not shown when A was given an advantage of position of drop 
(A HIGH POSITION = A HIGH BOUNCE) because A SURFACE = EXTRA 
BOUNCE produced the result A>B. The subjects decided to control 
this extra effect at step 7 and thus their NUPLAN was a Test of 
Strength experiment that controlled the floor surfaceo This 
'control' strategy was used in order to simplify the 
experiment., so that the jvT strategy could be used. 
NUl'l.AN jv C ~ + p p (Tha t'fIlaU,ntion th:\c in 1)1'".1' to .how til .. 'ntrlll.le 
_______ .0. Sounce us!n e ual oslc. ons Ot 'Jrnu ~ ~ 11f-.',e' 
f"ctot' ... cnm "rtson cd 210. 
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A form of centration existed 
within the subjects' arguments in that they excluded the floor 
surface in order to show the intrinsic bounce, but did not apply 
this idea to the position of drop. This lack of integration is 
typical transition behaviour (Inhelder et al,l974) 
A feature of the NUPLAN jvCs+p behaviour was that the original 
jVCs strategy was not rejected. Conflict was realised at step 4 
-
in that a tennis ball was noted to bounce higher than it 
should. It appears that the judgment was that tennis ball A 
should bounce higher than B, but a large difference was not 
expected. At step 5 the subjects attended to the fact that only 
the positiomof drop used were different and at step 6 it was 
realised that the reason for the large difference shown at 
step 3 was due to an intrinsic effect plus an extrinsic effect 
due to the higher position of A. At step 7 the use of the 
alternative jvCs experiment was anticipated, 0 p ~ ~ Apwill make 
B ~ A . . The subjects considered comparing the height bounced 
by A in the old experiment with the height bounced by B in 
the new experLment and by attending to the realisation that 
different positions of drop would affect the difference in 'tbe 
heights shown, the subjects strategy was to control the position 
of drop between the old and new experLments for A old and B new. 
The same floor surface was used in the new experiment as the PLAN 
jVCs was used again. One subject used this type of behaviour 
after he wu shawn the conflict sequence and thus the behaviour 
differed slightly, i.e. at step 4 A> B and B> A were considered 
and at step 6 item A & B (variance in result) was considered 
with items Aa> Be, Ap> Brand NOT As>Bs (extrinsic and intrinsic 
factors operative). This resulted in the formation of NUPLAN 
jvCs+p. None of these subjects could perform a single 'control 
of both variables' experiment and when they were prompted to try 
out one experiment, two subjects controlled the position of drop' 
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and ignored the floor surface, (jvCp) and one subject reverted 
to just controlling the floor surface (jvCs). It was concluded 
that this stage 3.2 behaviour was transitional between jVCs 
and jvCp. 
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This behaviour is similar to the behaviours involved in 
NUPLAN jvCs+p, but in this instance the position of drop is 
controlled i n i t i a l l y ~ ~ In NUPLAN jvCs+p the extrinsic variable of 
position of drop is manipulated to verify the judgment, in 
NUPLAN jvCp it is controlled and the floor surface variable 
overlooked. The fact that the position of drop is the first 
variable that has to be considered suggests that this behaviour 
is more advanced. Conflict occurred between the initial 
judgment and the experimental result at step 4 because the 
floor variable was overlooked. By step 6 the subjects understood 
the reason for the conflict. At step 7 the subjects considered 
the following: 
that Bs.) As made B> A in the old experiment and 
As ~ B s w i l l l make A > B in a new experiment but 
if As New - Bs Old (conclusion from 6, surfaces 
must be equal) 
AH new) BH old 
will show A >B 
(expected result 
to confirm judgment) 
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Thus they were able to use their old strategy and compare • control , 
elements between the two experiments. 
It was noted that the 3 subjects using this behaviour at 
stage 4.1 could not then perform a single 'control of both 
variables' experiment but·the 3 subjects using this behaviour 
at stage 4.2 could. NUPLAN jvCp+s is of course inaccurate 
as one subject at stage 4.2 stated "you can see it better, there 
is no doubt about the result when you can see them bounce in 
one experiment". 
2. FORM PLAN 
jvCp 
3. 
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6. 
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This behaviour is identical to the previous behaviour up 
to step 6. The subjects controlled the posi.tion of drop but 
overlooked the floor surface variable. The resulting conflict 
between the judged and experimental results produced a realisation 
of the role of the extrinsic variable of floor surface at step 6. 
The NUPLAN at step 7 involves the following items: 
'\{.:> BH if A >B (expected result to confirm 
judgment) 
this must be due to 
not due to 
not due to 
(anticipated intrinsic variable) 
(anticipated extrinsic variables 
.of position of drop and floor 
surface) 
The final item represents the conclusion from step 6 and the 
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subject is then able to perform a jvCp+s2 strategy 
controlling both floor surface and position of drop. 
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Discussion 
A major feature of the behaviours was the use of 
judgment verification strategies. The separate episodes 
noted in the sequence up to NUPLAN jvD highlight the 'need' 
for such a technique. The development appeared to follow 
the episodes: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
PLAN IJ - NUPLAN INV J 
PLAN INV J - NUPLAN BN 
PLAN BN - NUPLAN jvD 
In (i) a need for invariance between results was realised. 
In (ii) this realisation of invariance led to the subjects' 
realisation of the need for experimentation in that PLAN INV J 
produced conflicting results, thus the subjects appeared not 
to make judgments at this stage. NUPLAN BN involved a strategy 
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that was unstructured and this led to the conflict due to the tennis 
balls bouncing equal heights. The subjects' concept of invariance 
led to the restricted hypothesis that only one tennis ball 
could be bouncie&t and this was the reason conflict Qccurred. 
For other subjects it was argued that the use of PLAN BNwas 
automatic and thus the reason for use in terms of the rejection 
of the making of judgments was forgotten. Thus PLAN BNproduced 
conflict due to the judgment and the experimental result 
differing. In (iii) once the ~ o l e e of an extrinsic variable 
was realised the subjects could deliberately produce consistency 
and overcome conflict. The subjects attempting PLAN BNknew 
they had to bounce the tennis balls but they were often unsure 
what to do, once they had realised the role of an extrinsic 
variable their actions became more sure, i.e. they had a 
reason for performing the expertment and they anticipated 
consistent results. 
tWO types of conflict have been noted, 
(a) the conflict due 1-0 an expected invariance, i.e. that 
one tennis ball should always be best and remain invariant in 
experimental results, and (b) the conflict between an intuitive 
judgment (the anticipation of a result) and a different 
experimental result. It was found that all new behaviour 
occurred due to these two types of conflict.* The transition 
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from NUPLAN jvD to jvCp where the position of drop was controlled 
successfully was of particular interest. The episodes were: 
PLAN jvD 
PLAN jvCs 
- NUPLAN jvCs/ jvT 
NUPLAN jvCs+Pl (PLAN jvCp) 
Three post-hoc behaviours were noted for the use of PLAN jvD, 
these are shown in NUPLANS jvGD, jvT and jvCs. They all were 
noted to stem from a conflict between the judged and 
experimental results. NUPLAN jvCs resulted in the control 
of the floor surface, i.e. the rug was eliminated from the 
situation. NUPLAN jvT resulted in a re-interpretation of the 
results of the jvD experiments due to a realisation of the 
need to show the effect of an intrinsic variable. 
It may be concluded that both the skill of the control 
of one variable in order to simplify the jvD experiment and 
the realisation of the need to show the effect of the intrinsic 
i' 
It ShOll/,j be noted Mat r. 8rj1nt (ICf82), ;(1 e} 1)"';(M'llts on the rleveLl(fi1cd:. 
of no USLJr", ~ l ~ n n +, fc: uncJ +ho.t Cllj""et," rY\ent t:-+ween ~ ~ h i l l h'J 1("" ro rhf'f If Inn 
c a " r l ; c ~ J J pnx,uced ,(ri-ellt',tvn/ chong€. 
variable oCClln:e:i at approximately the same point in the 
developmental sequence. It should be noted that the test 
of strength episodes of behaviour were purely compromise 
solutions, because control of variables was not 'understood 
adequately' and that the control of the floor surface 
post-hoc occurred for the test of strength experimentation, 
i.e. NUPLAN Tea. Thus it appears that the strategy of 
control by eltmination of floor surface, the simplification 
control strategy, was available for those subjects using the 
jvT strategy but that the control by cancellation of an 
additional position of drop was not available. The subjects 
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who used PLAN jvCs were aware of the role of intrinsic variables 
and they were able to eliminate the floor surface in order 
to allow this effect to be shown. Thus integration between 
a realisation of the need to show the intrinsic variable's 
effect and a realisation of the confounding effects of allOWing 
extrinsic factors to be varied was only partial at this 
stage, i.e. only the floor surface was controlled in order 
to allow the difference due to the intrinsic variable to be 
shown. Conflict between judged and experimental results 
led the subjects to consider the extrinsic variable of 
position of drop and hence NUPLAN jvCs+p was formed. This 
comparison of items from the two separate experiments represented 
novel post-hoc behaviour and may represent the earliest attempt 
to control the position of drop variable. Note that two 
:. 
subjects were able to perform PLAN jvCp after NUPLAN jvCs+p. 
These subjects ignored the floor variable immediately after 
using a strategy that included its control. It appears that 
these subjects were restricted in their application of the 
need to show the effect due to the intrinsic variables, 
i.e. the consideration of one variable at a time. 
TABLE 10.4 M demand values for the execution of the 
strategies together with the FORMPLANS 
& NUPLANS 
PLAN STRATEGY FORMPLAN 
-
NUPLAN 
EXECUTION (anticipated (post-hoc 
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formation ) formation) 
IJ 0 
INV J 
B 1 1 2 
jvD 2 2 3 
jv GD 3 3 3 
jvT 2 3 3 
(jvTC.) 3 4 
jvCs 3 3 or 4 3 or 4 
(jvCs+p) 3 4 
jvCp 2 3 4 
(jvCp+Sl) 3 4 
jvCp+s2 3 4 4 
(The PLANS in parenthesis were only noted as post-hoc behaviours 
and did not have associated FORHPLANS). 
(N.B.: FORHPLAN jvCs has an M demand of 4 units if the effect· 
o( an intrinsic variable ~ a n t l c l p a t e d . . if only extrinsic 
variables are considered then M - 3. Similarly for 
NUPLAN jvCs" M - 3 or 4). 
The M demands for the NUPl.ANS and r'ORMPLANS for the 
behaviours are shown in Table 10.4. It can be seen that 
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the transition behaviour jvCs was found to require an equivalent 
M space to the successful FORMPLAN jvCp+S2. Thus although 
integration was incomplete at this stage, the extrinsic, 
intrinsic and judgment items needed to be attended to. 
It should be noted that PLAN jvCp was found in two 
instances to develop from jvCs+p and thus the NUPLAN jvCs+p 
M demand of 4 units is given for this behaviour. It 
therefore appears that an M space of 4 units is required for 
the proposed developmental sequence from PLAN jvD to PLAN jvCp. 
This evidence tends to justify the placement of stages 4 and 
5 (PLAN jvCs+p onwards) at Noelting's substage IV in that 
this is considered to require an M space of 4 units. It 
appears also that the transition behaviours PLAN jvTCs and 
PLAN jvCs require an M space of 4. 
It is clear that the calculation of the M space required 
for the formation of a strategy, in particular the post-hoc 
formation, i.e. NUPLAN behaviour, has a greater predictive 
power for the developmental level of these behaviours than 
the M demand value calculated from the execution of the 
strategy. Note that the M space required for uxecution of 
the strategy that used the control of the position of drop 
(jvCp) was calculated to be only 2 units. Yet it was expected 
that the strategy was an example of Noe/ting's substage IV 
and this should have the M demand noted for the NUPLAN of 
4 units. Thus the M apace required for the initial formation 
of a PLAN may be the true indicator of its difficulty. 
It appears in the following instances that the NUPLAN 
required a larger M space than the FORMPLAN. 
FORMPLAN 
BN;M - 1 
jvD; M - 2 
jVCp; M - 3 
NUPLAN 
B N ~ M M - 2 
jvD; M - 3 
jvCs+p; M - 4 
This indicates further that the initial formation of a PLAN 
appears to be the most demanding point in that behaviour. 
The later formation ot I::h e P LAr\1 , i.e. its· fe-use 0r'pea.rs to be Ie 55 delYlC\fld ;n\.l 
To summarise the points concerning M space, it appears 
likely that: 
(i) M space must be equal to 4 units for the control 
strategy transition behaviours to occur (NUPLAN jvTCs, 
jvCs onwards); 
(ii) M space may be greater for the NUPLAN than the 
FORMPLAN, i.e. transition to a behaviour often 
appears to be more demanding than the formation or 
the execution of the behaviour; 
(iii) M space required for strategy execution appears to be 
a less adequate predictor of the order of attainment 
and the demands of a strategy than the value given 
by NUPLAN, i.e. the number of arguments considered 
that are the \nitial reasons for use' of the strategy. 
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With specific reference to Noehing's substages the 
predicted M demands for each of the substages are equivalent 
to the M demands noted for the NUPLAN arguments •. 
NoeltlngVs M DEMAND STRATEGY NUPLAN 
Substage M DEMAND 
I Isolated 1 IJ 1* 
Centration 
II Unidimensional 2 B 2 
Comparison 
III Bidimensional 3 jvD 3 
Comparison 
IV Bidimensional 4 jVCs to 4 
Comparison jvCp+s2 
& third 
dimension 
(*this value was not calculated but was assumed to be 1 unit). 
Noelting's substage IV may be defined for the tennis ball 
task as a substage in which the intrinsic and extrinsic 
factors are considered. The work presented in this chapter 
tends to support Case's M demand theory (Case, 1978), in that 
Noetting's 4 substages have been identified. The predicted 
m a x ~ ~ M demand of 4 units for stage IV behaviours is also 
confirmed. This evidence does not contradict Pascual-Leone's 
theory in that this also predicts that subjects at substage 
IV have available an M space of 4 units, although M spaces 
larger than 4 units are predicted for later stages of 
development. It is interesting to note that the M demand 
of the NUPLAN is greater than that for the FORMPLAN by 1 unit 
until the NUPLAN M demand equals 4 units, it then becomes 
no larger as the FORMPLAN increases to 4 units o It appears 
that a maximum has been reached, at least for this particular 
task. This point will be returned to in the concluding 
chapter. 
The noted points of transition from Noe Iting's substage 
III to IV, i.e. the NUPLAN episodes that were truly 
transitional and not just compromise or more sophisticated 
forms of simpler strategies, provide an insight into 
possible techniques for the acquisition of the control 
of both variables (substage IV). The obvious educational 
implications of this noted development of a 'control of 
variables' strategy at the concrete operational level will 
be discussed in the concluding chapter and related to the 
development,noted in Chapter S, of a formal operational 
notion of control. 
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CONCLUSION: 
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
Introduction 
The experimental work reported in the previous 
chapters represents the gradual development of the writer's 
thoughts in the area. It is pertinent at this stage to more 
fully describe the relation between several of the diverse 
studies presented in the preceding chapters and the major 
studies of the development of control of variables described 
in Chapters 5, 9 and 10. The relation between these ~ h r ~ e e
chapters is of major importance to this study, and will be 
discussed in the main body of this chapter. 
The study had as its starting point a task,.Wollman's 
target sphere task (Wollman, 1976). In the replication 
study described in Chapter 2, similar tasks were found to 
be solved by 49% of subjects aged from 11 to 18 years, 
(see Appendix B , Q l ) ~ ~ using strategies other than the 
correct H strategy. Further study of this and similar 
tasks revealed that the majority of Secondary School children 
were capable of using three major strategies on these tasks, 
i.e. the H, C aRd·G.D. strategies. More importantly it appeared 
that Secondary School children had available all three 
strategiesG This was confirmed by the fact that the C 
and H strategies appeared to be task specific for the 
12 to 15 year old sample tested. The C strategy was more 
readily applied to a task that could-be perceived of as a 
handicap c.omp!l:itlon. The H strategy was more readily 
perceived of as applying to un olympic type competition. Thus 
it E.ppeared that t:.he problem was not tha.t the H strategy 
was unavailable to the Secondary School child. but that 
a l t ~ r n a t i v e e strategies were also available, which affected 
the use of the correct strategy. It was apparent that 
the alternate use of these strategies would lead to 
conflict and the eventual rejection of allot-her strategies 
but the H strategy. (At this level the control strategy 
m3.Y be considered to be a formal operati.onal one). This 
led to a study of t.he development o'f the use of the H 
strategy for an 11 to 18 year old sample for which four 
stages in the integration of the criteria for use of the 
strategies were identified. 
The fact that the H strategy was c ~ c c e F + - e d d 6 ~ ~ 90% 
of 11 year oids (see Table 5.1), led to a consideration 
of the age at which, and the process by which, this strategy 
ut;!veloped. The tennis ball t.ask was utilised in that this 
was noted by Wollman (1976) to be successfully solved by 
children of Junior School age. It was noted t h a ~ ~ such a 
task is an empirical task, whereas the plasticine and 
target sphere tasks used in the Secondary School studies 
are quasi/empirical tasks. An empirical task needs to be 
solved using empirical proof in that the relation to be 
determined is unknown. The quasi/empi.rical task appeared 
to be solved using strategies other than the H strategy 
because the relation to be determined was alr.eady known, thus 
the necessity for empirical proof was not realised. 
This study reported in Chapter 6, revealed that 3 0 ~ ~ of the 
9 and 10 year old sample (mean age 10.2 years) could use 
a form of H strategy. 
Studies of the H strategy utilised by 8 to 11 year 
olds, reported in Chapter 8, revealed that they were using 
a concrete form of control strategy, i.e. negation by 
elimination for the floor surface variable in the tennis 
ball task,and negation by cancellation of a difference 
for the position of drop variable in the tennis ball 
task. These subjects did not appear to be able to consider 
the neutralisation of an effect (Piaget's formal operational 
control strategy). In addition these subjects did not 
realise that a larger difference in bounce between the 
tennis balls could be shown by increasing, by an equal 
a m o u n ~ ~ the position of drop for both tennis balls. Such 
a notion would involve the consideration of the relations 
between the functions of the variables and this understanding 
of the H strategy is thus a formal operational one. That 
3 0 ~ ~ of 8 and 9 year old subjects (mean age 8.8 years) 
could use a 'concrete' control strategy was apparent. 
In addition the fact that the child's ideas of moral 
'fairness' or 'justice' develop at about 9 years of age 
(Piaget, 1932), suggested that it was at this age that 
the strategy developed. 
The Junior School interviews using the tennis ball 
task,described in Chapter 9, were undertaken in order to 
discover the process by which the concrete operational 
control strategy developed. 
The choice of an interview technique was partly 
dictated by the typically poor written responses from 
children of J u n i ~ ~ School age, but more importantly it 
was felt that only by observing the subject's interactions 
with the physical situation could a true picture of a 
child's reasoning be determined, particularly at the 
concrete operational level. 
The interactive nature of the behaviours, described 
in Chapter 9, necessarily led to the setting up of procedures 
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in Chapter 10 that could describe in detail the·dynamic behaviour$. 
This information processing approach utilised in Chapter 10 
revealed four distinct substages in the development of 
a 'concrete operational' control strategy. 
The developmental substages 
The four substages in the development of the concrete 
operational control strategy and the four substages in 
the development of the formal operational control strategy 
are presented in Table 11.0. 
Three initial realisations marked the transitions 
between the concrete 'control' substages: 
(i) The transition from substage 1 to 2 was marked by 
the realisation of the need for invarlance in results 
and led to B experimentation. 
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TABLE 11,0 The Eight Substages 
Concrete 'Control' Substa&es Mean Ase 
Years ,Months 
1 Isolated centration 5.8 
2 Unidimensional comparison 6.4 
3 Bidimensional comparison 7.5 
4 Bidimensional comparison, 9.0 
+ 1 extra dimension. 
Formal 'Control' Substages 
1 Isolated centration 12.2 
2 Unicriterion comparison 13.1 
3 Bicriteria comparison 14.7 
4 Tricriteria comparison 16.8 
(ii) The transition from substage 2 to 3 was marked 
by a realisation of the role of extrinsic variables 
within the e ~ r i m e n t t and led to all jv experimentation. 
(iii) The transition from substage 3 to 4 was marked by 
a r e ~ l i s a t i o n n of the role of intrinsic as well as 
extrinsic variables within the expertment, which 
led to control experimentation, 
It appears that the strategies applied to the 'control of 
variables' tasks at the formal level are developed at the 
concrete level. The compensation strategy was not found 
to be used by the subjects in the tennis ball interviews, 
although such a strategy is available to children at the 
concrete operational level, The study r e p o ~ t a d d in Chapter 
7 suggests that" this strategy i. not used widely until 
a p p r o x ~ t e l y y 12 years of age ( 3 ~ ~ of a sample with 
mean age 12,1 years), This suggests that theHe concrete 
strategies are applied to a variety of tasks and tend 
to become task specific at the early formal level. 
For the H strategy one specific task is the 'olympic' 
type situation or empirical task. For the C strategy 
one specific task is the 'hmldicap' race situation, one 
version of a quasi/empirical task. For the G.D. strategy 
one specific task appears to be the meter task, another 
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version of a quasi/empirical tasle, where the roles of the 
variables are unfamiliar and thus are not obviously compensatory. 
Examples of the specific role of the G.D. strategy are to 
be found in G.l.T. where the child, after achieving an 
unexpected result, i.e. it contradicts his/her intuitions, 
manipulates the experiment to show what he/she wants. 
It appears most likely that the other strategies identified 
at the concrete level are task specific e.g., the test of 
strength strategy appears only to be used in experimentation. 
At the end of the concrete operational stage therefore, 
the subjects appear to have available PLANS and are aware 
of their 'practical' and 'reasons for use' aspects, i.e. aware of 
the strategies and arguments. The criterion for use of 
a particular strategy may be considered to be a stmplifi,.d 
statement of its argument. The substages in the development 
of the 'control of variables' at the formal operational level 
involve comparison of the criteria for use of the strategies, 
i.e. the simplified argumentn. lunzer (l965) argues, in 
a consideration of the ~ o n t r o l l of variableJ tasles and the 
'proportionality' tasks described in G.L.T., that 
a feature of formal reasoning is the elaboration of 
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second order relations, that is, relations between relations. 
First order relations are tho. achieved at the concrete 
level as they are merely relations between objects. In 
this light the concrete substages may be viewed as phases 
in the ability to handle first order relations or strategies, 
i.e. NUPLAN behaviours. The formal substages may be 
viewed as phases in the ability to handle second order 
relations or 'arguments' for the use of the strategies. 
It is not proposed to discuss in detail the developmental 
processes as these have been dealt with at length in 
Chapters 5, 9 and 10. Specific points concerning transition 
will be discussed when referring to the educational implications 
of this work. It must be stressed that the substage at 
which a child may be, at a particular instant, is dependent 
upon the level of operativity he/she has reached. 
M Demand Considerations 
The two major proposals for M space, the linear 
increase theory of Pascual-I.eone (1969) and the static 
theory of Case (1978) were discussed in the introduction to 
Chapter 10. T h e ~ e e theories are easily distinguished by 
the size of working memory they predict at the concrete 
and formal operational levels. Table 11.1 compares the 
size of working memory predicted by Pascual-Leona's theory 
and Casevs theory, with that found for the tennis ball task. 
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TABLE 11.1 
Age Ds=velo]2mental Size of Size of Size of 
Substage Working Working Working 
Memory M e m o ~ ~ M e m o r ~ ~
Predicted Predicted in 
-b ~ ~ Pascual- b:£ Case tennis 
Leone. ball taskso 
6-8 Late pre-operations/ 2 1 1 
early concrete 3 2 2 
operations 3 3 
9-10 Middle concrete 4 4 
operations 4 
11-12 Late concrete/ 5 0 
early formal 
operations 1 
13-14 Middle formal 6 2 1 
operations 3 2 
15-16 Late formal 3 
operations 7 4 4 
The value for working memory shown in each case is the 
space left available once the plan has been attended to. 
The values for the tennis ball task at the concrete level 
were e s t a b l i s h e ~ ~ in Chapter 10 and are the NUPLAN values. 
The values for formal operational substages have not been 
established and are considered below. It is proposed that 
the only items included in formal operational level M space 
calculations should be those that relate to the comparison 
of arguments, or c r i t e r i ~ f o r r the use of the strategies. 
The recognition or the 'understanding' of a strategy is 
consldered to be concrete level behaviour and it is 
considered that at the formal level such recognition is 
automatic. Thus Isolated Centration; substage 1, has a 
formal working memory of 0, in that the behaviour was 
a simple recognition of strategies. 
Unicriterion comparison, substage 2, involved the 
recognition of strategies, but one criterion was then 
applied to the two remaining strategies, one at a time. 
It is proposed that the working memory required for each 
application of the criterion is 1 unit. 
Bicriteria comparison, substage 3, involved the 
application of two criteria to the strategies, one at 
a time and hence it is proposed tl}at the working memory 
required for each application of the two criteria is 2 
units. 
Tricriteria comparison, substage 4 involved the 
~ p p l i c a t i o n n of the criteria to each strategy, one at a time, 
and thus it appears that the size of working memory required 
for this may be 3 units. 
The formation of a new c r i t e r i ~ n n at substage 4.2 
may require a further 1 unit of working memory. The 
'assumptions' criterion appears to be applied as an addition 
at this level in order. to resolve the conflict due to 
applying all three criteria,in that this integration does 
not reject any strategies. Thus it appears that this 
substage may require 4 units of working memory. 
The proposed working memory values for the formal 
operational substage are tentative. The analysis of the 
H demands for the concrete operational development of the 
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H strategy revealed that the NUPLAN, 1.e. the initial 
formation of a PLAN, appeared to be the most reliable indicator 
of the M value for a behaviour. This value gives the size 
of working memory required before a child may successfully 
progress to a new behaviour. It was noted that this NUPLAN 
value appeared to be, in general, 1 unit larger than the 
value calculated for the execution of a strategy. It 
might be the case thatthe M values postulated above for 
the formal operational substaaes are 1 unit higher, in 
that these v a l u ~ s s were calculated in relation to the 
application of the criteria and not in relation to the 
arguments arising from conflicts due to the comparisons. 
It is apparent that a study of the transitions between 
the formal substages is required before M values can be 
satisfactorily calculated. 
A structured interview technique that involves the 
presentation of the inherent conflicts, due to application 
of the criteria, at the clifferent substages would be likely 
to reveal the dynamic aspects of the formal level development 
and hence enable a NUPLAN, M demand calculation. In spite 
of the tentative nature of the M space values shown in 
Table 11.1, it appears that M sphce increases with age 
in accordance with Case's proposals rather than Pascual-Leone's. 
The parallel developmental sequences at the concrete 
and formal levels with their increasinaly sophisticated 
plans adds f u r t h ~ r r support to Case's proposals. The size 
of working memory available to be applied to arguments 
in the development of strategies, appears to increase 
at the Junior School level from 1 to 4 units. At the 
formal level the size of working memory available to 
contrast the arguments for use of the strategies also 
appears to increase to a maximum of 4 units. 
Methodological Problems 
Before concluding by pointing out some of the 
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educational implications of this study, it is necessary to 
indicate and clarify some of the more significant methodological 
problems inherent in some of the studies in this thesis. 
F i r ~ t t and perhaps the most important limitation applies 
to the proposed concrete and formal developmental sequences 
for the H strategy, in that the studies upon which the 
sequences vera based involved cross-sectional testing of 
age groups. The need for longitudinal studies in relation 
to the Secondary School development was mentioned in the 
concluding remarks to Chapter 5. Although longitudinal 
studies are to be recommended the many practical difficulties 
make this procedure a difficult one to put into practice. 
The structured interview technique used in Chapter 9, which 
allowed 8ubjects to make po.t-hoc corrections, was found 
to provide evidence of transitional behaviour. This approach, 
although not as reliable as longitudinal studies, provided 
evidence of the existence and order of 8teae. due to thas. 
noted tran8itions between stages. 
A second limitation was due to the use of 6th form 
subject. for the samples of 16 to 19 year olds. The statutory 
School leaving age for the subjects tested was 16 years 
of age and thus the samples of children over 16 years of 
age were of higher than average ability. Thus the results 
for these subjects may represent a p o t e n t i a ~ ~ not achieved 
by the majority of the general population. Thus substage 4 
for the formal operational stage may represent a behaviour 
only achieved by the minority of the adult population. 
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Thirdly it should be noted that, wherever possible, 
s u b j e c ~ s s responses were checked if they were unclear, in 
order to guard against mis-classifying the level of reasoning. 
In a d d i t i o n ~ w h e n e v e r r younger subjects (below 12 years of age) 
were tested, each question was read through with the group 
being tested, but no help was given with written responses. 
Thus the questionnaire responses for the youngest subjects 
may represent levels of reasoning below their potential. 
Nevertheless, the interview technique used in Chapter 9 
tends to support the data found by questionnaire for the 
early use. of the H strategy. 
Educational Implications 
Strong educational implications may be derived from 
these findings in relation ~ o o the age at which, and the 
manner in which, children should be introduced to ~ a s k s ' '
involving the 'control of variables'. It appears that 
although the concrete level control strategy does not 
involve the • formal logic I of the more mature strategy of 
control by neutralisation, it l118y be used to study the 
role 0 f an independent variable by excluding other 
confounding independent variables. The acquisition of this 
skill was shown to be due to the child making and testing 
his/her own judgments. These 'incorrect' strategies e.g., 
D experimentation, G.D. experimentation, etc. play an . 
important role in the development of the 'correct' control 
strategy. The acquisition of the control strategy at 
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the concrete level was noted to be an active exploratory 
process in which the child discovers relationships and develops 
strategies through post-hoc corrections. Such a learning 
process is typically concrete and has been noted by 
Inhelder et al (1974) in the study of number, length and 
class inclusion. It seems likely that an approach which 
encouraged the making of judgments which was followed by 
individual experimentation, would in itself aid the development 
of the control strategy, in that conflicts between the judged 
and experimental results would occur. The emphasis is on 
individual experimentation in this suggested approach, in 
that it appears that the child must take an active part in 
the testing of his judgments in order for post-hoc corrections 
to be made to his/her strategies. Specific conflicts similar 
to the conflict and alternative conflict sequences used in 
Chapter 9 may be introduced where the child's experimentation 
does not produce a conflict. This approach has two aims. 
Fir»tly, it enables the child to become familiar with 
a variety of inuependent variables in a variety of tasks 
and hence develops an awareness of the operation of 
intrinsic variables within certain tasks e.g., the bending 
rods task used in G.L.T. and in the tennis balls tasks 
used in this thesis. 
Secondly, it enables the development of a concrete 
control strategy that may be applied to tasks, initially 
to simplify e x p e r ~ e n t a t i o n n and then,finally, to control 
extrinsic variables in order to show the effect of an 
intrinsic variable. 
The choice of task appears to be of prime importance 
at the concrete level and it appears that it must satisfy 
three criteria. 
Firstly, the tasK should involve the determination of 
the effect of an intrinsic variable. 
Secondly, the task should involve the use of a limited 
number of familiar variables, preferably including one 
extrinsic variable that may be removed by the subjects, 
e.g., the rug in the tennis ball task, as it was this 
variable that was controlled initially by the subjects. 
Thirdly, the tasK should involve immediate feedback 
so that experiments may be immediately evaluated and 
post-hoc corrections made and then evaluated. 
Many tasks exist of the above type e.g., comparison 
of the 'speeds' of two similar toy racing cars on 
identical tracks whose slopes and length. may be altered. 
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At the formal level the criteria for use of the 
strategies need to be identified. To this end task specific 
problems may be introduced so that the child's or class's 
0, G.D., C and H solutions to these problems may be contrasted. 
Such a method should reduce the use of the 0 and G.D. 
strategies on tasks requiring 'fair' solutions. Further 
comparisons between the use of the C and H strategies, in 
terms of 'handicap' and ' o l y m p i ~ ~ type competition'should 
reduce the use of the C strategy in 'fair' tasks in science. 
MOre importantly, these comparisons should aid the development 
of more sophisticated criteria for the.US8 of the H strategy . 
in relation to the rejected strategies. It should be noted 
that the emphasis in these formal level proposals for the 
advancement of the development of the formal 'H' strategy 
is not upon experimentation, but upon reflection upon the 
use of already acquired strategies. 
A common feature of both the concrete and formal 
'training' proposals is the use of alternative strategies, 
i.e. 'mistakes'. Early mistakes, such as making judgments and 
verifying them,and later ones, such as using the compensation, 
strategy, were found to playa crucial role in the development 
of the H strategy and it appears that they should be 
'encouraged' and utilised rather than penalised by educators. 
M demand was noted to play a c r ~ c i a l l role in the 
development of the concrete and formal H strategies and 
careful teak analys1s must be undertaken so that the H 
i , 
demand is reduced to a minimum for any task utilised. 
In summary, it may be stated that educators armed with 
prior knowledge concerning the developmental sequences 
noted at the concrete and formal levels for the H strategy 
should be able to introduce tasks that aid these sequences. 
It is to be hoped there(ot-e +ho..l ',ndividuolisecl 
investigative science tasks, especially physics tasks, 
would be introduced at the third and fourth year Junior 
School level by such \nformed' educators. 
It should be noted that Elkind's (1972) view that 
i n s ~ c t i o n n 'in controlled experimentation should generally 
not be introduced until adolescence, is not supported by 
the studies presented in this thesis. It appears that the 
instruction of controlled experimentation using techniques 
similar to those proposed above could be introduced at 
approximately 9 years of age. 
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APPENDIX A 
FOURFOLD TABLES SHOWING McNEMAR TESTS FOR SIGNIFICANT 
CHANGES BETWEEN UESTIONS. 
The Binomial test was applied as the expected cell 
frequencies were less than 5, i.e. ,lj(A+D) < 5. 
THIRD YEAR 
W2 
Not H H 
WI 
"m Not·H 14 6, 
P - 0.016* 
Jl 
Not H H 
WI 
"m Not H 20 0 
p> 0.05 n.S. 
J2 
Not H H 
Wl 
"m Not H 15 5 
p" 0.031* 
Jl 
Not H H 
W2 
"m Not H 14 0 
p..o.016 * 
FOURTH YEAR 
W2 
Not H H 
WI H ~ ~
Not H lE[2J 
P - 0.008 ** 
Jl 
Not H H 
WI H ~ ~
N o t H ~ ~
p>0.05 n.!t. 
J2 
Not H H 
WI H I:IJJIJ 
Not H [!]:=LJ 
p.0.008** 
Jl 
Not H H 
W2 H ~ ~
NotH ~ ~
p.0.03l* 
(continued ••••••• /over) 
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Appendix A continued •••• 
THIRD YEAR ....OURTH YEAR 
J2 J2 
Not H H Not H H 
W2 
"8H W2 "ffi Not H 14 0 Not H 8 0 
p> 0.05 II.S p>0.05 n.s. 
J2 J2 
Jl Not H H Jl Not H H 
"ffi Not H ,15 5 "fH}j Not H 8 5 
p.0.031* ps 0.031* 
n.s. the differences were not significant 
* the differences were significant at the 0.05 level 
** the differences were significant at the 0.01 level. 
APPENDIX B 
-
FREQUENCY OF USE OF THE ST 
UlII.l!o:"i: ON C N ~ ~
-
YEAR TASK N H C GD D U 
Target Sphere 30 2 8 6 13 1 
1 Toy Lorry 30 2 7 5 14 2 
Plasticine 30 3 8 6 11 2 
Target Sphere 30 9 12 4 4 1 
2 Toy Lorry 30 Iv 10 5 4 1 
Plasticine 30 10 11 4 4 1 
, 
Target Sphere 30 14 15 1 0 0 
3 Toy Lorry 30 14 13 2 0 i. 
Plasticine 30 13 14 3 0 0 
Target Sphere 30 18 10 2 0 0 
4 Toy Lorry 30 19 10 1 0 0 
Plasticine 30 ·19 10 1 0 0 
Target Sphere 30 25 5 0 0 0 
5 Toy Lorry 30 25 l. 1 0 0 
Plasticine 30' 26 I. 0 0 0 
. 
6(Lower Target Sphere 10 C 2 0 0 0 Toy Lorry 10 8 1 1 0 0 6th) Plasticine 10 9 0 1 0 0 
Target Sphere 10 9 1 0 0 0 
6 (Up?'!:." Toy Lorry 10 8 2 O· 0 0 
6!:h) Plasticine 10 9 1 0 0 0 
iATEGIES ON THE TASKS 
QUESTION TIm 
H C ~ D D D U 
, 
4 9 C 16 1 
5 10 0 13 ·2 
5 10 0 13 2 
9 10 0 10 1 
10 11 0 9 0 
10 10 0 J.O 0 
14 16 0 0 0 
14 16 (J 0 0 
13 17 0 0 0 
-
18 12 () 0 0 
19 11 () 0 0 
20 10 0 0 O· 
2S 5 0 0 0 
25 S 0 0 0 
26 4 0 0 0 
9 1 0 0 0 
9 1 0 0 0 
9 I 0 0 0; 
9 1 0 0 0 
8 2 0 0 0 
9 1 o· 0 0 
H 
4 
5 
4 
14 
14 
~ 4 4
16 
17 
17 
. 
28 
29 
29 
30 
30 
30 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
,,, 
J. ,; 
QUESTION THREE 
C GD D U 
0 
-
t;> 15 5 
0 4 16 5 
0 6 16 4 
0 11 ~ ~ 1 
0 12 4 0 
0 12 4 0 
- --
0 14 0 0 
0 13 0 0 
0 13 0 0 
,-
0 2 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 i 0 0 
-
0 0 O· 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 C 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
C n \) 0 
:) 0 () 0 .... -. 
.) 0 f) {t 
N 
U1 
o 
• 
..:-s 
CD 
APPENDIX C 
FOURFOLP T A A L I ' ~ S S SHOwING McNEMAR TESTS FOR SIGNIFICANT 
CHANGES BETWEEN THE TARGET SPHERE, TOY. LORRY AND 
PLASTICINE TASKS. 
Toy Lorry Task 
Not 
Not H H 
H ~ ~
H ~ ~
2 X - 0 n.s. 
Not C C 
..:-s 
(I) 
QUESTION 1 
Plasticine Task 
Not H H 
H l--srsol 
N o t H ~ ~
2 X - 0.64 n.s. 
Not C C 
..:-s 
Plasticine Task 
Not H H 
H f6T8"C>1 
Not H ~ ~
2 X - 0.27 n.s. 
Not C C 
251. 
cu Not em C 14 3 cu Not em C 13 4 II) Not em C 19 4 
~ ~
e» 
~ ~
e» 
..c:: 
Co 
til 
.u 
e» 
bO 
'" <U 
~ ~
2 ~ ~ X2 tU X - 2.08 n.s. - 1.23 n.s. ~ ~ p - O.5.n.s. 
e» 
~ ~ >. Not GD· GO Not GO GO 
'" 
Not GO GO GOm 
Not GD 51 6 
e» ~ ~ GOm 
: Not GO 51 6 
" GOffi ~ ~ Not GO 151 4 
2 X2 
- 0.1 n.s. >. X2 - 0 n.s. X - 0.1 n.s. 
~ ~
0 
e» 
bO ~ ~Not D 0 Not 0 0 Not D 0 
'" ~ ~ ~ 4 : : 1 ~ 1 1O ~ ~ cu om Not D 49 4 E-4 Not D 150 3 Not 
p 
- 0.5 n.s. p - 0.36 n.s. p - 0.25 n.s. 
The Binomial test was applied when the expected cell frequencies 
were less than 5, i.e., ~ ( A A + 0) < 5. 
(continued ••••••••••• /over) 
Appendix C continued •••• 
QUESTION 2 
Toy Lorry Task Plast\cine Task 
Not H H fIl Not H H 
Plasticine Task 
Not H H ~ ~
fIl 
cO H ~ ~
H ~ J J
cO H ~ ~ ~ ~
~ N o t H ~ ~ fIl 
H ~ I I
~ ~ Not 
cu 
$.I 
cu 
.c 
2 
X - 0.05 n.s. cu 2 cO $.I X - 0.45 n.s. ~ ~
Not H ~ ~
2 X - 0.05 n.s. 
0-
U) Not 
Not C C 
c ~ ~
c ~ 1 1
2 X - 0.1 n.s. 
cu 
.c Not C C 
: c l ~ ~
Not C ~ ~
~ ~
p - 0.5 n.s. cu 
>. 
$.I 
$.I 
o Not 
Not C c 
c ~ 1 1c ~ ~
~ ~ p .. 0.25 n.s. 
~ ~ Not 0 0 bO Not 0 0 0 Not 0 0 
~ ~ O ~ ~ $.I cO 0 f6I2Ol ~ ~
Not ~ ~ li443 . \ - ~ : :I ~ N o t D ~ ~ ~ ~ Not 0 ~ ~
p - 0.15 n.s. p - 0.25 n.s. 
QUESTION 3 
Toy Lorry Task Plasticine Task 
~ ~ Not H H ~ ~ Not H H 
: H ~ : : H ~ ~
~ ~ N o t H ~ ~ ~ N o t H ~ ~
2 2 
cu X - O. 36 n. s • cu X .. O. 1 n. s • 
$.I $.I 
cu Not GO GO cu Not GO GO 
.c G D ~ ~
: N o t G D ~ ~
.c G D ~ ~
: N o t G O ~ ~
~ ~ p - 0.19 n.s. ~ ~ p - 0.5 n.s. 
cu 
p ... 0.5 n.s. 
Plasticine Task 
Not H H 
... H ~ l l
(I) N o t H ~ ~
cO X2 - 0 n.s. 
NotGD GD 
>. ~ ~ G D ~ I I
~ ~ N o t G D ~ ~
..J p-0.34 n.s. 
cu 
bO Not 0 0 ~ ~ Not 0 D >- Not 0 D 
o ~ ~
~ ~ N o t D ~ ~
p - 0.5 n.s. 
~ ~ 08l7l; 
~ ~ Not 0 ~ ~
p - 0.5 n.s. 
°olJTi7l 
NotDlill:l::TI 
p - 0.67 n.s. 
n.s. - the differences were not found to be significant, 
p>0.05 \ 
L.:JL.. 
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APPENDIX D 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE LATIN SQUARE 
The total sum of the squares was first resolved into 
sums for between cells and within cells, the sums for lists, 
groups, treatments appearing as components of the former, 
as shown below. 
, 
Total rariation 
Between Cells Within Cells 
I I 
Between Between Between Residual 
pre sent- Groups Questions 
at ion order 
Remainder 
(error) 
Pupils 
within 
rows 
(Groups) 
The within cells sum was resolved into the effect of the 
same persons nested within row, and a remainder or error sum 
of squares. The F ratio calculation uses the mean square 
error term as denominator rather than the mean square residual 
term (Kitchell-Dayton, 1970, pl44; Lindquist, 1953, plf,O ~ ~ p179) 
The Newman-Keuls test was utilised for testing the significance 
of the difference between two questions and calculated from 
the ranked question means, as this is the most conservative 
approach available. Multiple t tests were not used since 
pairs of means which differ by several rank positions have 
true probability levels which may be enormous compared with 
the nominal risk of a type 1 error, i.e. rejection of the 
null hypothe.i. when it is true. The use of the Newman-Keuls 
procedure results in all pairwise contrasts being tested at 
the same level, in this case pc!' .01. This is directly under 
the control of the researcher since the studentized range 
statistic takes into account the rank separation of the pair 
of means entering into a contrast. Thus the risk of a type 1 
error is constant and is reduced. The mean scores were used 
to rank order the questions and then pairwise contrasts were 
made when a general significant difference was found e.g., 
Q3 
J 
The 
mean Q2 mean 
m error/30 
8 
denominator used was the standard error for the mean 
based on 30 observations. A high level of significance for 
the F teats was set in order to avoid a type 1 error, thus 
the 0.01 level was selected. 
254. 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 3 X 3 LATIN SQUARE DATA 
SECOND YEAR (CONTROL METHODOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF J( MEAN F SQUARES SQUARE Ratio p 
PRESENTATION ORDER 0.27 2 0.135 1.25 n.s. 
GROUPS 0.07 2 
QUESTIONS 3.8 2 1.9 1·7.59 p<, .01 
!RESIDUAL 0.06 2 
PERSONS P WITHIN ROWS 11.53 27 
~ F . M A I N D E R R (ERllOR) 5.87 54 0.108 
rroTAL 21,6 
Rank Order of Question Means Newman-Keuls Test 
Significant pairwise contrasts 
Q2 - 0.633 
Q3 - 0.433 
Ql - 0.133 
Q2 Vs Q3 - 3.33 p<0.05 
Q2 YS Ql - 8.33 p< 0.01 
Q3 Vs Ql - 5.00 p< 0.01 
SECOND YEAR (COMPENSATIONMETHOOOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF MEAN F 
SQUARES Jf. SQUARE Ratio 
PRESENTATION ORDER 0.022 2 0.11 0.09 
GROUPS 0.022 2 
p 
n.s. 
QUESTIONS 7.35 2 3.675 30.12 p< .01 
RESIlXJALS 0.026 2 
PERSONS P WITHIN ROWS 6.3 27 
~ M A I N D E R R (ERROR) 6.6 54 0.122 
TOTAL 20.32 
Kank Order of Question Means Newman-Keuls Test 
Slginificant pairwise contrasts 
Q1 - 0.700 Ql Vs Q3 - 5.76 p<O.Ol 
Q3 - 0.333 Ql Vs Q2 - 10.98 p<O.Ol 
Q2 - -0.000 Q3 V 5 Q2 - 5.22 P <0.01 
i'" 
, 
-
APPENDIX D (continued) 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 3 X 3 LATIN SQUARE DATA 
TH IRD YEAR (CONTROL METHODOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF MEAN 
SQUARES d{ SQUARE 
PRESENTATION ORDER 0.022 2 0.011 
K;ROUPS 0.022 2 
F 
Ratio p 
0.106 n.s. 
jelUESTIONS 3.289 2 1.645 15.817 p< .01 
IREs I DUAL 0.087 
PERSONS WITHIN ROWS 13.3 
~ E M A I N D E R R (EllROR) 5.6 
TOTAL 27.32 
Rank Order of Question Means 
Q2 - 0.767 
Q3 - 0.567 
Q1 - 0.300 
2 
27 
54 0.104 
Ncwman-Keu1s Test 
Significant pairwise contrasts 
Q2 Vs Q3 - 3.40 p< 0.05 
Q2 Vs Ql - 7.93 p< 0.01 
Q3VS Ql - 4.53 p<O.Ol 
TH IRD YEAR (COMPENSATION METHODOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF MEAN F 
SQUARES Jf SQUARE Ratio p 
PRESENTATION 0.066 2 0.033 0.27 n.s. 
GROUPS 0.066 2 
QUESTIONS 6.667 2 3.334 27.278 p< .01 
RESIDUAL 0.001 2 
PERSONS WITHIN ROWS 6.6 27 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 6.6 54 0.122 
TOTAL 20.00 
Rank Order of Question Means Newman-Kellls Test 
Ql • 0.667 
Q3 • 0.333 
Q2 • 0.000 
Significant pairwise contrasts 
Ql Vs Q3 - 5.24 p<'O.Ol 
Q1 Vs Q2 - 10.46 p<O.Ol 
Q3 V S Q2 - 5.22 p< 0.01 
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 3 X 3 LATIN SQUARE DATA 
FOURTH YEAR (CONTROL METIlOOOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF MEAN 
SQUARES Jf. SQUARE 
PRESENTATION ORDER 0.2 2 0.1 
GROUPS 0.061 2 
QUESTIONS 3.467 2 1.734 
RESIDUAL 0.066 2 
PERSONS WITHIN lOWS 10.6 21 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 5.6 54 0.104 
TOTAL 20.00 
~ ~ ~
Ratio p 
0.962 n.s. 
16.673 p< .01 
Rank Order of Question Means Newman-Keuls Test 
Sigificant pairwise contrasts 
Q2 - 0.867 
Q3 - 0.133 
Q1 - 0.400 
Q2 Vs Q3 -
Q2 Vs Ql -
Q3 Vs Ql -
2.28 n.s. 
7.93 p<.Ol 
5.66 p< .01 
FOURTH YEAR (COMPENSATION METHODOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF MEAN F 
SQUARES 0(. SQUARE Ratio p 
PRESENTATION ORDER 0.061 2 0.034 0.281 n.s. 
GROUPS 0.061 2 
QUESTIONS 4.861 2 2.434 20.531 p< .01 
RESIOOAL 0.001 2 
PERSONS WITHIN ROWS 6.199 21 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 6.4 54 0.119 
TOTAL 11.6 
Newman-Keuls Test 
Significant pairwise contrasts 
Rank Order of Question Means 
Ql - 0.567 
Q3 - 0.233 
Q2 - 0.000 
Q1 Vs Q3 - 5.3 p< .01 
Q1 Vs Q2 - 9.0 p < .01 
Q3 Vs Q2 - 3.72 P <.05 
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FOURFOLD TABLES SHOWTNG McNEMAR TESTS FOR SIGNIFICANCE 
BETWEEN THE BLIND, METER AND PLASTICINE TASKS 
$ 
gUEST ION 1 
H STRATEGY blind meter 
Q) Not H H ! Not H H s::: 
..... H m ..... H @Bj H () () ..... ..... 'Q ..., Not H 12 8 ~ ~ Not H 13 7 s::: Not H Ul ..... ., ., 
..... 
.... 2 'Q. X2 .tl ~ ~ X - 0.75 n.s. • 0.36 n.s. p - 0.5 
C STRATEGY 
blind meter 
Q) Not C C GJ Not C C 
s::: s::: 
..... C m ..... C Em 'Q () () s::: C ..... ..... .... ..., Not C 22 2 ..., Not C 22 2 .... Not C Ul GO .D ., 2 - co X2 _ 4.92* X2 _ 0 .... .... ~ ~ X - 4.92* ~ ~
G.D. STRATEGY 
blind meter 
258. 
meter 
Not H H 
fill 14 2 
n.s. 
meter 
Not C C 
m 30 3 
n.s 
meter 
Not GD GO ! Not GD GD Not GD GO GJ 
c: GDm ..... GDm GO m ..... () 'Q (,) ..... c: ..... NotGD 21 7 ..., Not GO 21 11 ..... Not GO 25 5 ..., If) .... 
GO ., .D 
.... co 2 2 
.... X - 0.08 n.s. ~ ~ X - 1.56 n.s. p - 0.188 n.s • ~ ~
McNemar one tailed test df - 1 was used if the expected 
frequency (cella A + D) was A + D ~ ~ 5, if not the Bionomial 
test was used. 
n.s. - not significant 
* - significant at the 0.025 level 
** aianificant at the 0.005 level 
(continued •••••••••• over/) 
Appendix E continued •••• 
H STRATEGY blind 
Not H H ~ ~] H ~ I I
~ ~ NotH ~ ~
co 
..... 2 
Clo X - 0.1 n.s. 
C STRATEGY blind 
p - 0.656 n.s. 
G .0. STRATEGY 
blind 
~ ~ Not GD GD 
] GDmO 
~ ~ NotGD 35 3 
as 
~ ~ p> 0.5 n.s. 
H STRATEGY blind 
~ ~ Not H' H 
~ ~ H m28 
~ ~ Not H 5 3 
as 
..... 
Clo P - 0.5 n.s. 
C STRATEGY blind 
! Not C C 
] C" rn0 
~ ~ Not C 36 2 
as 
~ ~ p> 0.5 n.s. 
G. D. STRATEGY 
tJ blind 
~ ~ NmotGDGD 
.... GD 3 4 
-: Not GO 31 0 
.... . 
Clo p,,>O.5 n.8. 
QUESTION 2 
~ ~
.... 
(.) 
.... 
H 
~ ~ Not H 
meter 
Not H H 
I ~ I I~ ~co ~ ~ X2 0 1 
- -. n.s. 
! c .... (.) 
.... ~ ~ Not C 
VJ 
as 
meter 
Not C C 
f5T31 
~ ~
~ ~
Clo P - 0.363 n.s. 
! 
.... 
(.) 
.... 
GD 
t;! NotGD 
as 
meter 
Not GD GD 
fOlDl 
~ ~
~ ~ p>0.5 n.s. 
QUESTION 3 
meter 
~ ~ Not H H 
~ ~ H ffil 19 
~ ~ Not H 6 2 
as ~ ~ X2 _ 4.92* 
~ ~
u C 
.... 
~ ~ Not C 
as 
.... 
Co 
meter 
Not C C· 
fOTOl 
~ ~
n.s. 
! meter 
~ ~ GD ~ T T 2Gl r . ~ 1 1
; Not GO 20 11 
'Q. X2 - 4.92* 
'0 
s:: 
H 
.... Not H 
..... 
.D 
259. 
meter 
Not H H 
1TJ221 
lTI3 
p - 0.637 n.s. 
C '0 s:: 
.... 
..... Not C 
.D 
meter 
Not C c 
rsr-Jl 
JllIll 
p - 0.812 n.s. 
"8 GO 
.... :a NotGD 
p>0.5 
meter 
Not GD GD 
~ ~~ ~
n.s. 
meter 
Not H H ~ ~ H lilf20l 
.D NotH ~ ~
X2 _ 6.75** 
] c 
.... Not C 
..0 
meter 
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APPENDIX F 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 4 X 4 LATIN SQUARE DATA 
THIRD YEAR JUNIORS (CONTROL METHODOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF J ~ ~ MEAN F SQUARE SQUARE Ratio p 
PRESENTATION ORDER 0.16 3 0.053 2.3 ns GROUPS 0.08 3 
QUESTIONS 4.87 3 1.623 70.56 p<.:O.Ol 
RESIDUAL 0.38 6 
PERSONS P WITHIN ROWS 7.51 52 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 15.13 156 0.097 
TOTAL 28.13 
Newman-Keu1s Test Rank Order of Question Means 
Significant pairwise contrasts 
Q4 - 0.304 
Q2 - 0.286 
Ql - 0.000 
Q3 - 0.000 
Q4 Vs Q1) _ 7.3 p <0.01 Q4 Vs Q3 ) 
Q2 Vs Q1 ) 6 87. 0 01 ) - •. p <. • Q2 Vs Q3 
THIRD YEAR JUNIORS (COMPENSATION MEnlOOOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION 
PRESENTATION ORDER 
GROUPS 
QUESTIONS 
RESIDUAL 
PERSON P WITHIN ROWS 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 
TOTAL 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Jf MEAN F SQUARE Ratio p 
3 
-
3 
3 
6 
52 
156 
260. 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 4 x 4 LATIN SQUARE DATA 
FOURTH YEAR JUNIORS (CONTROL METHODOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF 
SQUARES dF MEAN SQUARE F Ratio p 
PRESENTATION ORDER O.OlB 3 0.007 0.27 ns 
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GROUPS 0.16 3 
QUESTIONS 7.91 3 2.64 101.54 p <;. 0.01 
RESIDUAL O.lB 6 
PERSON P WITHIN ROWS 8.49 52 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 17.37 156 0.111 
TOTAL 34.128 
Rank Order of guestion means Newman-Keu1s test 
Significant pairwise contrasts 
Q4 
-
0.393 Q4 Vs Ql ) 
Q2 
-
0.357 Q4 Vs Q3 ) - 8.83 p<O.Ol 
Q1 
-
0.000 Q2 ) Q3 
-
0.000 Vs Ql 
- B.02 p<O.Ol Q2 Vs Q3 ) 
FOURTH YEAR JUNIOR (COMPENSATION METHODOLOGY) 
SOUR OF VARIATION SUM OF JF MEAN F SQUARES SQUARE Ratio p 
PRESENTATION ORDER 0.036 3 0.012 3.41 ns 
GROUPS 0.071 3 
QUESTIONS 0.071 3 0.024 6.B3 ns 
RESIDUAL 0.46 6 
PERSON P WITHIN ROWS 0.96 52 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 2.32 156 0.015 
TOTAL 3.912 
262. 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 4 x 4 lATIN SQUARE DATA 
1ST YEAR SECONDARY (CONTROL METHODOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF MEAN F 
SQUAIES Jt SQUARE Ratio p 
PRESENTATION ORDER 0.18 3 0.06 1.77 ns 
GROUPS 0.07 3 
QUESTIONS 16.21 3 5.40 159.32 p<'.01 
RESIDUAL 0.61 6 
PERSONS P WITHIN ROWS 13.06 52 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 22.37 156 0.143 
TOTAL 52.50 
Rank Order of Question Means Newmnn-Keu1s Test 
Q4 
Q2 
Ql 
Q3 
-
-
-
-
0.643 
0.643 
0.161 
0.054 
Significant pairwise contrasts 
Q4VS Q1 - 9.54 p <.01 
Q4VS Q3 • 11.66 p <'.01 
Q2VS Ql • 9.54 p< .01 
Q2VS Q3 - 11.66 p< .01 
FIRST YEAR SECONDARY (COHPEN5ATION METHODOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF MEAN F 
SQUARES J{. SQUARE Ratio p 
PRESENTATION ORDER 0.09 3 0.03 1.14 ns 
GROUPS 0.09 3 
QUESTIONS 7.91 3 2.64 100.43 p<.OOl 
RESIDUAL 0.18 6 
PERSONS P WITHIN ROWS 8.51 52 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 17.35 156 0.111 
TOTAL 34.13 
Rank order of question means Newman-Keuls test 
Ql 
Q3 
Q2 
Q4 
-
-
-
-
0.393 
0.357 
0.000 
0.000 
Significant pairwise contrasts 
Ql Vs Q2 - 8.83 P <. 0.01 
Ql Vs Q4 - 8.83 P <:. 0.01 
Q3 Vs Q2 - 8.02 P < 0.01 
Q3 Vs Q4 - 8.02 P < 0.01 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 4 X 4 LATIN SQUARE DATA 
SECOND YEAR SECONDARY (CONTROL METHODOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF 
SQUARES 
MEAN F 
JF SQUARE Ratio 
PRESENTATION ORDER 
GROUPS 
3 
3 
0.053 1.52 
263. 
p 
ns 
QUESTIONS 
RESIDUAL 
0.16 
0.12 
16.83 
0.17 
13.38 
22.98 
3 5.61 161.12 pc... 0.01 
PERSONS P WITHIN ROWS 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 
TOTAL 53.64 
6 
52 
156 0.147 
Rank order of question means Newman-Keu1s test 
Q4 - 0.946 
Q2 - 0.786 
Ql - 0.411 
Q3 - 0.268 
Significant pairwise contrasts 
Ql - 10.44 
Q3 - 13.23 
Ql - 7.32 
Q3 - 10.11 
p< 0.01 
pc...O.Ol 
pc;; 0.01 
p<.O.Ol 
SECOND YEAR SECONDARY (COMPENSATION METHODOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION 
PRESENTATION ORDER 
GROUPS 
QUESTIONS 
RESIDUAL 
PERSONS P WITHIN ROWS 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 
TOTAL 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
0.16 
0.05 
13.16 
0.18 
9.98 
17.45 
40.98 
3 
3 
3 
6 
52 
156 
MEAN 
SQUARE 
0.053 
F 
Ratio 
2.01 
p 
ns 
4.387 165.93 p< 0.01 
0.112 
Rank Order of Question means Newman-Reuls test 
Ql - 0.518 
Q3 - 0.447 
Q2 - 0.000 
Q4 - 0.000 
Significant pairwise contrasts 
Ql Vs Q2 - 11.58 p<O.Ol 
Ql Vs Q4 - 11.58 p<..O.Ol 
Q3 V 5 Q2 - 10.00 p<.O.OJ. 
Q3 Vs Q4 - 10.00 pc; 0.01 
264. 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 4 X 4 LATIN SQUARE DATA 
THIRD YEAR SECONDARY (CONTROL METHODOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF 
JF 
MEAN F 
SQUARES SQUARE Ratio P 
PRESENTATION ORDER 0.04 3 0.013 0.37 ns 
GROUPS 0.04 3 
QUESTIONS 13.04 3 4.347 122.81 p ~ 0 . 0 1 1
RESIDUAL 0.17 6 
PERSONS P Wl'lllIN ROWS 12.21 52 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 23.36 156 0.149 
TOTAL 48.86 
Rank order of question means Newman-Reuls test 
Q4 - 0.929 
Q2 - 0.911 
Q3 - 0.446 
Q1 - 0.429 
Siginificant pairwise contrasts 
Q4 Vs QJ - 9.36 pC::O.Ol 
Q4 Vs Q1 - 9.69 p ,,0.01 
Q2 Vs Q3 - 9.02 p < 0.01 
Q2 Vs Q1 - 9.34 p< 0.01 
THIRD YEAR SECONDARY (COMPENSATION METHODOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION 
PRESENTATION ORDER 
GROUPS 
QUESTIONS 
RESIDUAL 
PERSONS P WITHIN ROWS 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 
TOTAL 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
0.05 
0.02 
13.16 
0.18 
10.24 
17.33 
40.98 
J{ 
3 
3 
3 
6 
52 
156 
MEAN F 
SQUARE Ratio p 
0.0167 0.64 ns 
4.387 167.07 p <..0.01 
0.111 
Rank order of questions means Newman-Keu1s test 
Ql - 0.51H 
Q3 - 0.446 
Q2 - 0.000 
Q4 - 0.000 
Siginificant pnirwise contrasts 
Ql Vs Q2 - 11.63 P <.0.01 
Q1 Vs Q4 - 11.63 p<0.01 
Q3 Vs Q2 - 10.02 pc. 0.01 
Q3 Vs Q4 - 10.02 p<.O.Ol 
265. 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 4 X 4 LATIN SQUARE DATA 
FOURTH YEAR SECONDARY (CONTROl. METHODOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF MEAN F 
SQUARES df ~ Q U A 1 { E E Ratio p 
PRESENTATION OROER 0.20 3 0.067 2.21 ns 
GROUPS 0.20 3 
QUESTIONS 6.48 3 2.16 71.1 p(.O.Ol 
RESIDUAL 0.53 6 
PERSONS P WITHIN ROWS 9.09 52 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 20.05 156 0.139 
TOTAL 36.55 
Rank order of question means Newman-Keuls test 
Q4 - 0.964 
Q2 - 0.964 
Q3 - 0.643 
Ql - 0.607 
Significant p ~ l r w i s e e contrasts 
Q4 V:.; q] - 6.69 p <0.01 
Q4 V Ql - 7.44 P <..0.01 
Q2 VS Q3 - 6.69 p< 0.01 
Q2 v ~ ~ Ql - 7.44 p<O.Ol 
FOURTH YEAR SECONDARY (COMPENSATION HE'nIODOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF Jf 
MEAN [,' 
sqUARES SQUARE Ratio p 
PRESENTATION ORDER 0 3 0 0 ns 
GROUPS 0.14 3 
QUESTIONS 7.14 3 2.38 91.54 p<.O.Ol 
RESlOOAL 0.43 6 
PERSONS P WITHIN ROWS 8.18 52 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 16.97 156 0.109 
TOTAL 32.86 
Rank order of question means Newman-Keuls test 
Q1 - 0.357 
Q3 - 0.357 
Q2 - 0.000 
Q4 - 0.000 
Siginificant pairwi.e contrasts 
Q1 Vs Q2 - 8.09 p<.O.OI 
Q1 V S Q3 - 8.09 p< 0.01 
Q3 V Q2 - 8.09 pc. 0.01 
Q3. V ~ ~ Q4 - 8.09 p,O.Ol 
266. 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 4 X 4 LATIN SQUARE DATA 
FIFTH YEAR SECONDARY ~ ~CONTROL METHOOOLOGYl 
" SOURCE OF VARIATION SUM OF MEAN F 
SQUARES J{ SQUARE Ratio p 
PRESENTATION ORDER 0.05 
GROUPS 0.05 
QUESTIONS 0.91 
RESIDUAL 0.11 
PERSONS P WITHIN ROWS 3.27 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 8.73 
TOTAL 13.12 
Rank order of Question means 
Q4 - 1.00 
Q2 - 1.00 
Q3 - 0.893 
Ql - 0.857 
3 0.17 1.29 ns 
3 
3 0.303 22.9 p<O.Ol 
6 
52 
156 0.056 
Newman-Keuls test 
Significant pairwise contrasts 
Q4 Vs Q3 - 3.38 p< 0.05 
,Q4 Vs Ql - 4.52 pC. 0.01 
Q2 Vs Q3 - 3.38 p<.0.05 
Q2 Vs Q1 - 4.52 p<:.O.Ol 
FIFTH YEAR SECONDARY (COMPENSATION METHODOLOGY) 
SOURCE OF VARIATION 
PRESENTAIION ORDER 
GROUPS 
QUESTIONS 
RESIDUAL 
PERSONS P WITHIN ROWS 
REMAINDER (ERROR) 
TOTAL 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
0.05 
0.05 
0.91 
0.11 
3.27 
8.73 
13.12 
Rank order of question means 
Q1 - 0.143 
Q3 - 0.107 
Q2 - 0.000 
Q4 - 0.000 
4 MEAN F SQUARE Ratio p 
3 0.017 1.29 ns 
3 
3 0.303 22.9 p <0.01 
6 
52 
156 0.056 
Newman-Keuls test 
Significant pairwise contrasts 
Q1 Vs Q2 - 4.52 p..::O.Ol 
Q1 Vs Q4 - 4.52 pc.; 0.01 
Q3 V Q2 - 3.38 p<.0.05 
Q3 VS Q4 - 3.38 p < 0.05 S 
267. 
APPENDIX 
G 
PROTOCOLS 
FOR THE STUDY DESCRIBED IN 
CHAPTER 9 
PROTOCOL 
Stage 1.1 BAR (75 months) 
The Subject's Experiment 
S I think the yellow one is the b o u n c i e ~ t t
E How might you show this? 
S I don't know, feel it? 
E What about showing how well it bounces if it's bouncier 
than the white one you should be able to show this? 
BAR quickly holds up both tennis balls and then drops them, 
the yellow dropping on the floor, the white onto the rug. 
The yellow tennis ball bounced slightly higher. 
E What did you do? 
S I dropped them onto the arGUDd 
E Did they bounce on the rug or the floor? 
S I don't know 
E What height did you drop them from? 
S I don't know, the yellow is the best anyway. 
E Is that what your experiment showed? 
S I think so. 
Peter's and John's experiments 
BAR did not understand Peter's or John's experiments but 
he thought they were correct because he agreed with their 
results. 
S He thinks the same as me and he is right. 
The Conflict Seiuence 
*E (showed John s reversed) 
Do you agree with John that the experLment shows that 
the white tennis ball is the bounciest? 
S Yes the white one is bouneiest. 
E Why does it bounce the highest? 
S Because it is the beat 
*E (Showed John's experiment) 
Do you agree with John that the experiment shows that the 
yellow tennis ball is the bounciest? 
S Yes the yellow one is the best 
E Why dQes the yellow one now bounce the highest? 
S Becau.e it is the best 
E 50 which is the best ball? 
268. 
5 The yellow one. (The Hubject is centering on the last result) 
E Oh! The yellow one is? (Showed John's reversed experiment) 
S Now, the white one is 
E 50 which is the best ball overall? 
S The white one,(The subject was centering on the last r e s u l ~ ) )
and the yellow one last ttme 
E You keep changing your mind which is the best tennis ball? . 
S 'nle White one that time, then before, the yellow one. 
(continued ••••• / 
Protocol BAR continued ••• 
E They can't both be the best ball 
S But they are 
E Why does the yellow one win sometimes and then the white 
one win s o m e t ~ s ? ?
S I don't know 
E Which tennis ball are you going to buy then? 
S I don't know ••• I think the yellow one I thought it was 
the best 
E Watch what I do, now (Showed John's reversed experiment) 
Did I drop one from higher? 
S Yes, the white one 
E Which one bounced the highest? 
S The white one 
E So which one is the bounciest? 
S The white one 
E Watch what I do now (showed John' 8 experiment) 
Did I drop one from higher? 
S Yes, the yellow one 
E Which one bounced the highlst? 
S The yellow one 
E So which one is the bounciest? 
S The yellow one, that's what I thought to begin with, 
it looks bounciest,bigger 
The 'H' Experiment 
BAR did not understand the experiment. 
S The yellow one just bounced higher 
E Where did I drop the yellow one from, higher or lower 
than the white one? 
S Lower? I don't know. 
PROTOCOL 
5tage 1.2 NEV (70 months) 
The Subject's Experiment 
NEV did not know what to do, but on prompting he threw both 
tennis balls onto the soft rug. 
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E Why not bounce the tennis balls to see if one goes higher? 
S I see if it bounces high its best (Does an experiment) 
The yellow one bounced highest 
E What did you do? 
S I threw them 
E Did you throw one from a higher height than the other? 
5 I don't think sO 
E Could you have done? 
5 Yes, it won't matter 
E Where did you throw them onto? 
S The rug 
E Why did you t ~ o w t h e m m onto the ~ ~ g g rather than the floor? 
5 No real reason 
E Would it be alright if you had thrown one onto the floor and 
one onto the rug? 
5 Yes 
E What does your experiment prove? 
E The yellow one's the best 
E Why does it prove that? 
S Because it went higher, its newest anyway. 
Peter's and .lohn' s experiments 
NEV thought John and Peter were right in saying that the yellow 
tennis ball was the bounciest. 
5 The yellow one won, so he's right 
(Note that the subject just considered the fact that both 
his observed result and what John and Peter observed as their 
result are the same) 
The Conflict Sequence 
* E After each experiment say which ball yO\\ think is the 
bounciest (Showed John's and John's revel"sed experiments 
alternately) 
5 The white one, the yellow one, the white one, 
E Which is the bounciest tennis bal11 
5 The yellow one 
E (showed John's reversed experiJllent) 
Which is the bounciest tennis ball? 
The white one 5 
E 
5 
50 which is the bouncicst tennis ball? 
•••••••• E Do you know? 
5 No, they're both best 
the yellow one 
E Why does the yellow tennis ball win 
white tennis ball win other t ~ s ? ?
souaotimes and the 
(continued ••••• / 
Protocol NEV continued ••• 
5 I don't know 
E Watch what I do 
(Showed John's experiment) 
E Did I drop one from higher? 
5 Yes, the yellow one 
g Which one bounced the highest 
5 '.L'he yellow one 
E Why did it bounce the highest? 
5 Because it's bounciest 
E Watch what I do now {Showed John's reversed experiment) 
Which one bounced the highest? 
S The white one 
E So which one is the bouneiest? 
S The white one 
E Why does the white tennis ball win sometimes and the 
yellow tennis ball win other times? 
S I don't know 
E Which tennis ball are you gOing to buy then? 
S The yellow one, it can't be both, I think one should win 
all the time, I don't get it 
E Why the yellow one? 
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S It bounced better overall, it went the highest. The white 
one only made it up to there {points to 3 ft mark), the 
yellow went right up to there, once (points to the 6ft mark) 
The 'H' Experiment 
5 What does it show? I think the yellow one bounced the 
best but I'm not sure. 
PROTOCOL 
Stage 2.1 MIS (83 months) 
The Subiect's Experiment 
MIS dropped the yellow and the white tennis balls from about 
the same haight, the yellow bounced onto the floor the white 
onto the rug. The yellow one bounced the highest. 
E Where did you drop the yellow one from, higher or lower 
than the white one? 
S I can't remember 
E Where did you drop the tennis balls onto? 
S Did they both drop here ••• (points to the rug) ••• 
I don't know 
E Which tennis ball is the best? 
S The yellow one 
E Why does it bounce the highest? 
S Because it is the bounciest. 
Peter's and John's Experiments 
272. 
MIS accepted both experiments because they confirmed his result. 
The experimental methods are not appreciated. 
S John said he thought the yellow was the best and he showed 
it. He is right 
The Conflict Sequence 
*E (Showed John's reversed experiment) 
Which is the best ball? 
S He's right the white one is the best that time 
E Why does it bounce the highest? 
S I'm not sure 
E (Showed John's experiment) 
Which is the best ball? 
S The yellow one, now. I see why? 
E Why does it bounce the highest? 
S Because it is the best and that time it was dropped 
from highest. 
E (Showed John's reversed experiment) 
S The white one is the best l ~ c a u s e e it was dropped from 
higher 
E 50 which is the best tennis ball 
S The yellow one, I think it was really the best. It 
bounced once up here (MIS pointed to the 4 ft mark) 
the white only went here (MIS pointed to the 3 ft mark). 
The 'H' Experiment 
5 That's no good, they both went about the same 
E They might be 0 f equal bounce. 
S You have to choose one, one is better than another 
PROTOCOL 
Stage 2.2 MAN (88 months) 
The Subject's Experiment 
MAN dropped the white tennis ball from slightly higher than 
the yellow tennis ball. The yellow tennis ball was dropped 
onto the rug, the white tennis ball was dropped onto the 
floor. The white tennis ball bounced slightly higher. 
S The yellow tennis ball is the best, but it didn't bounce 
the highest 
E What do you mean? 
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S I guessed the yellow one was the best, but 1 didn't show it. 
I will now 
MAN dropped the yellow from higher than the white. The yellow 
onto the floor the white onto the rug. 
S There, the yellow tennis ball is the best 
E Why did the white tennis ball bounce the highest the first 
time? 
S 1 made a mistake I bounced it from higher 
E Why did the yellow tennis l ~ l l l bounce higher the second time? 
S Because I dropped it from higher 
E Is this yellow tennis ball (higher) bouncier than the 
yellow tennis ball (lower) 
S Ye s, because it's higher 
E So is this one up here different to this one down here? 
S Yes 
E Why is it different? 
S Because the one that's highest bounces higher 
E So its a different ball is it? 
S Yes 
E But its the same yellow ball 
S Yes ••• No, because one's higher 
E Your telling me that this ball (yellow high) is a different 
ball to that ball (yellow low) 
S Yes 
Peter's and John's Experiments 
HAN judges both Peter's and John's experiments to be correct 
because they assumed the same correct result (that the yellow 
was the best tennis ball). 
The Conflict Sequence 
E (Showed John's experiment) 
Do you agree with John that the experiment showed that 
the yellow tennis ball is the bounciest? 
S Yes, it went highest, he made sure 
E Do you think that his experiment was right or wrong ? 
S It was right 
E (Showed John's Reversed Experiment) 
S He showed that the white one was the boUllciest, he's right. 
It was better the first time because the yellow ball is 
really the bouncleat 
(continued •••• 1 
MAN protocol continued • • • 
The 'H' Experiment 
'S That didn't show much. The yellow ball was not put 
high enough t h a ~ s s why it didn't bounce well 
274. 
PROTOCOL 
Stage 2.2 BOS (95 months) 
The Sub1ect's Experiment 
'This subject made no initial judgment. 
BOS dropped the yellow tennis ball from slightly higher 
than the white tennis ball, tt.e yellow dropped onto the 
rug and the white onto the floor. The yellow tennis ball 
just bounced highest. 
E Where did you drop the yellow one from, higher or lower 
than the yellow one? 
S From higher, I think 
E Why did you do that? 
S I didn't really mean to, I just bounced them, but 
it made the yellow bounce well 
E Where did you drop the tennis balls onto? 
S The yellow one onto the rug and the white one onto the 
floor, I think 
E Why did you do that? 
S Because it bounced a bit higher, but it was difficult to 
tell 
E Are you sure? 
S I think so 
E Show me again. (The subject has now made a judgment) 
S I will do this to make sure I can see the yellow is the 
best, I was wrong to just let them drop 
This time the yellow tennis ball is dropped from 4 ft onto 
the floor and the white tennis ball is dropped from 3 ft onto 
the rug. 
S It did that time 
E Why did it do it that t ~ e ? ?
S I did it like that (BOS showed that the yellow was dropped 
from higher onto the floor). 
E Why did you do it like that this timet 
S I wanted to show the yellow one is the bounciest so I 
did it from higher so the yellow one was dropped from 
here 
Peter's and John's Experiments 
Peter's e x p e r ~ e n t t was not understood but it was accepted 
because the yellow tennis ball was judged to be the bounciest. 
John's experiment was understood. 
S John made sure the yellow one went the highest. He is 
right, it is the best. 
The Conflict Sequence 
E (Showed John's reversed experiment) 
Do you agree with John that the experiment showed that the-
white tennis ball is the bounciest? 
S He's right he showed the white one is the bounciest 
E Why does it bounce the highest? 
S Because it was dropped from higher, it is the best 
(continued •••••• 1 
275. 
BOS protocol continued ••• 
E (Showed John' s experiment) 
Do you agree with John that the e x p e r i n ~ n t t showed 
that the yellow tennis ball is the bounciest? 
S He's right he showed it, the yellow one is the 
bounciest 
E Why does it bounce the highest? 
5 Because it was dropped from highest 
E So which is really the best ball? 
5 Well I think it must be the yellow one. 1 thought 
so after my go and it looks like it bounced the 
highest 
The 'H' Experiment 
5 He didn't show it very well. 
one here (BOS pOinted to the 
E Why should he do that 7 
S To show it better 
He didn't put the yellow 
4 ft. mark) 
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PROTOCOL 
Stage 2.3 WOO (105 months) 
D experimentation transitional to G.D. 
The Subject's Experiment 
WOO dropped the yellow tennis ball from higher than the white 
one and they both dropped onto the floor. The yellow tennis 
ball bounced highest. 
S The yellow one is the bounciest. I knew it was and I 
have shown it 
E Where did you drop the yellow one from, higher or lower 
than the white one? 
S Higher than the white one, so I could show it would bounce 
the highest 
E Where did you drop them onto 
S I can't remember, the floor I think, I don't think it 
matters. 
Peter's and John's Experiments 
WOO accepted Peter'. experiment because he assumed that the 
yellow tennis ball was the bounciest. He understood John's 
experiment. 
S He did what I did to make sure the yellow was the bounciest 
by putting it higher up 
The Alternative Conflict Sequence 
E (Showed Paul's experiment) 
Which is the best ball? 
S The yellow one, because it dropped onto the floor, the 
whi te one dropped onto the rug 
E (Showed Paul's reversed experiment) 
Which is the best ball? 
S The white one, because it dropped onto the floor, the 
other one dropped onto the rug. This experiment is wrong 
the first was right, the yellow is the best. What he 
should have done is this, 
woo performed a C.D. experiment he dropped the yellow from high 
onto the floor and white from low onto the rug. 
S You see the yellow is the best and you can see it is 
The 'H' Experiment 
S That's not too good 
K What's wrong with the experiment? 
S Well, you saw what I did, thatVs better, it shows the 
difference better. 
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PROTOCOL 
Stage 2.4 MAL (110 months) 
The Sub1ect's Experiment 
MAL dropped the yellow tennis ball from higher than the white 
tennis ball. The yellow tennis ball was dropped onto the floor 
the white was dropped onto the rug. 
S The yellow is the beat, it won 
E Where did you drop the yellow one from, higher or 
lower than the white one? 
S Higher 
E Why did you do that? 
S The yellow i8 the be8t so I put it higher up so I could 
show it was 
E Where did you drop the yellow ona onto, the floor or the 
rug? 
S On the floor, it bounce. best on the floor. The white one 
does not bounce as well on the rug so I dropped it there 
Peter's and John's Experiments 
HAL accepted Peter's experiment because he assumed that the 
yellow tennis ball was the bounci •• t. He under.tood John's 
experiment. 
S H. could have dropped the yellow one onto tha floor and 
the white one onto the rug like I did. He'. right though, 
the yellow one i. the best 
The Conflict Sequence 
E (Showed John's reversed experiment) 
S That's alright, if he thouaht the white one was the best 
he should really have dropped it on the floor as well as 
dropping it from high up 
E (Showed John's experiment) 
S That's alright, like I said it is better to drop the one 
that is best on the floor 
E But I thought you said the yellow one was the bounciest 
and you have just said that the firlt of John's experiments 
was right 
S Ye. 
E But he found the white one was the bounclost 
S Ye., wall he said it was the best and he showed it w.s. 
The 'H' Experiment 
S Y.s, the yellOW was the best, but it didn't go a. high al 
mine, it would be better to do what I did 
PROTOCOL 
Stage 3.1 PAY (96 months) 
The Sublect's Experiment 
PAY dropped the white tennis ball from slightly higher than 
the yellow tennis ball. The white tennis ball dropped onto 
the floor, the yellow one onto the rug. 
S The yellow one is the best, it didn't start as high 
but it went just as high 
E Did it go just as hight I thought the white one hounced 
highest 
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S Mmm ••• yes, it was the floor that did it, it made it better 
than it should! I'll do this now 
PAY dropped the white tennis ball from slightly higher than 
the yellow tennis ball, both dropped onto the floor. 
E What did you do differently that time? 
S I dropped them both onto the floor, the white from 
slightly higher 
E Why did you do that? 
S To see if the yellow tennis ball could still beat the 
whi te one. The floor didn't make the white one go higher 
that time. The yellow is the best 
Peter's and John's Experiments 
PAY understood both Peter's and Johnvs experiments and accepted 
John's experiment because it showed the correct result. 
The Conflict Sequence 
E (Showed John's reversed experiment) 
Which is the best ball? 
S The white one 
E Why does it bounce the highest? 
S The white one was made to bounce highest because it was 
dropped from higher. I think he is wrong 
E (Showed John's experiment) 
Which is the best ball? 
S The yellow one. I see he made the yellow one bounce the 
highest that time 
E Is that experiment a good one then? 
S Yes it is alright, he was right they fell to the floor 
and showed the right result 
The 'H' Experiment 
E Showed an 'HI experiment dropping both tennis balls onto 
the floor from the same height. 
S That's not really right they both fell onto the floor I 
think, the yellow bounces highest, you couldn't see it 
very clearly 
E Which experiment do you prefer to show which tennis balli's 
the bounciest? 
S What I did, like the last one (H experiment) but the white 
one dropped from a bit higher to see if the yellow one .till 
beats it. 
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PROTOCOL 
Stage 3.2 LEY (118 months) 
The Subject's Experiment 
LEY dropped the yellow tennis ball from higher than the 
white tennis ball. The yellow dropped onto the rug, the white 
onto the floor. The white tennis ball bounced the highest. 
S The yellow is the best 
E Which tennis ball actually bounced the highest? 
S The white one, because it bounced on the floor 
E Where did you drop the yellow tennis ball from, higher or 
lower than the white one? 
S From higher, I thought it should bounce the highest. 
I should have done this:-
LEY dropped the yellow tennis ball from higher than the 
white tennis ball, both being dropped onto the floor. 
S The yellow bounced really well 
E Why did you do that? 
S They both bounced onto the floor, the rug didn't stop 
the yellow one bouncing 
E Why did the yellow tennis ball bounce highest? 
S It's the best, it bounces best 
Peter's and John's Experiments 
S Peter's is good, he doesn't let the white one win, and shows 
the yellow one is still best. 
E 
S 
John's is what I did, i ~ s s O.K. not as good as Peter's though 
Why? 
I'm not sure, John makes the yellow one win, Peter's 
doesn't 
E 
S 
Is 'it wrong to make one win? 
Not if it is the right one 
The Conflict Sequence 
E (Showed John's reversed experiment) 
John says this experiment proves that the white one is 
bounciest 
S He's wrong 
E But it bounces highest 
S Yes, but it was dropped from higher 
E (Showed John's experiment) 
S That's right, the yellow is the best 
E Where was it dropped from? 
S From higher than the white one 
E So why did it bounce highest? 
S Because it was dropped from higher. I see ••• heWs wrong 
then, it should bounce h i t ~ h e r r because it's the best. 
(continued •••••••• 1 
LEY protocol continued 
••• 
The 'H' Experiment 
E Showed a complete 'H' experiment dropping both tennis 
balls onto the floor from the same height 
S Yes the yellow is the bounciest, you could see it 
that time 
E So which experLment is the best then 
S Well you muat drop them from the same height or you are 
not showing which is really the best 
E Do it then 
LEY drops them from the same height but onto different floor 
surface. 
E Where did you drop them onto? 
S I don't know ••• the yellow one was the best. 
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PROTOCOL 
Stage 4.1 Level 1 Experimental Method Two 
SMI (112 months) 
!!!!L Subject 8 s Experiment 
SMI dropped the yellow and white tennis balls from the same 
height, the white tennis ball dropped onto the floor, the 
yellow tennis ball dropped onto the rug. The white tennis 
ball bounced the highest. 
S The white ball is the bounciest (he looks puzzled) 
E What's wrong? 
S Well I thought the yellow one would be the bounciest. 
I see the white one bounced on the floor that made it 
bounce higher 
E So which tennis ball is the bouneiest? 
S I'm not sure, I dropped them from the same height 
to be fair to both, but the white bounced on the 
floor 
E What experiment might you do then? 
S I'm not sure 
Peter's and John's Experiments 
Peter's was considered correct and SMI liked'the test of 
strength experiment. 
S That's right he really showed the yellow was the best. 
The white should have bounced much higher because it was 
dropped from higher. 
John's was considered incorrect because he did not control 
the height variable. 
The Alternative Conflict Sequence 
E (Showed Paul' s experiment) 
S That's alright I think, he. dropped them from the same 
height and the yellow one bounced highest. No the floor 
is not the same 
E (Showed Paul's reversed experLment) 
S The white one bounced the highest because it bounced on 
the floor, that's not right 
E Why did it bounce the highest? 
S Because it fell on the floor 
E Does that show that the yellow tennis ball is bounciest? 
S No, not really 
E So which tennis ball is the bounciest? 
S The yellow one 
E How do you know that? 
S You would have to do this:-
SMI performs experiment two, followed by experiment one. 
S You aee in the first one the white was on the floor and 
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it went to that mark (about 2 ft). In this one the yellow 
one was on the floor and it went here (about 2.5 it) 
E How does your expertments show which tennis ball is the 
bouneiest? 
(continued ••••••• / 
SMI protocol continued ••• 
S I ~ s s fair you see them bounce on the floor 
E Can you think of just one experiment to show this? 
S I've done it, I've shown which is the bounciest 
The 'H' Experiment 
E (Showed the 'H' experiment) 
S I see, the yellow was the bounciest 
E Why did it bounce the highest? 
S Because it was the best 
E Is this experiment correct? 
S Yes, it is a fair experiment. 
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PROTOCOL 
Stage 4.1 Level 1 Experimental Method Three 
HAV (108 months) 
The Sublect's Experiment 
284. 
HAV dropped the yellow and white tennis balls from the same 
height. The yellow one fell onto the rug, the white one fell 
onto the floor 
SOh, that's not right, the white one fell onto the 
floor that's why it went higher. r'll do this:-
HAV dropped the yellow and white tennis balls from the 
same height, the white one fell onto the rug, the yellow 
one fell onto the floor. 
5 Now you can see, the yellow one is the best 
E How does that show it? 
S What do you mean, it bounces highest 
E Well, why did you do the second experiment? 
S Well I thought you should drop them from the same height 
but the first time the yellow didn't bounce its best 
because it was on the rug. The second time the' yellow 
did bounce its best because it was on the floor. 
E I think I see, so the yell'M one is the bounciest 
because it bounced highest in the second experiment 
S Not just that, you have to look at how high the white one 
went on the floor in the first one and how high the 
yellow one went on the floor in the second one 
E Can you think of just one experiment to show this? 
S ••• No I can't, I've shown which is best! 
Peter's and John's Experiments 
Peter's was considered correct and HAV rejected John's 
experiment as unfair. 
The Alternative Conflict Segyence 
E (showed Paul's experiment) 
S Well that's not right, the yellow one is the bounciest 
but he made it bounce highest 
E (Showed Paul's reversed experiment) 
S That's wrong, it's not fair, the white one was made to win 
The 'H' Experiment 
E (Showed an 'H' Experiment) 
5 The yellow one didn't bouaee as high as I thought it 
should 
E Is the experiment correct? 
5 Well, it'. fair 
E What do you mean? 
S They were both dropped from the same height onto the floor 
E So it i. correct? 
S I think so, it. fair, but the yellow one is better than 
that. 
PROTOCOL 
Stage 4.2 Level 4 Experimental Method Three 
MAW (118 months) 
The Subject's Experiment 
MAW dropped the yellow and white tennis balls from the 
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same height, the yellow one fell onto the rug, the white one 
fell onto the floor. 
S I'm wrong, can I do another one? 
EYes 
MAW dropped the yellow and white tennis balls from the same 
height. The white one fell onto the rug, the yellow one fell 
onto the floor. 
S That's better, the yellow one's the bounciest 
E Why do you think it's the bounciest? 
S You look at how high the white one bounced on the floor 
at first and then how high the yellow one bounced on the 
floor. Can I do another experiment? 
EYes 
MAW dropped the yellow and white tennis balls from the same 
height onto the floor. 
E Why did you do that? 
S It's a lot better you can see it better 
E What does your experiment show? 
S The tennis balls both bounced on the floor and they fell 
from the same height. You just have to look at how they 
bounce 
Peter's and John's Experiment 
Peter's was considered correct and Johnvs experiment was 
rejected. 
S John's made the yellow one the best, it is the best but 
he made it because it bounced onto the floor and the 
white bounced onto the rug. 
The Alternative Conflict Sequence 
E (Showed Paul's experiment) 
S He's right the yellow is the best. What he did was wrong, 
the white one only bounced on the rug 
E (Showed Paul's reversed experiment) 
S He's wrong the white one bounced on the floor and the 
other one fell on the rug. If he did both experiments 
like I did that would be right. 
The • H' Experiment 
E (Showed an 'H' experiment) 
S The yellow is the best, he's right, it's fair. You 
can see which is the best because they both fell onto the 
floor from the same height. 
PROTOCOL 
Stage 5.1 JAM (111 months) 
The Subject's Experiment 
JAM controlled both the height and floor variables but could 
give no reason for controlling the height variable. The 
white tennis ball bounced the highest due to the fact that 
they just fell onto the rug. 
S The white one's the bounciest 
E Did you drop the white one from higher than the yellow 
one or ••• ? 
S No, both the same height 
E Why did you do that? 
S I don't know I felt like doing it 
E Where did you drop the tennis balls onto? 
S Both fell onto the rug 
E Why did you do that? 
S If I did one on the floor and one on the rug, the one 
on the floor would bounce the highest and I don't want 
that 
Peter's and John's experiments 
Peter's was considered correct but John's was rejected 
because it used different heights. 
E Why is John's wrong? 
S The yellow ball was made to go higher, the yellow was 
dropped from highest 
The Conflict Sequence 
E (Showed John's reversed experiment) 
Which is the bounciest? 
S The white qne 
E Is his experiment correct? 
S Yes, the white one is the best and he found this 
E (Showed John's experiment) 
Which is the bounciest? 
S The yellow one 
E Is his experiment correct? 
S Not really he made the yellow one the bounciest. The 
white one is the bounciest 
E So it's wrong to make one bounce highest? 
S Yes 
E (Showed John's reversed experiment) 
Which is the bounciest? 
S The white one 
E Does he make the white one the bounciest? 
S Yes he does it fell onto the floor and the yellow one 
only fell onto the rug. So that's not right 
(Continued •••••••• / 
286. 
JAM protocol continued • • • 
The 'H' Experiment 
S That's good it is a good experiment 
E What do you mean? 
S They both bounced on the floor from the same height 
They were not made to bounce 
E 50 that experiment is right 
5 I don't think the result is, I found the white one was 
the bounciest and you found the yellow one was the 
bounciest. Perhaps it's wrong. 
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PROTOCOL 
Stage 5.2 ARM (110 months) 
The Subject's Experiment 
ARM controlled both height and floor variables and the yellow 
tennis ball bounced the highest. 
S The yellow one's the best 
E Was the yellow one dropped from higher than the white one? 
S No, they were both the s m w ~ ~ height 
E Why did you do that? 
S It's obvious, it's fair, I need to find out which tennis 
ball is bounciest 
E On what floor surface did you drop them? 
S I dropped them both onto the floor 
E Why did you do that? 
S Because they bounce well on the floor and not on the 
carpet 
E Would it be alright if I dropped one on the floor and one 
on the carpet? 
S No, it would be wrong, you'd be cheating. The one on the 
floor would go the highest 
Peter's and John's Experiments 
E (Showed John's experiment) 
S It's rubbish, he did them from different heights 
E Why i8 that wrong? 
S Because the yellow one would bounce more than the white 
one. The height does it. 
E (Showed Peter's experiment) 
S He's right, if the yellow one still won when it was dropped 
from lower it must be the bounciest 
E But I thought you said that you must drop them from the 
same height, Peter didn't 
S Mmm ••• in Peter's experiment it's alright, in John's it's 
not because he's cheating and Peter is not 
The 'H' Experiment 
S That's right. There's no cheating both the yellow and 
the white were left to bounce 
E Which bounced the highest? 
S I'm not sure, there was not much difference. It doesn't 
matter what you did was right. 
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APPENDIX H 
Working Memory Demands for strategy execution 
(Stage 1.1) Strategy IJ (INTUITIVE JUDGMENT) 
Steps involved Items in Working Memory 
(i.e. being attended to) 
MEMORY 
DEMAND 
Step 1 - Look for (i) "fluffiness" of A AX* o 
salient feature of 
tennis ball A. If 
there is one and this 
is related to bounciness 
(Bouncy means X) 
say it is bouncy. 
Step 2 - Look for 
salient feature of 
tennis ball B, etc. 
(Bouncy means Y) 
(i) "fluffiness" of B. B * NOT X o 
or "newness" B. By 
(Stage 2.1) Strategy BN(BOUNCE EXPERIMENTATION) 
Step 1 - Note height 
bounced by A (store). 
Step 2 - Note height 
bounced by B (store). 
Step 3 - Select larger 
height and state that 
the ball that bounces 
the highest is the 
bounciest. 
(Bouncy means Highest) 
(i) Height bounced by A (AH)* o 
(i) AJi 
(ii) Height bounced by B (BH)* 
1 
(i) AH 
(ii) BH* 1 
(Stage 2.3) Strategy jvD (D EXPERIMENTATION) 
Step 1 - (Real Action) 
- Note position of 
drop of A (store) 
Step 2 - (Real Action) 
- Note position of 
drop of B (store). 
Step 3 - (Real Action) 
- Compare positions of 
drop of A & B (store) 
(Make A p ~ ~ B'P) 
Step 4 - Note height 
bounced by A (store). 
(i) Position of drop of A(Ap) * 0 
(i) Ap 
(ii) Position of drop of B (Bp)* 1 
(i) Difference in positions of drop 
( A p > B ' P ~ ~ 1 
(i)' Ap'>Bp 1 
(ii) Height bounced by A(AH)* 
(Appendix H continued over 
..... . /) 
Appendix H continued ••• 
Steps involved 
Step 5 - Note height 
bounced by 8 (store). 
Step 6 - Compare heights 
(store), state A ~ B B if 
Aa>B and As >BHif Ap> Bp 
Step 1 - (Real Action) 
- Note position of drop 
of A (store). 
Step 2 - (Real Action) 
- Note position of drop 
of B (store). 
Step 3 - (Real Action) 
- Compare positions of 
drop of A & B (store) 
make Ap>Bf 
Step 4 - (Real Action) 
- Note floor surface 
to be dropped on by A 
(store) 
Step 5 - (Real Action) 
- Note floor surface 
to be dropped on by B 
(store). 
Step 6 - (Real Action) 
- Compare floor surface 
dropped on by A & B (store) 
make A s > ~ ~
Step 7 - Note height 
of bounce of A (store) 
Step 8 - Note height of 
bounce of B (store). 
(i) Ap> Bp 
(ii) AH 
(iii) Height bounced by B(BH)* 
(i) Ap'>8p 
(ii) Difference in height of 
A&B 
(i) Position of drop of A(Ap)* 
(i) Ap 
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MEMORY 
DEMAND 
2 
2 
0 
(ii) Position of drop of B(Bp)* 1 
(i) Difference in position of 
drop (Ap> Bp) 1 
(i) Ap> Bf 
(ii) Floor surface dropped on 
by A. (As) * 1 
(i) Ap'> Bf> 
(ii) As 
(iii) Floor surface dropped on 
by 8(8s)* 2 
(i) Ap> Bp 
(ii) Difference in position 
of drop (As >B5) * 2 
(i) A p ~ ~ B1' 
(ii) As> Bs 
(iii) Height of bounce of A 2 
(Au) * 
(i) Ap> Bp 
(li) As> Bs 
(iii) AH 
(iv) Height of bounc. B(SH) * 
3 
(Appendlx H contlnued ov.r •••••• /) 
Appendix H continued 
• • • 
Steps involved 
Step 9 - Compare height 
of bounce (store) of A & B 
State A> B if ~ > > BHand 
Aft> BHif Ap> Bpand AtI> Bli 
if As> B ~ ~
Step 1 - (Real Action) 
- Note position of drop 
of A (store) 
Step 2 -tieal Action) 
- Note position of drop 
of B (store). 
Step 3 - (Real Action) 
- Compare positions of 
drop of A & B if B> A 
make Ap> Bp(store) 
Step 4 - Note height of 
bounce of A (store) 
Step 5 - Note height of 
bounce of B (store) 
Step 6 - Compare height 
of bounce of A & B (store) 
state B> A if B ~ ~ AHdue to 
BB ~ ~ A])and NOT (t!p> A PJ 
Items in Working M e m o ~ ~(L.!! being attended to 
(i) Ap>Bp 
(ii) As?' Bs 
(iii) Difference in height 
of bounce of A&B. 
(i) Ap 
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MEK>RY 
DEMAND 
3 
o 
(ii) Position of drop of B(Bp)* 1 
(i) Difference in positions 
of drop (Ap> Bp; 1 
(i) Ap> Bp 
(ii) Height of bounce of A (AH) * 1 
~ i ) ) Ap> Bp ii) AH iii) H e ~ g h t t of bouncM of B(BH)* 2 
(i) Ap> Bp 
(ii) Difference in height of 2 
bounce of A & B. 
Step I - (Real Action) (i) Position of drop of A(Ap)* 0 
- Note position of drop 
of A 
Step 2 - (Real Action) (i) Ap 
- Note position of drop of (ii) Position of drop of B ( B p ~ ~ I 
B. 
Step 3 - (Real Action) (i) Difference in position of 
- Compare position of drop drop (Ap> Bp) 1 
of A & B if B>A make Ap>Bp 
Step 4 - (Real Action) (i) Ap>Bp 
- Note floor .urfaee to be 
dropped on by A (store) (ii) Floor surface dropped 
on by A (As) * 1 
(Appendix H continued over ••••• /) 
Appendix H continued ••• 
Steps involved 
Step 5 - (Real Action) 
- Note floor .urface to 
Items in Working Memory 
Ii,e, being attended to) 
MEMORY 
DEMAND 
be dropped on by B (store) 
(1) Ap> Bp 
(ii) As 
(iii) Floor surface dropped 
on by B(Bs)* 
2 
Step 6 - (Real Action) 
- Compare floor surfaces 
be dropped on 
make As"> Bs or As - Bs 
i.e. NOT Bs:> As (store) 
Step 7 - (Real Action) 
- Note height of bounce 
A (store) 
Step 8 - (Real Action) 
• Note height of bounce 
B (store) 
Step 9 - Compare heights 
bounced by A & B,B'> A 
if Bij >AHciue to Bs> AB 
NOT (Bp:> Apor Bs'>' A'S) 
(i) Ap> Bp 
to(ii) Difference in floor 
surfacp dropped on 
,'NOT(Bs > As) 
(i) Ap>Bp 
(ii) NOT ( B s ~ ~ As) 
(iii) Height bounced by A ( ~ ) * *
(i) Ap> Dp 
2 
2 
~ l l l l )NOT (Bs > As) 2 ~ i v ) ) H ~ g h t t bounced by B (BH)* 
(i) Ap >Bp 
(ii) NOT(Bs;> As) 
(iii) Difference in height of 
bounce of A & B. 
3 
Stage 3,2) Strategy 1vCs(D EXPERIMENTATION 
Step 1 - (Real Action) 
• Note position of drop 
of A (store) 
Step 2 .' (Real Action) 
Note position of drop of 
B (store) 
Step 3 • (Real Action) 
- Compare positions of 
drop of A & B (store) 
make Ap'>Bp 
Step 4 • (Real Action) 
• Note floor surface to 
be dropped on by A (store) 
& CONTROL OF FLOOR SURFACE 
(i) Position of drop of A(Ap)* 0 
(i) Ap 
(.ii) Position of drop of B(Bp)* 1 
(i) Difference in positions of 
drop (Ap>Br-') 1 
(i) Ap> Br-
(ii) Floor surface dropped on byl 
A (As)* 
Step 5 - (Real Action) (i) Ap > Br' 
• Note floor surface to (11) A. 2 
be dropped on by B (store) (ili) Floor surface dropped on by 
B(Bs) * 
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Appendix H continued • • • 
Steps involved I t ~ m s s in Working Memory 
(i,e. being attended to) 
MEMORY 
DEMAND 
Step 6 - (Real Action) 
- Compare floor surface to 
be dropped on by A & B. 
make As - Bs(store) 
Step 7 - Note height 
bounced by A (store) 
Step 8 - Note height 
bounced by B (store) 
Step 9 - Compare heights 
of bounce of A & B 
state A> B if Aa> BHdue 
to Ap> Bt' 
(i) Ap.> Bp 
(ii) Difference in floor 
surfaces dropped 2 
on (As - Bs) 
(i) Ap>Bp 
(ii) As - Bs 
(iii)Height bounced by A(Aa)* 2 
(i) Ap > B-p 
(ii) As - Bs (iii) As . (iv) Height bounced by B(BH)* 3 
(1) Ap'> Bf' 
(ii) Ap > Bp 
(iii) Difference in height 3 
of bounce of A & B 
Stage 3.2) Strategy lvC.+p{CONTROL POSITION OF 
DROP BY USING TWO CONTROL OF FLOOR SURFACE 
EXPER IMENTS) 
Steps involved 
Step 1 - Note height 
bounced by A in first 
experLment (store). 
Step 2 - Note position 
of drop of A in the 
first experLment (store) 
Step 3 - (Real Action) 
- Note position of drop of 
B in new expertment (store) 
Step 4 - (Real Action) 
- Compare position of drop 
A old and B new, make 
positions the same (store), 
Step 5 - Note position 
of drop of A in new 
e x p e r ~ n t t (store) 
Items in Working Memory 
(i,e. being attended to) 
(i) Height bounced by A 
( ~ ~ old) 
(i) AH(old) 
(ii) Position of drop of A 
in old experiment 
(Ap old) 
(i) Atloid 
(ii) Ap old 
(iii) Position of drop of B 
in new experiment 
(Bp new)* 
(i) Au0ld 
MEK>RY 
DEMAND 
I 
2 
2 
(ii) Difference between 2 
positions of drop 
(Ap old - Bp new) 
(i) ~ o l d d
(ii) Ap old - Up new 2 
(iii) Position of drop of A in 
new experiment (Ap new)* 
(Appendix H continued over., ••• /) 
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Appendix H continued ••• 
Steps involved Items in Working Memory MEMORY 
(i.e. being attended to) DEMAND 
(i) ~ ~ old Step 6 - (Real Action) 
- Compare position of 
drop of A & B in new 
experiment, 
(ii) Difference in position of 2 
make Bp new> Ap new 
(store). 
drop (Ap old = Bp new) 
> Ap new 
Step 7 - (Real Action) (i) ~ ~ old 
- Note floor surface to (ii) (Ap old ... Bp new»Ap new 
be dropped on by A (store)(iii) Floor surface dropped on 
Step 8 - (Real Action) 
- Note floor surface to 
dropped on by B in new 
experiment (store) 
Step 9 - (Real Action) 
- Compare floor surface 
dropped on by A & B 
(make As = Bs)(store) 
by A(As new) * 
(i) ~ ~ old . 
be( ii) {Ap old = Bp new) ;> Ap new 
(iii) As new 
(iv) Floor surface dropped 
on by B (Bs new) * 
(i) As old 
(ii) (Ap old ... Bp new)">Ap new 
(iii) Difference in floor 
surface dropped on 
(As new .. Bs new) 
Step 10 - Note height (i) AS old 
of bounce of B new (store) (ii) CAp old = Bp new) > Ap new 
Step 11 - Compare height 
of B new to A old 
state A> B if As) BHdue 
to AB> B:BNOT Ap> Bp 
(iii) As new = Bs new 
(iv) Height of bounce of B 
(BH new) * 
(i) (Ap old .. Bp new) >Ap new 
(ii) As new = Bs new 
(iii) Difference in height of 
BH new and As old 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
(Stage 4.1) Strategy jv Cp (CONTROL OF 
. POSITION OF DROP BUT THE FLOOR SURFACE 
IS OVERLOOKED) 
Step involved 
Step 1 - (Real Action) 
- Note position of drop 
of A (store) 
Step 2 - (Real Action) 
- Note pesition of drop 
of B (store) 
Item MEMORY 
i.e. DEMAND 
(i) Position of drop of A(Ap)* 0 
(i) Ap 
(ii) Position of drop of B(Bp)* 1 
(Appendix H continued over ••••• 
Appendix H continued •• • 
Steps involved 
Step 3 - (Real Action) 
- Compare positions of 
A & B (store) 
make Ap = Bp 
Step 4 - Note height 
of bounce of A (store) 
Step 5 - Note height 
of bounce of B (store) 
Step 6 - Compare height 
of bounce of A & B (store) 
state A> B if ~ ' > B H d u e e
to AB;> BB 
AH = BHif Ap = Bp 
(i) D i f f e r e n ~ e e in positions 
of drop (Ap.=. Bp) 
(i) Ap = Br 
296 • 
MEMORY 
DEMAND 
I 
(ii) Height of bounce of A (AH)* I 
(i) Ap = Bp 
(ii) ~ ~
(iii) Height of bounce of B(BH)* 2 
(i) Ap = Bp 
(ii) Difference in heights 2 
of bounce A & B 
(Stage 4.2) Strategy jvCp+Sl (CONTROL OF 
POSITION OF DROP AND CONTROL OF FLOOR 
SURFACE BY MEANS OF COMPARISON OF '!WO 
jvCp EXPERIMENTS) 
Steps involved Item in Working Memory 
(i.e being attended to) 
MEMORY 
DEMAND 
Step I - Note height 
bounced by B in old 
expertment (store) 
Step 2 - Note position 
of drop of B in old 
experiment (store) 
Step 3 - Note floor 
surface dropped on by 
B in old experiment (store) 
Step 4 - Note floor surface 
dropped on by A in new 
experiment (store) 
Step 5 - Compare floor 
surfaces dropped on 
make As new = Bs old 
(store) 
(i) Height bounced by B 
(BB old) 
(i) 1\i old 
(ii) Position of drop of B 
(Bp old) 
(i) BH old 
(ii) Bp old 
(iii) Floor surface dropped on 
by B(:Bs old) 
(i) BH old 
(ii) Bp old 
(iii) Bs old 
(iv) Floor surface dropped on by 
A (As new)* 
(i) BH old 
(ii) Bp old 
I 
2 
3 
3 
(iii) Difference in floor 3 
surfaces (As new = Bs old) 
(Appendix H continued over ••••••• /) 
Appendix H continued 
Steps involved 
Step 6 - Note floor 
surface dropped on by 
B in new experiment 
(store) 
• • • 
Items in Working Memory 
(i.e. being attended to) 
(i) BH old 
(ii) B.p old 
(iii) As new = Bg old 
(iv) Floor surface dropped on 
by B (Bs new) * 
(i) BH old 
(ii) Bp old 
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MEMORY 
DEMAND 
3 
3 
Step 7 - Compare floor 
surface dropped on by A& 
B in new experiment 
make As> as (store) (iii)(As new = Bs old» Bs new 
Step 8 - Note position 
of A in new experiment (store) 
Step 9 - Compare position 
of drop of A in new 
exerpiment with B in old 
experiment 
make Ap new = Bp old 
(store) . 
Step 10 - Note position 
of drop of B in new 
experiment(store) 
(i) BH old 
(ii) Bp old 
(iii)(As new = Bs old» Bs new 
(iv) Position of drop of A 
(Ap new)* 
(i) BH old 
(ii)(.As new = B·s old» ~ s s new 
(iii) Ap new = ap old 
(i) Bold 
(ii) YAs new = Bs old) > Bs (iii) Ap new = B.p old 
(iv) Position of drop of B 
(B.p) * 
new 
Step 11 - Compare position (i) B Hold 
of drop of B. in new (ii) (Jl. new = Bold) > B new 
experiment with A in (iii) (Xp new .. Kp old) ,.s 
new e ~ e r i m e n t t Bp new 
make AP - BP(store) 
Step 12 - Note Height 
bounced by A in new 
experiment (store) 
Step 13 - Compare height 
bounced by B in old 
experiment with A in new 
experiment 
(i) Bij old 
(ii) (A new = Bs old» Bs new 
(iii) (lp new" Bp old) -
Bp new 
(iv) Height bounced by ~ ( ~ ) * *
(i) (As new = Bs old) >Bs new 
(ii) (Ap new .. Bp old) .. Bp new 
(iii) Difference in heights 
bounced BH old and 
AH new 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
(Appendix H continued over •••••• /) 
Appendix H continued ••• 
(Stage 5) Strategy 1vCP+Si (CONTROL OF POSITION OF DROP AND FLOOR SURF CE 
Steps involved 
Step 1 -(Real Action) 
- Note position of drop 
of A (store) 
(i) Ap 
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MEMORY 
o 
Step 2 - (Real Action) 
- Note position of drop 
of B (store) 
(ii) Position of drop of B(Bp)lt- 1 
Step 3 - (Real Action) 
- Compare positions of 
drop A & B (store) 
make Ap - Bp 
(i) Difference in positions 
of drop (Ap - B f') 
Step 4 - (Real Action) (i) Ap - Br 
- Note floor surface to be(ii) Floor surface dropped 
dropped on by A (store) on by A(As )* 
Step 5 - (Real Action) (i) Ap - BF 
- Note floor surface (ii) As 
to be dropped on by B (iii) Floor surface dropped on 
(store) by B(Bs )* 
Step 6 - (Real Action) (i) Ap - Bp 
- Compare floor surface (ii) Difference in floor surface 
dropped on by A & B (store) dropped on (As - B's ) 
As - B5 
Step 7 - Note height of 
bounce of A (store) 
(i) Ap - Sf 
(ii) As - Bs 
(iii) Height of bounce of A ( ~ ) * *
Step 8 - Note height of (i) Ap - Bp 
bounce of B (store) (ii) As - Bs 
(iil) Au 
(iv) Height of bounce of B(BH)* 
Step 9 - Compare height (i) Ap - Bp 
of bounce of A & B (store)(ii) A - Bs 
state A> B lf Ati'>Btt due to s 
AS>BBand NOT due to (iii) Difference in height of 
Ap - Bp and NOT due to bounce As & BH 
As - Bs 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
3 
APPENDIX I 
Working Memory Demands for executing the resolution 
of conflict strategies 
Conflict Strategy 1 
Steps involved Items in Working Memory 
(i,e. being attended to) 
MEK>RY 
DEMAND 
Step 1 - Note position 
of drop of A (store) 
Step 2 - Note position 
of drop of B (store) 
Step 3 - Compare positions 
(i) Position of drop of A 
(Ap) 
(i) Ap 
(ii) Position of drop of 
B(Bp) 
of drop (store) (i) Difference in positions 
of drop Bp> A[-' 
Conflict Strategy 2 
(i) floor surface dropped on 
1 
2 
1 
Step 1 - Note floor 
surface dropped on by 
A (store) 
by A (As) 1 
(i) As Step 2 - Note floor 
surface dropped on by 
B (store) (ii) Floor surface dropped on by B (Bs) 2 
Step 3 - Compare floor 
surfaces dropped on by 
A & B (store) 
(i) Difference in floor 
surface dropped on 1 
Bs>As 
Conflict Strategy 3 
Step I - Note floor surface 
dropped on by A (store) (i) Floor surface dropped on 
Step 2 - Note floor surface 
dropped on by B (store) (i) As 
by A(As) I 
(ii) Floor surface dropped on 
by B (Bs) 2 
Step 3 - Compare floor 
surface droprd on by 
A & B (store 
(i) Difference in floor surface 
dropped on (As - B:) I 
Step 4 - Note position (i) As - Bs 
of drop of A (store) (ii) Position of drop of A(Ap) 2 
Step 5 - Note position (i) As - Bs 
of drop of B (store) (ii) Ap 
, " ~ I ; ' ; ' " - ~ ' : ( l i i ) ) Position of drop of 3 
' ~ ~ neDp) 
.... 
I, " \. -<. f 
.".. ~ ~ / /
'°1 INn ."::.;." 
.... "-.-...--.... 
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TABLE 10.5 
Symbols 
For tennis balls 
A 
B 
For experimental 
variables 
Subscript II 
Subscript p 
Subscript s 
Subscript B 
For PLANS I NUPLANS 
and Strategies 
~ l i s t e d d in order 
of increasing 
sophistication) 
IJ 
INV J 
BN 
lower case jv 
jvD. 
jvG.D. 
jVC. 
jvT. 
NOTATION USJ.:;D IN CHAPTEJ.{S 10 & 11 
Heaning and examples 
A tennis b8ll e.g., A may represent the yellow tennis ball. 
The other tennis ball e.g., n represents the white tennis 
ball if A represents the yellow tennis ball. 
The height bounced by the tennis ball e.g., AH represents 
the height bounced by tennis ball A. 
The position of drop of a tennis ball e.g., Ap represents 
the position of drop of tennis ball A. 
The type of floor surface dropped onto by a tennis ball 
e.g., A. represents the floor surface that tennis ball 
A drops onto. 
The intrinsic bounce of a tennis ball e.g., AB represents 
the intrinsic bounce of tennis ball A. 
Signifies that only an ! ~ n 1 f i I V E E ~ D G M E N T T was made, 
no experimentation took place. 
Signifies that an INVARIANT JUDGMENT was made. 
- -
Signifies that a BOUNCE strategy was used. 
Signifies that the PLAN/NUPLAN is one of iudgment 
ALL PLANS/NUPLANS past BN involve jv. 
Signifies that a £IFFERENCE strategy was used. 
Signifies that a QREATEST QIFFERENCE strategy was 
used. 
Signifies that a CONTROL strategy was used. 
verification . 
-
The subscript denotes the extrinsic variable or variables 
controlled e.g., jvCs - control of floor surface only. 
jvCp - control of position of drop only. 
jvCp+s - control of both extrinsic 
variables. 
Signifies that a ~ S T T OF STRENGTH was used. 
This may be combined with a control strategy e.g., 
jvTCs - test of strength and the control 
of the floor surface only. 
